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GENE THERAPY: STATUS, PROSPECTS FOR
THE FUTURE, AND GOVERNMENT POLICY
IMPLICATIONS

WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 28, 1994

House of Representatives,
Committee on Science, Space, and Technology,

Washington, D.C.

The committee met, pursuant to call, at 1:49 p.m. in Room 2318,

Raybum House Office Building, Hon. George E. Brown, Jr. [chair-

man of the committee] presiding.

The Chairman. The committee will come to order.

We are in the midst of a roll call now, but we expect other Mem-
bers to show up shortly, and I would like to get started in recogni-

tion of the fact that we have already been delayed a few minutes.

I will begin with my opening statement.

Four years ago this month, a scientific event occurred that was
so momentous and far reaching that some might have considered

this science fiction come true. Scientists were, for the first time,

able to actually repair defective human genes and replace them in

the body of four-year-old Ashanthi DeSilva. This event was at once

miraculous and threatening. No longer were humans bom with de-

fective genes doomed to a lifetime of suffering. Still, our imder-

standing of the miracle and its implications is in its infancy.

Today, a healthy Ashanthi will appear before this committee as

living proof that a miracle has occurred. While there are unan-
swered questions about the limits of this procedure, its promise is

overwhelming. Therefore, the timing seems right to probe the state

of the art.

The Science, Space, and Technology Committee has a long record

of involvement in biotechnology and gene therapy issues, which
dates back to the 1970s. Ray Thornton, Olin Teague, and I were
all actively involved. We held numerous hearings and promoted
some of the earliest legislation in the area. Subcommittee Chair-

man Thornton developed sufficient expertise that he was recruited

for the Recombitant DNA Advisory Board where he served with
distinction.

Later, then Representative Al Gore, as Chairman of the Inves-

tigations And Oversight Subcommittee, became very active in these

issues. Perhaps most pertinent to today's topic was a series of three

hearings Chairman Gore held in 1982, which contributed to the de-

velopment of an innovative RAC review process.

During this hearing, we will look at the extent and nature of

gene therapy research being constructed by the government, by

(1)



universities and by biotechnology companies; the ramifications of

this research for human health, and the government policy options

that will affect the ability to bring this technology to patients.

In our first panel, we will hear from representatives of the ad-

ministration. Testimony will be given by Dr. Nelson Wivel, Director

of the Office of Recombitant DNA Activities at NIH, who will be
accompanied by Dr. Philip Noguchi, Director of Cellular and Gene
Therapies of the Food and Drug Administration.

Actually, we will hear second fi-om them and we will hear first

from Dr. M.R.C. Greenwood, Associate Director for Science of the
Office of Science and Technology Policy in the Executive Office of

the President. These witnesses will give us an update on the re-

search and development that is occurring throughout the Federal
system as well as the importance of gene therapy for the competi-
tiveness of the U.S. biotechnology industry.

Furthermore, we will hear of a recent change regarding NIH and
FDA consolidated review of human gene transfer protocols.

In our second panel we will be privileged to meet with Ashanthi
DeSilva and her father. Raj. Accompan3dng the DeSilvas is Dr.
Kenneth Culver, one of the physicians that made up the NIH team
that treated her with the gene therapy.
Our last panel consists of Dr. Jeffrey Swarz, Vice President of CS

First Boston Corporation, an investment bank in New York, and
Mr. Robert Abbott, President and CEO of Viagene, Inc. These wit-

nesses will address the public policy issues which affect gene ther-

apy research and the ability of gene therapy companies to raise

capital.

Also to address this final panel will be Dr. LeRoy Walters, Pro-
fessor of Philosophy at Georgetown University; and the Joseph P.

Kennedy, Senior, Professor of Christian Ethics at Georgetown's
Kennedy Institute of Ethics. Dr. Walters currently chairs the NIH
Recombinant DNA Advisory Committee.

Dr. Walters will address the ethical issues involved with testing

gene therapy clinical trials in humans and the Federal Govern-
ment's role in ensuring that these ethical concerns are confronted
appropriately and that we remain proactive in preventing serious

ethical violations fi-om occurring.

I might just as an aside mention that it would have been un-
heard of in the early days of gene therapy to have a philosopher
and professor of Christian ethics serving on any of the appropriate
committees, including chairing the DNA advisory committee, the
RAC committee. So we have come a long way in that regard.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Brown follows:]
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Four years ago this month a scientific event occurred that was so momentous and

far-reaching that some might have considered it science fiction come true. Scientists were, for

a first time, able to actually repair defective human genes and replace them in the body of four-

year-old Ashanti DeSilva. This event was at once miraculous and threatening. No longer were

humans bom with defective genes doomed to a lifetime of suffering. Still, our understanding

of the miracle and its implications is in its infancy.

Today, a healthy Ashanti will appear before this Committee as living proof that a miracle

has occurred. While there are unanswered questions about the limits of this procedure, its

promise is overwhelming. Therefore, the timing seems right to probe the state of the art.

The Science, Space, and Technology Committee has a long record of involvement in

biotechnology and gene therapy issues, which dates back to the 1970's. Ray Thornton, Olin

Teague, and I were all actively involved. We held numerous hearings and promoted some of

the earliest legislation in the area. Subcommittee Chairman Thornton developed sufficient

expertise that he was recruited for the Recombinant DNA Advisory Board where he served with

distinction.

Later, then Representative Al Gore, as Chairman of the Investigations and Oversight

Subcommittee became very active in these issues. Perhaps most pertinent to today's topic was

a series of three hearings Chairman Gore held in 1982 which contributed to the development of

an innovative RAC review process.

During this hearing we will look at the extent and nature of gene therapy research being

conducted by the government, universities and biotechnology companies; the ramifications of

this research for human health; and the government policy options that will affect the ability to

bring this technology to patients.

In our first panel we will hear from representatives of the Administration. Testimony

will be given by Dr. Nelson Wivel, Director of the Office of Recombinant DNA Activities at

the National Institutes of Health, who will be accompanied by Dr. Philip Noguchi, Director of

Cellular and Gene Therapies, of the Food and Drug Administration.



Next we will hear from Dr. M.R.C. Greenwood, Associate Director for Science, of the

Office of Science and Technology Policy in the Executive Office of the President. These

witnesses will give us an update on the research and development that is occurring throughout

the Federal system, as well as the importance for gene therapy for the competitiveness of the

U.S. biotechnology industry.

Furthermore, we will hear of a recent change regarding NIH and FDA consolidated

review of human gene transfer protocols.

In our second panel, we will be privileged to meet with Ashanti DeSilva and her father

Raj. Accompanying the DeSilva' s is Dr. Kenneth Culver, one of the physicians that made up

the NIH team that treated her with the gene therapy.

Our last panel consists of Dr. Jeffery Swarz, Vice President of CS First Boston

Corporation, an investment bank in New York; and Mr. Robert Abbott, President and CEO of

Viagene, Inc. These witnesses will address the public policy issues which affect gene therapy

research, and the ability of gene therapy companies to raise capital.

Also to address this final panel will be Dr. LeRoy Walters, Professor of Philosophy at

Georgetown University and the Joseph P. Kennedy, Sr. Professor of Christian Ethics at

Georgetown's Kennedy Institute of Ethics. Dr. Walters currently chairs the NIH Recombinant

DNA Advisory Committee. Dr. Walters will address the ethical issues involved with testing

gene therapy clinical trials in humans and the Federal Government's role in ensuring that these

ethical concerns are confronted appropriately and that we remain proactive in preventing serious

ethical violations from occurring.

We look forward to their testimony.



The Chairman. We will—let me ask if, do we have a Republican?

Mr. Lewis will return shortly and Mr. Walker may come, and as

soon as they appear, we will recognize them for £iny appropriate

opening statement they may have.

I would like to ask if Mr. Valentine has any statement.

Mr. Valentine. Mr. Chairman, I thank the Chairman for rec-

ognizing me. I will be very brief, and say simply that I look forward

to hearing from all of the witnesses, and in particular Ashanthi

DeSilva and from her father Raj.

Ashanthi was benefitted—has benefitted, I am told, not only

from gene therapy but also from a medication, PEG-ADA, which
was developed by Dr. Michael Hershfield from the Duke University

Medical Center. I, of course, take great pride that that institution

is a part of my constituency.

And so I would simply like to say, in conclusion, I thank the

Chairman for arranging the hearing. I think that as you have stat-

ed with great clarity, this is I think one of the most important ses-

sions that we have had since I have been a Member of this commit-

tee.

I thank you, and yield back the balance of my time.

The Chairman. I certainly appreciate those comments. And I

now turn to Mr. Walker if he is ready with any opening remarks
that he might have.
Mr. Walker. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Great strides are being made in the field of biomedical research,

some of which we see even in today's media. Unfortunately, a lot

of the things that are happening tend to be very costly and they

have forced the private sector to seek increasing help fi-om the Fed-

eral Government.
This raises two important questions. Will the government then

be in a position of deciding which programs receive funding and
thereby direct the research? And then, will that funding tail, so to

speak, wag the overall scientific dog?
I look forward to today's testimony, and thank you for holding

this important hearing as we begin to sort through those questions

because they could very well determine the NIH of science and the

NIH of Federal participation in science in the coming centuries.

And I think what we are doing here is very, very important.

Thank you.
The Chairman. Mr. Lewis is the Ranking Republican on the sub-

committee.
Do you have any opening statement, Mr. Lewis?
Mr. Lewis. I ask unanimous consent to place it in the record.

The Chairman. Without objection.

Mr. Roemer, do you have anything?
Mr. Roemer. Yes, Mr. Chairman, I would just make a very brief

comment.
Sometimes events eclipse even the importance of a hearing

today. I would associate myself with the remarks made by our dis-

tinguished Chairman and both Ranking Members with regard to

the importance of this hearing.
But this is an important hearing for a variety of reasons, one of

them being that we have a number of Members who have served

so capably and ably on this committee for a number of years and



will not be coming back next term due to retirement. And a couple
of them are here right now—Chairman Valentine, and Mr. Lewis,
among the others, Chairperson Lloyd, Mr. McCurdy, Mr. Copper-
smith, Mr. Bacchus and Mr. Grams.
And with respect to a couple of the people here, I would just like

to say that I have very much enjoyed serving under the able lead-

ership of Mr. Lewis, who has been always fair to me as a Democrat
and has worked in a number of areas in a bipartisan way to co-

operate on different endeavors, and certainly this body is going to

miss him and this committee is going to miss him. And I am sure
he will be inviting all of us down to Florida soon to enjoy the great
beautiful weather down there.

Mr. Valentine, I have served under his very, very articulate and
capable leadership, and I think it is especially important to note
with him that so oftentimes aroimd this body, you can meet people
that you enjoy working with and that have a sense of humor and
that you learn from, and then also that are very capable and
knowledgeable about the legislative process. Not often do you have
both those qualities in a Chairman.
And he is somebody that has served both as a mentor to me, giv-

ing me advice since my freshman year in 1991, and giving me and
my wife, through his wife, Barbara, good ideas in different personal
and legislative endeavors. So I would like to thank him and thank
Chairman Lloyd, who is not here, but who hopefully will be coming
here later. And especially people like Jim Bacchus who I served
with and was elected with as a freshman.
But I would like to present to Mr. Valentine a small token of my

appreciation and the committee's appreciation, a plaque for his

service to the committee.
Mr. Valentine. Thank you very much.
Mr. ROEMER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The Chairman. Thank you for that very appropriate

—

Mr. Valentine, Mr. Chairman, I know I am not entitled to it,

but I just want to say publicly thank you very much. And

—

The Chairman. Are you going to ask him when he is going to

stgirt taking some of that advice that he admired so much?
Mr. Valentine. No, Mr. Chairman. He takes it. He is a good stu-

dent. I was simply going to ask that you maybe leave the record
open in case any other Members who are not here would like to

add their complimentary remarks.
The Chairman. As a technical matter, it is necessary for me to

ask unanimous consent that today's hearings are opened to print
and broadcast media, including still and video photography, and
since there is no objection, that will be the order. And those pic-

tures of you wfll be legal.

Bobby?
Mr. Scott. Just very briefly, Mr. Chairman, this subject is an ex-

ample of how scientific advancement can cause—can raise many
challenging questions, legal questions—business, profit-type ques-
tions, very many ethical questions. And I look forward, Mr. Chair-
man, to seeing how we can make scientific advancements and not
get into some quagmires that obviously are developing in this par-
ticular subject. And I appreciate your calling this hearing.
The Chairman. Mr. Barca?



Mr. Barca. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Just briefly, I also would like to echo the sentiments expressed

by my colleague, Tim Roemer from Indiana. He expressed them far

more eloquently than I could.

I want to thank Chairman Valentine. I had the pleasure of serv-

ing in his subcommittee, and we always had very interesting and
important topics before us, as we do here today again.

And I wanted to say thank you very much publicly, Mr. Valen-

tine, for your leadership and support. And my very best wishes to

Mr. Lewis for his fine work on this committee and the others who
will be retiring as well.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The Chairman. Thank you, Mr. Barca.

And Mr. Hoke?
Mr. Hoke. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. And thank you for putting

together this particular panel.

Much to my delight, I find that with us today will be two won-
derful people who come from North Olmsted, Ohio, which I have
the privilege of representing, including Ashanthi DeSilva, who is

the daughter of Mr. Raj DeSilva, and Ashanthi was the first person

in the United States to ever have been treated to cure the cause

of a disease with gene therapy.

And so I am particularly happy to be here and to welcome them
to Washington. And we will have the benefit of their testimony.

That's all I wanted to say. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The Chairman. Thank you very much, Mr. Hoke.
I am glad that you called it to our attention. I was unaware that

these witnesses were from your district or I would have allowed

you special recognition for that purpose.

I would, in view of the comments that have been made about Mr.
Valentine, indicate that I am going to honor him personally by ask-

ing him to take over chairing this hearing in about a half an hour,

because of the fact that I have unfortunately some other commit-
ments. And I want him to demonstrate in what has been his last

frill committee hearing the expertise which has earned him the ac-

colades.

Mr. Valentine. Which you have heard about but never seen.

The Chairman. Which I have heard about but never seen.

Our first witness this morning will be Dr. M.R.C. Greenwood,
better known as Marcie, Associate Director of the Office of Science

Technology Policy at the White House, and we appreciate you being

here, and welcome your testimony.

STATEMENTS OF DR. M.R.C. GREENWOOD, ASSOCIATE DIREC-
TOR FOR SCIENCE, OFFICE OF SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY
POLICY, THE WHITE HOUSE; AND DR. NELSON WIVEL, DI-

RECTOR, OFFICE OF RECOMBINANT DNA ACTIVITIES, NA-
TIONAL INSTITUTES OF HEALTH, ACCOMPANIED BY DR.
PHILIP D. NOGUCHI, DIRECTOR, CELLULAR AND GENE
THERAPIES, FOOD AND DRUG ADMINISTRATION

Dr. Greenwood. Thank you, Mr. Chairman and Members of the

committee. I am delighted to be here this afternoon to participate

in the hearing on gene therapy status, prospects for the future and
government policy implications.
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What I'd like to do is talk briefly about gene therapy in the con-

text of modem biology and then talk more specifically about a few
issues that have been raised, and also about some plans to expand
the oppori;unities for public participation in decision-making relat-

ed to bioethics and gene therapy would be one of those issues.

We can certainly all appreciate that specific technologies have
transformed our societies. For example, the Industrial Revolution
turned this country fi*om an agrarian-based society into one that is

more dependent and rooted in industry and has in fact directed our
future.

Many scientists and contemporary observers today believe that

we are in the midst of a biological revolution, a tremendous biologi-

cal revolution, and many of the ideas that are emerging from the

field of biology are transforming our society. They are influencing

how we view our relationship with nature, how we evaluate the

quality of life, how we understand, diagnose and treat disease, and
even how we define life and death.

The subject of today's hearing, gene therapy, then is both a de-

rivative of our past and present scientific prowess, but it is also an
indicator of a whole new set of future issues, scientific and ethical.

For decades we have known that height, hair and eye color are

all traits that people inherit from their forebearers. We also know
that some dreadful diseases come about as a consequence of having
inherited a gene fi-om one or both of our parents.

Some of the worst of these diseases devastate the lives of young
children and their families and cost hundreds of thousands of dol-

lars sometimes to treat. For the families of those afflicted, any ap-

proach that would prevent or cure such conditions would be worth
the cost and many would welcome the information that would pre-

dict the disease as well.

But in addition to that, we know that a huge proportion of our
population carries not a certain commitment to disease as some of

these single-gene mutations do, but a predisposition to chronic dis-

abling conditions that affect many of us and often take a lifetime

to develop.

So when you put these together, that is, the inborn errors of me-
tabolism, the single-gene diseases, the inherited-gene diseases and
the predisposition that most of us carry toward chronic disease, the
impact of our genes and the ability to regulate them or change
their functions is relevant to virtually everyone in this country.

But before I go on and talk about gene therapy specifically, I

want to point out that fixing genes and improving the health and
quality of our life is completely consistent with our long-term goals

of providing preventive and corrective medicine targeted to known
individual needs of our citizens.

In the past, we had to focus, particularly in these inborn errors

of metabolism, on relieving the sjonptoms of genetically determined
disease. And for the future we believe that the opportunity to diag-

nosis, cure and alter the course of the disease is in front of us and
very visible.

There is, to put it mildly, a significant degree of public interest

in the nature and philosophy of gene therapy and its potential

problems, but I want to cast it in a historical context. For example,
in 1802 when Edward Jenner proposed injecting humans with ma-



terials from cows to vaccinate against smallpox, there was a great

outcry illustrated by cartoons depicting people sprouting horns and
tails.

So it is overwhelmingly important for the Congress to help the

American people to understand the scientific discoveries that we're

making and also to help the scientists understand the public's con-

cern.

And so I commend you for having this hearing, because it is such

an important part of the discourse that needs to go on in our public

debate.
As a life scientist researcher, I spent about 25 years before I

came to Washington trjdng to understand the genes that pre-

dispose all of us to diabetes and obesity. And if you look around

the room, you will see this is of no small importance to many of

us.

Today we know what chromosomes the genes that cause these

diseases reside on. And you may have read in the media recently,

in the past month or so, that the insulin-dependent diabetes gene

—

that's the one that occurs early, sometimes called juvenile diabetes,

the form that afflicts young children—is regulated in part by genes

that are known to be now on chromosomes 6 and 11. But there are

as many as 18 other chromosomal regions that are also associated

with the development of this disease.

So to be sure, from the scientific point of view these are not sim-

ple issues. In other words, some genetic diseases that can be traced

to a single, simple problem in one individual gene may have some
corrective prospects while numerous other familial diseases are

linked to a highly complex set of coding faults. And we must under-

stand as we're calling upon our biomedical investigators to solve

these problems, that the problems they face are as complex as they

are heartbreaking.
The most highly desired goal, of course, fi"om the perspective of

the patient and from the perspective of the countr/s health care

system is to prevent the occurrence of disease. The bulk of our

treatments today rely on ameliorating symptoms but they fall short

of curing many patients. For those situations in which genetic ele-

ments are the causative agent, it does now stand to reason that the

route to prevention and cure is through molecular biology and gene

therapy.
While the promise is real, we do have to understand that we

have a long ways to go before genetic medicine is a common, every-

day practice.

The charter describing this hearing emphasized the goal of using

gene therapy to direct inborn genetic defects that occur in humans.
And that certainly is an appropriate goal. But I also want to point

out that it is also going to be quite challenging.

The human genome, as you probably know, contains about 50 to

100,000 genes. The catalog, which we call the MendeHan Inherit-

ance in Man, has about 4,200 known single-gene defects. About 300
or 400 have actually been cloned.

So the Human Genome Project is one of the current, ongoing sci-

entific efforts that is playing a significant role in developing the re-

search tools that have accelerated the pace of gene discovery. And
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many human disorders are the result of interaction of several

genes.
Gene therapy encompasses both the replacement of missing or

defecting genes, such as you will hear from Ashanthi DeSilva and
her father, but also augmenting the biological processes for fighting

existing disease.

The first actual gene transfer protocol involved patients with
cancer. The purpose of the trial was not therapy per se but to see

if the genetically marked cells from a small group of patients would
behave as predicted upon reintroduction into the patient's blood-

stream. And I know that Dr. Wivel will describe these examples in

more detail.

Another example of how complicated genetic intervention may be
is that we may need to reach the genes in a specific organ like the

islets of Langerhans, the part of the pancreas that is importantly
disturbed in the cases of patients with diabetes.

It may not be feasible to rely on surgically removing target cells

as a genetic practice in the future altering them and reintroducing

them, we are going to have to create new ways of getting to the
specific targets.

The early candidates for gene therapy are those defects that may
be remedied in a simple fashion that introduces a gene that codes
for a product that doesn't require careful regulation, but can be
functional and useful in any amount while present in the general
circulation and those have been some of the examples that have
happened recently. But other candidates for gene therapy fall into

the second category, treatments for diseases such as cancer and
AIDS that work by boosting the patient's internal defense system.
And in addition, there are genes that require hormonal stimula-

tion and have to be carefully modulated over time. Those will pose
even more difficult choices and opportunities for investigation.

The point I want to underscore here is that a great deal of fun-

damental scientific research must be done in order to put the re-

sults of genetic studies to use in the diagnosis and treatment of dis-

ease. Continued support for the science will result ultimately in

better quality, more cost-effective health care than we can provide
today with our still rudimentary understanding of the genetic basis

of disease.

Research in molecular biology and genetics is supported not only
through the Human Genome Project, which I mentioned earlier,

but also by virtually all NIH components, the National Science

Foundation and many other agencies. And you will hear more
about that fi*om my colleagues here.

One concern that has been raised is that therapeutic regimens
usually lag behind the technology used to diagnose illness. Prenatal
genetic screening is now available for a number of conditions in-

cluding Tay-Sachs, which is fatal to affected children between the
ages of two and four.

To help inform the public discussion associated with identifying

genes in the absence of appropriate gene therapies, we will have
to continuously explain the scientific and ethical issues. That is one
of the reasons in its position paper on research, "Science in the Na-
tional Interest," we have pushed for programs to enhance public

scientific literacy.
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Enhancing our scientific literacy and our public understanding

empowers our populace, it provides the means for informed deci-

sion making and providing a forum for airing tough issues, and ex-

posing them to the scrutiny of experts and interested individuals

is very important. This hearing makes an important contribution

to increasing awareness of issues related to gene therapy.

The administration believes that the time has come for the Fed-

eral Government to assume a more proactive role in creating an at-

mosphere that fosters open discussion of thorny issues relating to

biomedical and behavioral research and the applications of that re-

search. That is why Dr. Gibbons and the Office of Science and
Technology Policy has proposed establishing a national bioethics

advisory committee.
The goal is to establish a panel of nongovernment experts in the

relative scientific disciplines, law and ethics as well as community
representatives, to provide advice and recommendations to the Fed-

eral Government. A draft charter for the national bioethics advi-

sory committee was published on August 12 in the Federal Register

and is up for comment now.
The commission would report to the President's National Science

and Technology Council and would operate xmder the provision of

the FACA. OSTP began developing this proposal at the request of

the Departments of Energy and Health and Human Services in Oc-

tober of 1993.
These agencies had been considering establishment of a joint ad-

visory panel to examine issues related primarily to maintaining the

confidentiality of genetic information resulting from the Human
Genome Project. However, it became quickly clear that there were

a number of other bioethical issues that would benefit firom consid-

eration by such an advisory board.

Discussions took place with Members of Congress including Rep-

resentative Markey, Senators Kennedy, Glenn, Hatfield and others.

With their interest and encouragement, several important improve-

ments were made in the early drafts. And the products of these

drafts are the draft charter and the preamble which has recently

been published in the Federal Register.

The immediate charge to the committee will be to consider issues

in the protection of the rights and welfare of human research sub-

jects and the management and use of genetic information. But the

general charge will be to consider current and prospective issues

pertinent to the conduct of research. And there will be an
overarching principle to govern the ethical conduct of such re-

search.

So, in summary, as we move forward in our search to prevent

and cure human disease, it is critical that we support the fun-

damental science from which this new field is emerging and that

we encourage the development of ethical guidelines for its applica-

tion.

There is still a long way to go before the significant potential of

gene therapy can be realized and put into general practice. As the

research continues, we must also support efforts to communicate
an awareness of its promise and limitations to get the public en-

gaged in the dialogue.
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Finally, we are going to have to look forward to training a new
cadre of scientists, physicians and health professionals who are

able to use this technology and its outgrowth for the future preven-

tion of some of the diseases and the significant amelioration of oth-

ers and whose practices— that is, this new cadre of physicians and
scientists—are in the finest of ethical tradition.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman. That concludes my formal remarks.

[The prepared statement of Dr. Greenwood follows:]
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Good afternoon, Mr. Chairman, members of the committee. I would like to thank you for

giving me the opportunity to participate in this hearing on Gene Therapy -- Status, Prospects

for the Future, and Government Policy Implications.

Introduction

We can all appreciate that specific technologies have transformed societies. For example, the

industrial revolution transformed this country from an agrarian-based society into one more
dependent on and rooted in industry. Many scientists and contemporary observers of science

believe that we are in the midst of a biological revolution. Many of the ideas emerging from

the field of biology are transforming our society -- how we view our relationship with

Nature; how we evaluate quality of life; how we understand, diagnose and treat disease; even

how we define life and death. The subject of today's hearing, gene therapy, is both a

derivative of our past and present scientific prowess and an indicator of a whole new set of

future issues.

For decades we have known that height, hair and eye color are all traits that people inherit

from their forebears. We also know that some dreadful diseases come about as a

consequence of having inherited a gene from one or both parents. Some of the worst of

these devastate the lives of young children and their families and cost hundreds of thousands

of dollars, if not more, simply to relieve the pain and suffering in less than satisfactory

ways. For the families of those afflicted, any approach that could prevent or cure such

conditions would be worth any cost and many would welcome information that would predict

whether they or a child would be affected by a genetic disease.

However, in addition to these traumatic and still rather rare inherited conditions affecting

only a small group of patients, we now know that a huge proportion of the population carries

not a certain commitment, but a predisposition to chronic disabling conditions which take a

lifetime to develop such as diabetes and some forms of cancer and heart disease. When put

I
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together, then, the impact of genes and our ability to modulate or change their function is

relevant to virnially everybody in this country.

Before I go on and talk about gene therapy specifically, I want to point out that "fixing"

genes and improving health and quality of life is completely consistent with our long term

goals of providing preventative and corrective medicine targeted to the known individual

needs of our citizens. In the past, we have had to focus only on relieving the symptoms of

genetically determined disease. The future offers the opportunity to diagnose, cure and alter

the course of disease.

There is a degree of public interest in the nature and philosophy of gene therapy, and its

potential problems. This is not a new response to the advent of innovative therapeutic

agents. For example, in 1802 when Edward Jenner proposed injecting humans with material

from cows to vaccinate against smallpox, there was a great outcry illustrated by cartoons

depicting people sprouting horns and tails. It is overwhelmingly important for Congress to

help the American people to understand the scientists and also to help the scientists

understand the public's concerns. We believe the Nation cannot afford to lose this

opportunity to improve the lives of patients and cure these diseases. It also cannot afford to

ignore the misunderstandings or mistakes that could develop and which thoughtful debate can

prevent.

As a life sciences researcher, I spent 25 years before coming to Washington trying to

understand the genes that predispose or cause diabetes and obesity; two diseases which, if

you look around this room, are of great personal interest to at least some of us. Today, we

know on which chromosomes the genes that cause these diseases reside in some animals, and

have learned in the past month that insulin dependent diabetes mellitus, the form that so often

and tragically afflicts young people, is regulated in part by genes on chromosomes 6 and 11,

but that as many as 18 other chromosome regions may also be associated. So, to be sure,

these issues are not simple. In other words, some genetic diseases can be traced to a single

simple problem in one individual gene, while numerous other familial conditions are linked

to a highly complex set of coding faults. We have to understand that the situations our

biomedical investigators face today are as complex as they are heartbreaking.

Although there has been a resurgence of antibiotic-resistant strains, e.g., tuberculosis,

antibiotics are largely adequate to manage many previously fatal bacterial infections and great

strides have been made in curbing certain viral diseases. Vaccines are our most powerful

weapon against the common infectious diseases of childhood-measles, mumps, rubella, and

now Haemophilus influenza, as well as others such as hepatitis B. I characterize vaccines in

this way because they actually prevent the occurrence of infection which is the most cost-

effective approach to illness.

However, the medical armamentarium is still limited with respect to the prevention or

treatment of many common chronic or long-term disabling diseases including arthritis,

diabetes, heart disease, cancer, and mental illness. The most highly desired goal, from the
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perspective of the patient and the country's health care system, is to prevent the occurrence

of disease. The bulk of our treatment strategies for such conditions rely on ameliorating

symptoms but tall short of actually curing patients. For those situations in which genetic

elements are the causative agents, it stands to reason that the route to prevention and cure is

through molecular biology and gene therapy. 1 think the promise is real, but we have a long

way to go before genetic medicine is a common practice.

Questions Raised by the Committee

The charter describing the objectives of this hearing emphasizes the goal of using gene

therapy to correct inborn genetic defects that occur in humans. Although truly Herculean,

this is a worthy goal. The entire human genome is comprised of between 50- and 100,000

genes. Mendelian Inheritance in Man , the catalogue of genes associated with human disease

now cites roughly 4,200 known single gene defects, of which only 300 to 400 have actually

been cloned. Many of these genetic defects are responsible for known rare metabolic

diseases such as Tay-Sachs and Gaucher, or other pathological conditions including sickle

cell anemia, cystic fibrosis and familial hypercholesterolemia. The Human Genome Project

has played a significant role in developing the research tools that have accelerated the pace of

gene discovery. As noted before, many more human disorders are the result of the

interaction of several genes, thereby compounding the difficulties in getting to the root

causes. When the role of genetic susceptibility to environmental influences is added to this

already complex equation, the true magnitude of the long term task becomes apparent.

Current State of Gene Therapy

Gene therapy encompasses both the replacement of missing or defective genes and

augmenting existing biological processes for fighting disease. Although it was expected that

the first applications of gene therapy would be directed toward correction of genetic defects,

in fact, that has not been the case. The first actual gene transfer protocol involved patients

with cancer. The purpose of this trial was not therapy, per se, but to see if genetically

"marked" cells from a small group of patients would behave as predicted upon reintroduction

into the patients' bloodstream. I know that my colleague Dr. Wivel will describe these

examples in more detail later. The point I want to emphasize is that we are at a very early

stage in the development of this technology. The first targets for gene therapy trials will be

determined by the available scientific capabilities. Some of the thousands of diseases caused

by just the tiniest change in a patient's genetic code may not be treatable using these methods

for quite some time. The reasons for such limitations are varied but I will describe Just a

few.

Almost all inherited metabolic disorders are the result of improperly functioning proteins,

especially enzymes. Enzymes are the catalysts that permit us to extract nutrients from the

food we eat, to transfer energy enabling us to perform tasks, to send signals from one cell to

another, and to detoxify and excrete the endproducts of these life processes. Enzymes are

essential to life and a defect in the gene coding for these compounds would be lethal to the
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developing fetus. Every living organism relies on the appropriate enzymes being present at

the right time and in the right amounts. Therefore, the simple replacement of a defective

gene may not be sufficient to improve the condition of the patient. Exquisitely fine

regulation of production of the enzyme at the molecular level is also crucial in some cases.

Another example of how complicated genetic intervention can be is the fact that we may need

to reach the genes in a specific organ like the islets of Langerhans in the case of patients with

diabetes. It may not be feasible or practical to rely on surgically removing the target cells,

altering them in a petri dish in the laboratory and returning them to the patient. Other

options include creating methods that will enable the replacement genetic material to home in

on the target cells or tissues, such as using viral delivery systems that are already accustomed

to reaching the desired cells, or selecting for treatment those conditions that can be remedied

without need for such specificity. Both of these options are under study.

The early candidates for gene therapy therefore, are those defects that may be remedied in a

fairly simple fashion by introducing a gene that codes for a product that does not require

careful regulation but can be functional and useful in any amount while present in the general

circulation. Other candidates fall in the second category that I mentioned, as treatments for

diseases such as cancer and AIDS that work by boosting the patient's internal defense

systems. For now, the selection of disease targets is limited by the available science and

technology. As we learn more and more about regulation of gene expression in the normal

organism, we will be able to apply this to our understanding of disease processes.

1 think it is fair to say that today's biomedical investigator has , for the first time, the

scientific knowledge and technological tools to begin addressing questions that have eluded us

in the past. The answers open doors to additional avenues of investigation, bringing us

closer to understanding the fundamental biological processes underlying normal and disease

states. This knowledge, in nirn, points toward means to diagnose, treat and, ultimately, cure

or prevent disease.

Breast Cancer Susceptibility Gene

The recent identification of a breast cancer susceptibility gene is a good illustration of this

process. Although the existence of a gene associated with inherited forms of breast and

ovarian cancer was postulated in 1990, it was just two weeks ago that the precise

chromosomal location of the gene was announced, prior lo publication in SCIENCE, the

journal of the American Association for the Advancement of Science. Mutations in this gene

are thought to account for one-half of ihe 5 percent of cases of hereditary breast cancer,

which often strikes women at a relatively early age. Breast cancer is diagnosed in

approximately 180,000 American women each year and the race to find this gene was

intense, involving several groups of researchers. The team that made this finding was

headed by scientists from the University of Utah Medical Center and Myriad Genetics, Inc.,

in Salt Lake City; and the National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences, North

Carolina-based component of the National Institutes of Health.
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1 think it is worth paraphrasing a statement made by one of the scientists that locating the

BRCA-1 gene creates more questions than it answers. With this key gene in hand, we can

begin to examine the entire cascade of events that lead up to the development of breast

cancer, including, perhaps, the 95 percent of cases that are not hereditary. We also expect

that this discovery may be extended to helping to understand the normal forces that regulate

cell growth and cell division and how disruption of this function leads to cancer. Of course

there is immediate interest in using the gene to develop a screening test to identify women at

mcreased risk of inherited breast cancer and ovarian cancer. This will take some time -

time we will need to identify and establish procedures under which such tests would be

helpful.

I will return to the issue of ethics and genetic information in a moment. The point I want to

underscore is that a great deal of fundamental scientific research must be done in order to put

the results of genetic studies to use in the diagnosis and treatment of disease. Continued

support for the science that offers such tremendous promise will result ultimately in better

quality, more cost-effective health care than we can provide today with our still rudimentary

understanding of the genetic basis of disease. Research in molecular biology and genetics is

supported not only through the Human Genome Project, but also by virtually all NIH
components, the National Science Foundation and many other agencies. I believe you will

hear more about this work from Dr. Wivel. We must not lose sight of the long-term value

of this commitment.

The discovery of the breast cancer susceptibility gene and the attention it generated in the

press offers a useful opportunity to educate the public about the power and limitations of

biomedical science. Dr. Varmus and the NIH scientists deserve the credit for explaining

what this discovery means for women at risk of breast cancer and for the public at large.

When this announcement was made, we were gratified to see that the press showed great

sensitivity in explaining that a screening test would not be forthcoming immediately. But

questions about who should be screened and under what conditions have been raised and

should be fully aired, even before such a test becomes available.

Issues to be Discussed

Similar questions have surfaced to accompany other medical achievements. One concern that

has been raised is that therapeutic regimens usually lag behind the technology used to

diagnose illness. For example, prenatal genetic screening now is available for a number of

conditions, including Tay-Sachs, which is fatal to affected children between the ages of 2 to

4. Other diagnostic tests may be easier to consider if the condition, such as colon cancer, is

treatable with early detection. Nonetheless, the vexing question of how to utilize information

on genetic disease or predilection in the absence of a cure will remain of intense interest to

our citizens.

To help inform the public discussion, we will have to continuously explain the scientific and

ethical issues. That is one of the reasons that in its position paper on research. Science in
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ilie National Interest , the Administration has pushed for more programs to enhance public

scientific literacy. Enhancing our scientific literacy empowers our populace, providing the

means for informed decisionmaking. Providing a forum for airing tough issues and exposing

them to the scrutiny of experts and interested individuals is also important. This hearing

makes an important contribution to increasing awareness of issues related to gene therapy. I

think the early public interest in human gene therapy protocols, before the technology was in

hand, also played a role in resolving some reservations and permitting approval of this work.

National Bioethics Advisory Commission

The Administration believes that the time has come for the Federal government to assume a

more proactive role in creating an atmosphere that fosters open discussion of thorny issues

related to biomedical and behavioral research and the applications of that research. That is

why Dr. Gibbons and the Office of Science and Technology Policy have proposed

establishing a National Bioethics Advisory Commission. The goal is to establish a panel of

non-government experts in the relevant scientific disciplines, law, and ethics, as well as

community representatives, to provide advice and recommendations to the Federal

government. In order to engage broader public participation in the discussion of such a

group's role and composition, a draft charter for a National Bioethics Advisory Commission

was published on August 12 in the Federal Register for comment. The Commission would

report to the President's National Science and Technology Council and would operate under

the provisions of the Federal Advisory Committee Act.

OSTP began developing this proposal at the request of the Departments of Energy and

Health and Human Services, in October 1993. These agencies had been considering

establishment of a joint advisory panel to examine issues related to maintaining the

confidentiality of genetic information resulting from the Human Genome Project. It became

clear that there were a number of other bioethical issues that would benefit from

consideration by an expert, standing advisory body. Thus, the informal interagency working

group was expanded to include representatives of DOD, NASA, VA, NSF and Justice.

Discussions also took place with members of Congress including Representative Markey and

Senators Kennedy, Glenn and Hatfield. With their interest and encouragement, several

improvements were made in early drafts. The products of these discussions are the draft

charter and preamble which have been recently published in the Federal Register.

The key points of the charter are:

• The immediate charge to the Commission will be to consider issues in the

protection of the rights and welfare of human research subjects and

management and use of genetic information.

• The general charge to the Commission will be to consider current and

prospective issues pertinent to the conduct of research on human biology and

behavior and to identify broad, overarching principles to govern the ethical
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conduct of such research. The Commission would have broad authority to

establish its own priorities and agenda, in accordance with the following four

criteria:.

1. Public health or policy urgency of the bioethical issue;

2. Relation of the issue to the goals for Federal investment in science and

technology;

3. Absence of another body able to fruitfully deliberate on the issue; and

4. Extent of interest in the issue across the government.

The Commission would accept input on potential issues for consideration from

the National Science and Technology Council, Congress and the public at

large.

• The Commission would be composed of experts in the fields of bioethics and

theology, social and behavioral science, law, medicine and biological research,

in addition to representatives of the general public. Its members would be

appointed by the President.

You may recall the groundbreaking work of the National Commission for the Protection of

Human Subjects of Biomedical and Behavioral Research and the President's Commission for

the Study of Ethical Problems in Medicine and Biomedical and Behavioral Research; reports

such as Defining Death , Splicing Life and Research Involving Children . It is our hope that

this new group would build upon the impressive body of collective wisdom generated by

earlier commissions. We believe that the Commission would be useful in considering some

of the difficult issues that will be discussed today.

Summary

As we move forward in our search to prevent and cure human disease, it is critical that we
support the fundamental science from which this new field is emerging and that we
encourage the development of ethical guidelines for its applications. There is still a long way

to go before the significant potential of gene therapy can be realized and put into general

practice. As the research continues, we must also support efforts to communicate an

awareness of its promise and limitations and get the public engaged in the dialogue.

Finally, we must look forward to training a new cadre of scientists, physicians and health

professionals who are able to use this technology and its outgrowths in the fijture for the

prevention of some diseases and the amelioration of others and whose practices are in the

finest ethical traditions.

I thank you for your attention and offer to answer any questions you might have.
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The Chairman. Thank you very much, Dr. Greenwood.

We will call on the other two panelists before questioning the

panel as a whole.

Our next paneHst is Dr. Wivel, who is—Dr. Nelson Wivel, who
is Director of the Office of Recombinant DNA Activities at NIH. He
has had a distinguished research career there for many years and

holds a position of high responsibility in this field and we welcome

his appearance here this morning.
Dr. Wivel. Thank you, Mr. Chairman and Members of the com-

mittee.

I am pleased to be here today to participate in a review of the

status of gene therapy research in the United States and to partici-

pate in a discussion relating to the future prospects for this par-

ticular type of biotechnology.

In 1974, the Office of Recombitant DNA Activities was estab-

lished at National Institutes of Health in response to concerns

raised by the scientific community regarding the safety of manipu-
lating microbes and cells through the use of recombinant DNA
techniques.
The Director of the NIH established the Recombinant DNA Advi-

sory Committee, commonly known as the RAC, to advise him, the

Assistant Secretary of Health, and the Secretary in the Depart-

ment of Health and Human Services, on matters relating to re-

search involving recombinant DNA.
There are 25 members who serve on the RAC, 16 are scientists

and nine are public members who represent the fields of law, ethics

and public policy.

The first task of the RAC was to develop a set of guidelines that

were intended to prevent unintended release or exposure to geneti-

cally modified organisms. The NIH guidelines for research involv-

ing recombinant DNA molecules were first published in 1976. They
have been revised frequently since then and the latest edition was
released July 5 of this year.

In the first years of this committee's existence, the Members
were fiiUy occupied with setting national standards for laboratory

research and human gene therapy was not even on the agenda.

In the early 1980s, a Presidential commission produced a docu-

ment entitled "Splicing Life," and the RAC was asked if it wished

to respond to this report. The RAC responded affirmatively and a

subcommittee was formed to 5deld a mechanism for the conduct of

gene therapy reviews.
Their efforts yielded a document called 'The Points to Consider."

And the directives included in this document have been incor-

porated into the NIH guidelines.

The first protocol for the study of a genetic deficiency disease,

adenosine deaminase deficiency, was approved by the RAC on July

31st, 1990, and the first patient was treated on September 14th.

What has happened during the intervening four years?

While the initial supposition was that gene therapy would be

used primarily for genetic deficiency diseases, 63 of the first 90 pro-

tocols approved by the RAC have involved the study of cancer.

There are six protocols for the investigation of AIDS.
Of the single-gene deficiency diseases, the most intense research

activity has involved cystic fibrosis, with 10 protocols approved.
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Perhaps this shouldn't be surprising since cystic fibrosis is the
most common genetic deficiency disease in this country.

Six other types of single-gene deficiency diseases are being stud-
ied and two recent research proposals involved patients with rheu-
matoid arthritis and peripheral artery disease, indicating the rath-
er wide scope of application of gene transfer techniques.
What is the nature of the results thus far?

Despite the diversity of diseases that are targets for genetic
intervention, essentially all the protocols seen to date share com-
mon features in that these are early trials and the principal infor-

mation includes data about safety, tolerance for the procedures,
and expected and unexpected toxicities.

Also, the therapeutic benefits possibly may be observed, thera-
peutic efficacy cannot be construed as the primary goal for these
Phase I studies.

With regard to the cancer studies, the most significant finding to
date is the result of using gene transfer techniques to answer an
important question about the biology of leukemia. There was no
therapeutic intent in performing gene transfer, but the results have
had very important connotations for the treatment of leukemia.
Bone marrow transplantation is often indicated in the treatment

of leukemia. When matched or compatible bone marrow trans-
plants are unavailable patients have frequently been treated with
their own bone marrow. Although this marrow is harvested in peri-

ods of clinical remission, there has always been concern that it

might contain cancer cells.

When patients relapse following bone marrow transplantation, it

has not been clear whether the current disease had its origins in
the transplanted bone marrow or in remaining malignant cells in
other parts of the body. As a result of gene transfer studies of bone
marrow cells, it has been possible to detect these gene-marked cells

when recurrent disease was detected. As a result of these findings,
new methods of purging the bone marrow are being tested to help
ensure that leukemic cells can be removed from the transplant.
Although the published literature is quite small, the studies of

genetic deficiency disease indicated the following: normal genes can
be inserted into cells; these gene-modified cells can be given to pa-
tients; and the genes will function to produce a normal gene prod-
uct for limited periods of time, often for a few days and occasionally
for longer periods of time.
Because of the limitations in the current technology, the number

of cells actually treated is relatively small, and it would not be re-
alistic to expect significant changes in the disease process.
A careful assessment of gene therapy must acknowledge that it

is in its early stages. While the current research is highly experi-
mental, there is every reason for optimism. It bodes well that gene
transfer is being applied to genetic deficiency diseases and diseases
of major incidence such as cancer, cardiovascular disease and
AIDS.

If effective treatments can be developed, and if gene delivery sys-
tems can be refined, the expense of this type of intervention can
be justified, particularly when the costs of the various categories of
disease are considered in the context of disability, abnormal short-
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ening of life-span and the use of treatments that are paUiative at

best.

As you might anticipate, the United States has the clear lead in

this type of research. There have been a few gene-transfer experi-

ments in the United Kingdom, France, the Netherlands, Italy, and

one trial in the People's RepubHc of China that was conducted by

an investigator trained in the U.S.
, ,. , .

The United Kingdom has probably gone farther in establishing

organized review procedures than most of the other countries.

Their Genetic Therapy Advisory Committee, commonly known as

GTAC, represents a close analog to the RAC.
At this juncture, I would like to switch topics slightly and make

a few comments about the consolidated review process involving

the NIH and the FDA. As a regulatory agency, the FDA is required

to review all gene therapy protocols. The NIH's RAC reviews proto-

cols in which the investigators or their institutions receive NIH
funding for recombinant DNA research. If no NIH funding is in-

volved, then the protocol doesn't have to be brought before the

RAC.
NIH reviews are conducted in pubhc, and FDA reviews have

been conducted largely in private, given the requirement for FDA
to protect proprietary information.

On July 18th and 19th of this year, the National Task Force on

AIDS Drug Development held an open meeting for the purpose of

identifying barriers to AIDS drug discovery. And this included a

proposal to streamline the dual-review process for human gene

therapy experiments. Members of the task force recommended a

consolidated review process to allow the RAC to selectively review

protocols.

As a result of the task force deliberations, recommendations were

adopted in order to eliminate any unnecessary overlap between the

NIH and the FDA in their review of human gene therapy protocols.

Both doctors Varmus and Kessler noted that their respective agen-

cies would cooperate fully to effect the changes necessary to imple-

ment these recommendations.
At its meeting on September 12 and 13 of this month, the RAC

approved in concept the suggested changes in the review process.

The specific recommendations are as follows: the NIH and FDA
recommend that the RAC become advisory to both the NIH Direc-

tor and the FDA with regard to the review of human gene transfer

protocols.

In the interest of maximizing the resources of both agencies, and

in simplifying the method and period of review of research proto-

cols involving human gene transfer, it is planned that the FDA and

NIH institute a new consolidated review process that incorporates

the following principal points.

One, all gene transfer protocols shall be directly submitted to the

FDA.
Two, upon receipt, FDA review will proceed. Staff members of

the Office of Recombinant DNA Activities at NIH, members of the

RAC, and FDA staff will decide on the necessity for full RAC re-

view.
Three, factors which will define the need for RAC review include:

use of new vector systems for gene delivery, targeting of new dis-
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eases for study, unique applications of gene transfer, and ethical is-

sues that require further public review.
Four, whenever possible, principal investigators will be notified

within 15 working days following receipt of the submission whether
RAC review will be required.

Five, semiannual data reporting procedures will remain the re-
sponsibility of NIH. Semiannual data reports will be reviewed by
the RAC in a public forum.

Six, the RAC and the FDA will broaden their scope of activities
in gene transfer to jointly and prospectively address global issues
beyond the matter of individual protocol review. The RAC charter
allows for the creation of subcommittees or working groups to ad-
dress issues of special interest, for example, ethics and the imple-
mentation of a gene therapy patient registry, access for orphan ge-
netic disease patients for therapies and criteria for prenatal gene
therapy.

Staff members of the NIH and FDA are continuing to work on
the implementation of this proposal with the goal of having the
plan operational by the end of calendar year 1994.

This completes my formal remarks.
[The prepared statement of Dr. Wivel follows:]
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Mr. Chairman, and members of the Committee, we are pleased to be here today to

participate in a review of the status of gene therapy research in the United States, and to

participate in a discussion relating to the future prospects for this particular type of

biotechnology.

I am Dr. Nelson Wivel, Director of the Office of Recombinant DNA Activities at the

National Institutes of Health, and I have the responsibility for administering the

Recombinant DNA Advisory Committee. I am accompanied by Dr. Philip Noguchi who is

Director of the Division of Cellular and Gene Therapies in the Center for Biological

Evaluation and Research at the FDA.

CURRENT STATUS OF HUMAN GENE THERAPY

Events in the Development of Gene Therapy

The Office of Recombinant DNA Activities (ORDA) was established in 1974 in response

to concerns in the scientific community regarding the safety of manipulating microbial and

cellular genomes through the use of recombinant DNA techniques. The charter for the

Recombinant DNA Advisory Committee (RAC) was approved on October 7, 1974.

The RAC was formed by the Director of the NIH for the purpose of advising him/her, the

Assistant Secretary for Health, and the Secretary of the Department of Health and Human
Services on matters relating to research involving recombinant DNA

Following the Asilomar Conference in California where scientists discussed their concerns

about using recombinant DNA techniques as a research tool, the RAC began to develop a

set of guidelines that were intended to prevent unintended release or exposure to genetically

modified organisms. The NIH Guidelines for Research Invoh'ing Recombinant DNA
Molecules were first published in 1976 and have been revised periodically since then, the

latest edition being published on July 5, 1994. These guidelines apply to all investigators

receiving NIH funds for research involving recombinant DNA. In contrast to regulations,

the guidelines can be amended easily, and the changes are predominantly science-driven.

In the first years of its existence, the RAC was fully occupied with setting national standards
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for the conduct of laboratory research, and human gene therapy was not even on the

agenda. In 1980, two events occurred that provoked an interest in gene therapy. First,

religious leaders representing all the major faiths sent a letter to President Carter expressing

concerns about the problems inherent in genetic engineering. Second, it was discovered that

Dr. Martin Cline had collaborated in unapproved attempts at gene therapy in order to treat

two patients who had beta-thalassemia, a serious blood disorder. A President's Commission
on Bioethics was formed and a congressional hearing was convened by then-Congressman
Albert Gore, Jr in 1982 to consider the problems and opportunities associated with human
genetic engineering. The Presidential Commission produced a document entitled Splicing

Life, and in 1983 the RAC was asked if it wished to respond to this report. The RAC
responded affirmatively and a subcommittee was formed for the expressed purpose of

creating a mechanism for the conduct of human gene therapy reviews. A document was
created, and it was called the "Points to Consider;" the directives included in this document
have been incorporated into the NIH Guidelines as Appendbc M. This public review process

that was designed in 1984 and 1985 was first used in the review of a clinical protocol in 1988
when a gene-marking study was evaluated. This particular protocol was presented as a

prologue to subsequent procedures, and the principal intent was to establish that the use of

a particular kind of gene delivery system (retrovirus vector) was safe to use in research

subjects. The first protocol for the treatment of a genetic deficiency disease (severe

combined immune deficiency caused by adenosine deaminase deficiency) was approved by
the RAC on July 31, 1990 and the first patient was treated on September 14, 1990.

Deflnition of Human Gene Therapy

For the purposes of this statement, human gene therapy can be defined as those techniques
that allow a functioning gene to be inserted into the somatic cells of a patient to correct an
inborn genetic error or to provide a new function to the cell. In the matter of genetic

deficiency diseases, the use of gene therapy provides an important new concept for medical
treatment in that it focuses on the genetic cause of the disease rather than being focused
on ameliorating the consequences of the disease. In the matter of providing a new function

to the cell, genes can be inserted into cells to make them perform tasks that normally
would not be performed. For example, genes are deliberately introduced into cancer cells

to make them susceptible to killing by the patient's own immune system.

All research that is currently being done is somatic cell gene therapy, and there is a specific

prohibition of any proposals that would introduce genes into the reproductive cells (sperm
or ova) of a patient (germ-line gene therapy). The scientific developments necessary to even
contemplate germ-line gene modification are many years away and present additional
problems to those faced in somatic cell gene modification.

Elements of RAC Review of Human Gene Therapy

In order to gain approval of a human gene therapy protocol, there are a number of
submission requirements that must be met and these are detailed in the NIH Guidelines in
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Appendix M, the Points to Consider in the Design and Submission ofProtocols for the Transfer

of Recombinant DNA into the Genome of Human Subjects. A series of questions must be

answered for each protocol.

In the description of the proposal, the objectives and rationale of the proposed research

must be stated. For research in which recombinant DNA is transferred in order to treat a

disease or disorder, the following questions must be answered. Why is the disease selected

for treatment by means of gene therapy a good candidate for such treatment? What

objective and/or quantitative measures of disease activity are available? Are the usual

effects of the disease predictable enough to allow for meaningful assessment of the results

of gene therapy? Is the protocol designed to prevent all manifestations of the disease, to

halt the progression of the disease after symptoms have begun to appear, or to reverse

manifestations of the disease in seriously ill victims? What alternative therapies exist, and

what are their relative advantages and disadvantages as compared with the proposed gene

therapy?

The investigator is requested to provide a full description of the methods and reagents to

be employed for gene delivery and the rationale for their use. The following kinds of

questions must be answered. What is the structure of the DNA that will be used? What

is the complete nucleotide sequence analysis or detailed restriction enzyme map of the gene

and the delivery vehicle (vector) for the gene? What are the steps used to derive the DNA
construct? What regulatory elements does the DNA construct contain?

Data from preclinical studies, including risk-assessment studies, must be provided. The

results must demonstrate the safety, efficacy, and feasibility of the proposed procedures

using animal and/or cell culture model systems. The cells that are the intended target cells

of recombinant DNA must be identified, and the efficiency of the delivery system must be

determined, including the percentage of the target cells that contain this added DNA.
There must be data to address the stability of the recombinant DNA in terms both of its

continued presence and its structural stability. It is also necessary to determine the minimal

level of gene transfer and expression that is estimated to be necessary for the gene therapy

protocol to be successful in humans.

Most of the gene delivery systems have involved the use of viruses and the following types

of information have to be provided. The stability of the virus vector must be established.

If such a vector is likely to undergo structural rearrangement or mutation, if it is likely to

regenerate infectious particles, or it is likely to cause an immune reaction, it would not be

a good candidate for use. In the case of non-viral delivery systems, such as lipid or fat

molecules, it is necessary to perform animal studies to determine if there are pathological

or other undesirable consequences of their use.

Investigators are required to provide comprehensive details about clinical procedures

including the methods for monitoring the patients. The cells that will receive recombinant

DNA must be identified, the method for administering the treated cells must be described,
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the cell volume must be quantified, and the treatment schedule must be described. Clinical

endpoints must be established, and there should be some quantitative measurements to

assess the specific effects of this intervention on the natural history of the disease. The
frequency of the follow-up studies must be indicated; in many cases it is desirable to follow

the patients for life.

In addition to the specific information about the protocol itself, there are public health

considerations that must be addressed. It has to be determined if there is a possibility that

the recombinant DNA will spread from the patient to other persons or to the environment.

Special precautions may be necessary to assure that family members or health care workers

are not at risk. One of the possible side effects of somatic cell gene therapy is the

unintended transfer of the gene to reproductive cells. In patients who are of child-bearing

age, birth control measures may be necessary and the selection of patients for a given study

will have to reflect this necessity.

Selection of patients is another critical element that has to be addressed, and it is important

to establish inclusion and exclusion criteria, both for the sake of the patients and in the

interest of deriving the most possible information from the study. In some cases it may be
necessary to establish special procedures when it is not possible to include all patients who
desire to participate in a study.

In addition to scientific and clinical considerations, one of the most important elements in

this type of research is the informed consent document. Because of the relative novelty of

the procedures that are used, the fact some consequences of the procedures may not be
reversible, and the reality that some of the potential risks may be undefined, it is incumbent
that the investigators disclose the critical elements of the study to patients, parents or

guardians in language that is understandable to them. The patients must be made aware
of alternative therapies, if such exist, and that participation is voluntary. It has to be made
very clear that failure to participate or withdrawal of consent will not result in any penalty

or loss of benefits to which the patient is otherwise entitled. Patients must be provided with

specific information about any costs associated with participation in the protocol, if such

costs are not covered by the investigators or the involved institution. An accurate

description of the possible benefits must be given, and the patients must be informed if no
clinical benefit is expected. Possible risks, discomforts, and side effects must be presented

including the possibility that unforeseen risks could occur. The prospective patients should

be informed that they are expected to cooperate in long-term follow-up that extends beyond
the active phase of the study, and they should be informed that any significant findings

resulting from the study will be made known in a timely manner. Patients should be alerted

that the media may have an interest in the innovative character of the protocol, and in the

status of the treated patients. It should be indicated what measures will be taken to protect

the privacy of the patients and their families. It may be necessary to maintain the

confidentiality of research data in cases where data could be linked to individual patients.

In summary, the RAC review process requires three major elements: the research proposal
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itself; a detailed response to the questions posed in the Points to Consider; and the

informed consent document. The membership of the RAC has the appropriate diversity to

address the above issues. Of the twenty five members, sixteen are scientists, and nine are

"public" members who have expertise in such fields as law, ethics and public policy.

Current Status of Gene Therapy Protocols

As of September 1994, 90 protocols have been approved by the RAC. While the initial

supposition was that gene therapy would be used primarily for genetic deficiency diseases,

it turns out that the solid majority of the protocols (63) involve the study of cancer. Another

six protocols were designed for the study of AIDS. Of the single gene deficiency diseases,

there are ten protocols for the study of cystic fibrosis, three protocols for the study of

Gaucher disease, a lipid storage disorder, and single protocols for the study of the following:

adenosine deaminase deficiency type of severe combined immune deficiency; familial

hypercholesterolemia, a disease that leads to very premature atherosclerosis; alpha-1-

antitrypsin deficiency of the lung, which manifests itself by emphysema of the lung and

cirrhosis of the liver; Fanconi's anemia, a condition characterized by very low blood counts

and a predisposition to develop cancer; and Hunter syndrome, a storage disease that affects

subcomponents of a cell, causing heart, lung and brain disorders. Other novel uses of gene

therapy have involved inserting genes to modulate the inflammatory process in the joints of

patients with rheumatoid arthritis, and a proposed treatment of peripheral artery disease

using a gene that codes for a product that stimulates the growth of small blood vessels

around a site where the artery is partially occluded. Almost all of the cancer protocols and

many of the protocols for study of genetic deficiency diseases have used retroviral vectors

for gene delivery. Nine of the protocols for study of cystic fibrosis have used adenoviral

vector for gene delivery and one proposes to use the adeno-associated virus.

Several different approaches have characterized the study of various types of cancer. One
of the most important findings involves the use of gene transfer technology to investigate

bone marrow transplantation in the treatment of various types of leukemia and

neuroblastoma. When matched bone marrow transplants are unavailable, patients

frequently have been treated with their own bone marrow. Although this marrow is

harvested during periods of clinical remission, there has always been some concern that it

might contain malignant cells. When patients relapse following bone marrow
transplantation, it has not been clear whether the recurrent disease had its origins in the

bone marrow or in remaining malignant cells in other parts of the body. As a result of gene

transfer studies of bone marrow cells, using the neomycin resistance gene, it has been

possible to detect gene-marked cells when recurrent disease was detected. As a result of

these findings, new methods of purging the bone marrow are being tested to help assure that

malignant cells can be removed from the transplant.

A number of the cancer protocols have been designed to take advantage of what has been

called adoptive immunotherapy, and there have been two general lines of approach. One
involves the modification of immune cells to stimulate the patient's immune function, and
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the other involves modification of the patient's own malignant cells to create immune
recognition and rejection. In the first type of approach, cytotoxic T cells, so-called tumor-

infiltrating lymphocytes, have been isolated directly from the tumor and the gene coding for

a cytokine, such as interleukin-2, has been inserted into such cells before they are returned

to the patient. In the second approach, the patient's tumor cells are transduced with either

the interleukin-2 gene or the tumor necrosis factor gene with the goal of boosting immune
recognition of these cells. Although these approaches to cancer therapy remain to be

proven effective in patients who are in the advanced stages of their disease, it is entirely

possible that adoptive immunotherapy will prove to be useful as an adjunct treatment that

helps slow progression of disease.

Another interesting methodology has been developed for use in treatment of brain tumors.

The herpes simplex virus thymidine kinase (HS-TK) gene has been inserted into a mouse
cell line, using a retroviral vector. Through the use of stereotactic surgical procedures, these

mouse cells are directly injected into the tumor site or the site where tumor has been

removed. Since normal brain cells are non-proliferating, the only selective incorporation

of the HS-TK gene construct occurs in the actively proliferating tumor cells. Those tumor

cells containing the HS-TX gene are now uniquely sensitive to the antiviral drug, ganciclovir.

Ganciclovir is administered to the patients seven days after the mouse producer cells are

placed in the brain. At its most recent meeting, the RAC approved a modification of this

approach to treating brain cancer; this new protocol proposes the insertion of the HS-TK
gene into an adenovirus vector instead of mouse cells, and has a possible advantage in that

there is no introduction of a foreign protein (mouse cells) into the brain of the patient.

In the several protocols approved for the study of AIDS, a variety of approaches are being

pursued. One involves the use of gene transfer to induce an immune response in AIDS
patients. The gene construct consists of a mouse retrovirus containing the gene coding for

the human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) envelope protein, IIIB. Preliminary animal

studies have demonstrated that such a system could stimulate cytotoxic lymphocyte and

antibody responses; it is hoped that similar responses can be evoked in humans with AIDS
and that both HIV-infected cells and cell-free virus can be eliminated in these individuals.

Another strategy is to interfere with the cycle of HIV replication; the HIV-1 Rev protein

facilitates the appearance of unspliced viral messenger RNAs and plays a role in the

regulation of viral latency. By creating a mutated form of the REV gene, a defective

protein is produced that acts as an inhibitor of HIV. The mutated form of REV will be

inserted into a patient's CD4+ lymphocytes, these lymphocytes will be returned to the

patient, and the survival of the cells will be measured as compared to controls.

Another methodology for inhibiting HIV replication will require the use of a ribozyme, an

RNA molecule that contains anti-sense sequences. This ribozyme interferes with two

separate steps in the virus life cycle, cleaving both viral RNA and viral messenger RNA.
The patient's CD4+ lymphocytes will be treated with a retroviral vector that contains the

ribozyme, and the survival of these treated cells will be studied with the goal of aiding the

88-241 - 95 - 2
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design of future trials that can be done on a larger scale.

The use of gene-modified cytotoxic T lymphocytes in HIV-infected identical twins may yield

important information about ways to treat AIDS patients. White blood cells called CD8 +

T cells kill cells infected with viruses and are an important component of the body's defense

against viral infections. Although CD8+ cells play an important role in temporarily

controlling HIV infection, data suggest that a breakdown of the cell response may be

responsible for the progression to AIDS. Genes have been inserted into CD8+ T cells so

that they will be able to specifically recognize HIV-infected cells and kill them. In the

planned clinical study, CD8+ T cells will be removed from an uninfected identical twin of

an HIV-infected patient and genetically modified. The genetically modified cells will be

purified and expanded to large numbers in the laboratory before infusion into the HIV-

infected twin patient. By monitoring immune status, viral burden, organ function, and

persistence of the cells in the body, it is hoped to determine if this potential therapeutic

approach is feasible and safe.

Despite the diversity of diseases that are targets for genetic intervention, most all of the

protocols seen to date share a common feature in that these are early trials and the

principal types of information to be derived will include safety, tolerance for the procedures,

and expected and unexpected toxicities. Although therapeutic benefits possibly may be

observed, they cannot be construed as the primary goal for these so-called Phase I studies.

The patient base is relatively modest; the latest publicly available figures indicate that a

total of 219 patients have been entered into the active protocols. While the rapid

developments in the field are encouraging, many scientific and technical problems still

require solution.

NIH Support of Human Gene Therapy Research

There are a number of different types of commitments made by the NIH in its support of

human gene therapy. One of the most important involves the support of investigator-

initiated grants, the so-called ROl grants, in the fields of molecular biology and genetics.

The developments in the study of transgenic mice, the creation of single gene mouse models

for human genetic disorders through the use of "gene knockouts," and the increasing

sophistication in the micromanipulation of embryos are all of critical importance. It should

be emphasized that this work in animal models is absolutely necessary as a prologue to

doing human experimentation. It is a more judicious use of resources to establish the

validity of an experimental approach in model systems, and it can prevent the premature

introduction of clinical trials that may have little real chance of success.

The Human Genome Project is highly complementary to the efforts in human gene therapy.

It has been estimated that this project will be completed by the year 2005, at which time the

estimated 100,00 human genes will have been sequenced. While many of the mutations that

cause the single gene deficiency diseases are identified, one of the most encouraging

outcomes that will derive from the Human Genome Project is the capacity to identify genes
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that contribute to multifactorial diseases such as atherosclerosis and cancer.

Fourteen institutes and centers have committed resources specifically for the support of gene

therapy, including grant and program project support for extramural research, and support

for intramural research. Participating entities include: National Cancer Institute; National

Heart Lung and Blood Institute; National Institute of Dental Research; National Institute

of Diabetes and Digestive and Kidney Diseases; National Institute of Neurological Disorders

and Stroke; National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases; National Institute of

General Medical Sciences; National Institute of Child Health and Human Development;

National Institute on Aging; National Institute of Mental Health; National Institute of

Environmental Health Sciences; National Institute of Arthritis and Musculoskeletal and Skin

Diseases; National Center for Human Genome Research; and National Center for Research

Resources.

It is of particular interest to gene therapy research that the General Clinical Research

Centers program exists. This is a national network of 75 centers that are configured as

geographically discrete areas within the hospital of an academic medical center.

Investigators who use these centers are funded by other components of NIH and by Federal,

state and local agencies. Such centers are resources for multidisciplinary research such as

gene therapy and there are specialized laboratories and inpatient facilities to accommodate
the type of patient population that gene therapy patients represent. Several of the centers

have been used to study patients in active gene therapy protocols.

The Office of Technology Transfer has facilitated the development and implementation of

Cooperative Research and Development Agreements (CRADAs) between NIH intramural

scientists and private-sector biotechnology companies. The very first protocol for the

treatment of adenosine deaminase deficiency represents this type of collaborative

arrangement. Much of the vector/gene production was done on site at the biotechnology

company, and the study of patients was done at the NIH Clinical Center.

Consolidated Review of Human Gene Transfer Protocols

During the past four years, the NIH and the FDA have conducted parallel but independent

review processes; NIH reviews have been conducted in public and FDA reviews have been

conducted in private, given the requirement for the latter agency to protect proprietary

information. On July 18-19, 1994, the National Task Force on AIDS Drug Development
held an open meeting for the purpose of identifying barriers to AIDS drug discovery that

included a proposal to streamline the dual review process for human gene therapy

experiments. Members of the Task Force recommended a consolidated review process to

allow the NIH RAC to selectively review protocols. As a result of the Task Force

deliberations, recommendations were adopted in order to eliminate any unnecessary overlap

between the NIH and the FDA in their review of human gene therapy protocols. Both Drs.

Varmus and Kessler noted that their respective agencies would cooperate fully to effect the

changes necessary to implement these recommendations. At its meeting on September 12-
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13, 1994, the RAC approved in concept the suggested changes in the review process. The

specific recommendations for the consohdated review process are as follows:

The NIH and FDA recommend that the RAC become advisory to both the NIH Director

and the FDA with regard to the review of human gene transfer protocols. In the interest

of maximizing the resources of both agencies and in simplifying the method and period of

review of research protocols involving human gene transfer, it is planned that the FDA and

NIH initiate a new consolidated review process that incorporates the following principal

elements:

(1) All gene transfer protocols shall be submitted directly to the FDA. FDA will modify

its guidance documents to include the request for a response to the Points to

Consider (Appendbc M of the NIH Guidelines) before an IND submission.

(2) Upon receipt, FDA review will proceed. Staff members of the Office of

Recombinant DNA Activities (NIH), members of the RAC, and FDA staff will

decide on the necessity for full RAC review. The response to the Points to Consider

will be publicly available for all human gene transfer submissions even if RAC review

is not required.

(3) Factors which will define the need for RAC review include: (1) use of new vector

systems, (2) targeting of new diseases for study, (3) unique applications of gene

transfer, and (4) ethical issues that require further public review.

(4) Whenever possible, principal investigators will be notified within 15 working days

following receipt of the submission whether RAC review will be required.

(5) Semi-annual data reporting procedures will remain the responsibility of NIH
(ORDA). Semi-annual data reports will be reviewed by the RAC in a public forum.

(6) RAC/FDA will broaden their scope of review in gene transfer to jointly and

prospectively address global issues beyond the scope of individual protocol review,

e.g., ethics and implementation of a gene therapy patient registry, access for "orphan"

genetic disease patients to therapies, criteria for prenatal gene therapy, and

transgenic technology for xenotransplantation.

Representatives of the NIH and the FDA are continuing to work on the implementation of

this new review proposal with the goal of having the plan operational by the end of calendar

year 1994.

Gene Therapy - Prologue to the Future

Human gene therapy research has been the subject of intense scrutiny by the press, and

commissioned polls suggest that a majority of those interviewed are in favor of the use of
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gene transfer techniques for the treatment of disease. Despite the early enthusiasm, certain

caution is in order. The scientific infrastructure for this form of technology is in its early

formative stages. A number of fundamental problems need to be addressed. As it currently

exists, gene therapy is a high technology treatment that is limited to a few medical centers.

It is labor intensive and requires a molecular biology laboratory, and people with expertise

in virology to prepare vectors. Many quality control and safety assays are mandatory.
Required hospital facilities include an intensive care unit or a bone marrow transplantation

unit, or an isolation facility if there is concern about horizontal spread of the virus vector.

There are at least three developments that are critical to the future progress of gene
therapy. First, there is the necessity to develop injectable, targetable vectors, vectors that

can reliably migrate to a specific organ site. Our current methods of inserting genes in an
ex vivo fashion are cumbersome to say the least; removing cells from the body, treating such
cells with retroviruses containing exogenous genes, and then expanding those cells

exponentially in a culture system before returning them to the patient is unwieldy and
subject to the hazard of contamination by adventitious bacterial or viral agents.

Second, it will be important to develop methods that allow for reliable site-specific

integration of genes. With the rather extensive use of retroviral vectors, it is possible to

produce a fairly efficient transfer of genes into a variety of cells, but the integration sites are

random and this makes insertional mutagenesis a low but continuing risk for the

development of cancer, particularly where treatment for a disease may have to be repeated

on multiple occasions. When genes can be repetitively inserted at a single site that does not

impair normal gene function, activate an oncogene, or inactivate a tumor suppressor gene,

then gene therapy will be relieved of one of its current risks.

Third, there is the regulation of gene expression by physiological signals that will have to

be addressed as this field progresses. At present, gene therapy protocols are designed to

simply add a gene that will produce a gene product at sufficient levels and for a sufficient

period of time to have some effect on the disease state. In order to regulate gene
expression, we may be required to program gene-treated cells to respond to physiological

changes, such as in the treatment of diabetes. Our knowledge regarding mechanisms of

gene regulation is still in a relatively rudimentary stage.

In summary, gene therapy is in its early stages and it is not likely that any commercial
products will be available for several years. Data on efficacy is yet to be seen. There have
not even been any requests for Phase II trials. While gene therapy remains highly

experimental, there is every reason for optimism, and it is already apparent that its utility

is not limited to genetic deficiency diseases. If effective treatments for cancer,

cardiovascular disease and AIDS can be developed, and if gene delivery systems can be
refined, the expense of this type of intervention is probably justifiable, particularly when the

costs of the major categories of disease are considered in the context of disability, absence
from work, decreased productivity, abnormal shortening of life span, and the use of

treatments that are palliative at best. I would be happy to answer any questions.

10
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summary. The purpose of these~eiIorts

would oe to involve the pubhc in the

deliberations of the NB.AC to the

greatest extent possible.

.As a F.^CA committee, the NB.AC '.vill

be required to have a balanced

membership. Naturally, selection of

Commission members is going to be a

dehcate process that should take into

account the social and cultural mores of

the times in order to establish a body
•Jiat is sensitive to the potential impacts

of its deUberations and
recomm.endations. The draft charter

proposes that members be appointed by
the President. Suggestions for potential

members or membership posts are

sought through this Notice.

^Draft Charter .¥

Proposed National Bioethics Advisory

Commission

Purpose

The National Bioethics Advisory
Commission will provide advice and
make rccommendaLions to the National

Science and Technology Council, other

appropriate entities and the public, on
bioethical issues arising from research

on human biology and behavior, and the

applications of that research.

Authority

42U.S.C 6517(a;(2).This

Commission is governed by the

provisions of the Federal .\dvisory

Committee .Act (F.^C.M. Public Law 92-

453. as amended (5 U.S.C. Appendix 2).

which sets forth standards for the

formation of advisory committees, and
Lmnlemenling regulations (41 CFR 101-

6.10).

Funclions '

The National Bioethics Advisory
Commission shall advise, consult with.

and make rprnrniTipndptinn<; tO the

.National Science and Technology
Council and other appropriate entities,

and also make their advice and
recommendations available to the

public. The Commission's purvic'.v

includes the appropnateness of

departmental, agency, or other

governmental programs, policies,

assignments, missions. guideOnes. and
regulations as they relate to bioethical

issues arising from research on human
biology and behavior, and applications

of that research. The Commission shall

identify broad, overarching principles to

govern the ethical conduct of research,

dting individual projects only as

illustrations for such principles. The
CommissiOD shall not be responsible for

the review and .approval of individual

projects.

As a first priority, the Commission
will direct its attention to consideration

of;

A. Issues in the management and use of

genetic information; and

GO cl^^i
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B. Protection of the rights and welfare

of research subjects.

In receiving and responcLng to

requests for advice and
recommendations from the National

Science and Technology Coancil. the

Cc.Timission shall consider four criteria

in establishing priority for its activities:

A. The pubbc health or public policy

urgency of the bioelhical issue.

B. The relation of the bioeihicaj issue to

the goals for Federal investment m
science and technology.

C. The absence of ar.oihe.' body able to

fruitfully deliberate on the bioelhical

issue.

D. The extent of interest in the issue

across the government. (The

Commission ordinarily will not

deliberate on a bioethical issue of

interest to just one department or

agency.)

The Commission also shall have the

authority to identify bioethical issues,

on its ov/n behalf, for deliberation. The
Commission will accept suoge stions of

issues for consideration fromT'ederal

age n'ciesTCojigninf: r.r,'^ '^^ TujbJic. The
Commission's decision 'o dehberate on

a specific topic shall be made in

consultation with the National Science
arTd l>rhnnj f>gy_j^^nril in all <:iirh

instajices. the four stated criteria for

establishing priority shall pertain.

Strjcture

The National Bioethics Advisory

Commission shall consist of not more
than 15 members, including the

Chajrperson. AppoinLments shall be

made by the President, who shall select

from knowledgeable non-Govemmenl
experts and community representatives

with special qualifications and
competence to deal effectively with

bioethical issues of concern to the

participating departments and agencies.

At least one member shall be selected

from each of the following categories of

primary expertise; (i) bioethics/

theology; (ii) social/behavioral science;

(iii) law; (iv) medicine/allied health

professions; and (v) biological research.

At least three members shall be selected

from the general public, bringing to the

Commission expertise other than that

listed. The m.embership shall be

approximately evenly balanced between

scientists and non-scientists.

Members shall be appointed for

overlapping four-year terms. Initially,

members will be appointed for two-,

three- or four-year terms. Terms of more
than two years are contmgeni upon
renewal of the National Bioethics

Advisory Commission by appropriaie

action prior to its termination. The
Chairperson shall be appointed by the

President. The term of office for the

Chairperson shall be two years,

renewable by appropriate action of the

President.

If a vacancy occurs on the

Commission, the President shall make
an appointment to fulfill the term. Any
member appointed to fill a vacancy
occurring prior to expiration of the term
for which his or her predecessor was
appointed shall serve for the remainder
of such terra. Members may serve after

the expiration of their terms until their

successors have taken office.

The Commission may conduct
inquiries, bold hearings and establish

subcommittees, as necessary'.

The Commission is authorized to

conduct analyses and develop reports or

other materials. In order to augment the

expenise present on the Commission,
the Commission is also authorized to

contract for the services of non-
goverrmnental consultants who may
conduct analyses, prepare reports and
background papers or prepare other

materials for consideration by the

Commission, as appropriate.

In order to avoid duplication of effort.

the Commission may. in lieu of. or as

part of any of its authorized activities,

incorporate the results of the

deliberations of another entity as long as

the Comm.ission sets forth its reasons for

doing so.

The Assistant to the President for

Science and Technology shall be
notified upon establishment of each
subcommittee, and shall be provided
information on the nam.e. membership
(including chair), function, estimated

duration of the subcommittee, and
estim.ated frequency of meetings.

Management and support services

shell be provided by the Office for

Protection frnm Research Risks,

Department of Health and Human
Services. Additional resources

including, but not limited to personnel,

office support and printing will be

provided by other NSTC member
agencies.

Meetings

Meetings of the Commission shall be

held up to 10 times a year at the call of

the Chairperson with the advance
approval of a Federal Government
official who shall also approve the

agenda. Meetings of the subcommittee(s)
shall be convened as necessary. A
Federal Government official shall be
present at all meetings.

Meetings shall be open to the public

e.xcept as determined otherwise by the

Assistant to the President for Science

and Technology. Advance notice of all

meetings shall be given to the public.

Meetings shall be conducted, and
records of proceedings.i§ppt. as required

by applicable laws and Federal

regulations.

Compensation

Members may be compensated at a

rate not to e.xceed the maximum pay
authorized by 5 U.S.C. 31C9. plus per

diem and travel expenses as in

accordance with standard government
L-avel regulations.

Annuci Cost Estimate

The estimated annual cost for

operating the National Bioethics

Advisory Commission, including

compensation and travel expenses for

members and contracting and
publication services costs, but excluding
that for staff support. SI.500.000. The
estimated annual person years of staff

suppon is six. at an estimated annual
cost of 5500,000.

Reports

Reports by the National Bioethics

.Advisory Commission on specific issues

shall be submitted to the National

Science and Technology Council, the

appropriate committees of Congress,

and other appropriate entities. The
Commission may specifically identify

the Federal department, agency or other

entity to which particular

recommendations are directed and
request a response from the Federal

department, agency or other entity

uithin 180 days of publication of such
recomm.endations.

Executive summaries of each report of

the Commission shall be promulgated in

the Federal Register. Such summaries
shall specifically list the department,
agency, or other entity to which any
recommendations axe directed and the

date by which such responses are

expected.

.^n annual report shall be submitted
to the National Science and Technology
Council and the appropriate committees
of Congress. It shall contain, at a

minimum, (i) the Commission's
function; (ii) a list of members and their

business addresses: (iii) the dates and
places of meetings; (iv) a summary of

the Commission's activities during the

year; (vj a summary of the Commission's
recommendations made during the year;

and (vi) a summary of responses made
by departments, agencies, o; other

entities to the Commission's
recommendations during the year.

Termination Date

Unless renewed by appropriaie action

prior to its expiration. tJiis National

Bioethics Advisory Commission will
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tef.Tiinate two years from Lhr date this

chaner is apprqjied.

Barbara Aon Ferguson.

/1d-7i;.T.'S!i-3:i'.e Oijicer. Office of Science !:nd

Technology Policy.

IFRDoc. 94-19533 Filed S-I1-94|

BILUNG CODc 3170-01 OSTP-W

DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION

Otiice 01 the Secretary

Criteria and Application Process for

the Secretarial Award (or Excellence in

Transportation Technology Research

and Development

AGENCY: Department of Transportation.

Office of tie Secretary.

action: Notice of Request for

Nominations.

summary: The Department of

Transportation (DOT) announces
procedures for nominating individuals

and organizations for the Secretarial

Award for Excellence in Transportation

Tcchnolog> Research and Development.

Awards are made armually by the

Secretar)- of Transportation to recognize

research and development contributions

advancing the ability of the U.S.

transportation industr)' to compete
globally.

DATES: Nominations m.ust be

Dostmark'»d no later than October

30.1994.

ADDRESSES: .An original and three copies

of the nomination should be sent to:

Noah RiOcJn. Direcior olTechnolog'/

Deployment. Office of the Secreiar\-.

U.S. Department of Transportation. 400

7ih Street. SW. Washington. DC 20590.

Room 10200.

FOR FURTHER INFOflWATION CONTACT: John

E. Hohl. Technology Sharing Cfi~icsr.

Research and Special Programs
Administration'. U.S. DOT 400 7th

Street. SW. Washington D.C. 20590

Telephone: (202) 355-^978.

SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION:

Background

This notice solicits nominations for

the Secretarial .Award for Excellence in

Transportation Technology Research

and Development and provides relevant

information on Lhe nomination and

selection process. The award is

honorary recognition in the form of a

certificate from the Secretary- of

Transportation. Awards will be

presented annually!

Purpose

DOT is commillod to providing the

nation with a safe, efficient,

environmentally sound and

technologically advanced transportation

system thj! promotes economic growth,

enhances international economic
competitiveness, and conlr:bu!es to a

secure and healthy environment. In

fulfilling this mission, the Departm.ent

intends to accelerate technological

advances that prom.oto the development
and export of L-ansportalion technology

and manufactured products. To further

these goals, the Secretary of

Transportation has established the

Secretarial .•\ward for Excellence in

Transportation Technology Research

and Development to recognize

significant contributions to e.xpanding

the technology knowledge base and Lhe

ability of the transportation industr.' to

compete internationally.

Organization Defined

• For purposes of this award,

organizations include but are not

limited to:

• Domestic or U.S. Corporauons.

including nonprofit corporations:
• Partnerships;
• Professional associations;

• Institutions of higher education;
• Federal. State, or local government;

and
• Professional teams assem.bled for

the specific projects.

Evaluation Criteria

Nominations v.ill be evaluated based

on the following criteria:

• Quality and innovative nature of

the technology developed:
• How the technology has enhanced

industr)' competitiveness. boLh

domestically and inlemationally.
• Significance of individual or

organization nominated to the success

of the development effort:

• Entrepreneurial nature of research

effort (nalure of collaboration):

• Potential for positive ecooom.ic

benefits to Lhe U.S. or specific region:

and
• Applicability to more Lhan one

mode of transportation.

The quali.S'ing work may be a singular

accomplishment or a series of

accomplishments that have had a

substantial effect over time. Generally,

technologies applicable to more Lhan

one transportation mode v.'ill be more
favorably considered.

Examples of achievements Lhat may
be recognized include but are not

limiled to:

• Safely Improvements—Technology
Lhai reduces the likelihood of vehicle

accidents or the likelihood of senous
injury when a vehicle accident dnes

occur or other.vnse improves Lhe

chances of post-accident sur^'ival/

recovery of accident victims. This could

include research and development of

instrumentation equipm.ent. human
factors, or biomechanics.

• Ener^v Savings.—Technology Lhat

saves energy in the production,

operation, or disposition of vehicles

through research in materials

development, alternative fuels, engine

and propulsion modifications.

aerod\'namic modeling and drag

reduction, and combustion rescarch.

• EnvironoT.ental Quality

—

Technology applicable to Lransponation

Lhat reduces emissions; hazardous, solid

or toxic waste: noise. This could include

research and development of products,

processes, or measurement
instnxmenta'ion.

• Lnternational Industrial

Competitiveness—Techno log)' that

allows the U.S. transportation i:-.du5lry

to achieve sustainable world-class

capabilities to compete in the global

marketplace through Lhe sale of

transportation vehicles and equipment

in overseas markets or the provision of

freight and passenger transportation

services to support international trade

and travel.

• lob Creation—Transportation

technology that creates jobs and makes
a positive contribution to the US
economy.

Evaluation Process

The DOT Research and Technology
Coordinating Council, chaired by the

Director of Technology '.•'ill appoint an

Evaluation Com.mittee to evaluate

nominations under Lhe prescribed

criteria and to recommend awardees.

Recommendations of Lhe Evaluation

Committee vnll be reviewed by a

Selection Committee made up of

members of the Research and
Technology Steering Committee. Final

selections will be made by Lno Secretary

of Transportation.

Nominating Pixicedures

Any person may nomi.nate

individuals or organizations from

industry, academia. or government.

Nomination should be in Lhe form of a

letter and must dcmonsLrate Lhat the

nominee has provided significant

conL-ibutions. through technology

research and development, to advancing

the ability of the U.S. Lransportalion

indusLr)' to compete globally in an area

of transportation systems development,

vehicle or facility design. consLruction.

operation, or maintenance. Nominations

must include lhe following;

• Name and address of Lhe individual

or organization being nominated;
• Name, address, and telephone

number of the nominator. If the
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INTRODUCTORY RiMAJOiS

Dr. Whnel is Director of the Ofl5c« or RecoTnbtnant DNA Activities at the National

Institutes of Health. It is fcJs responsihUity to enssre that KlU supported research

prtijecls will be Conducted in comptiance with the NIH Guidelines for Research

Inroh-inp Recombinant DNA Molecules. The Guideiines are applicable to aU NIH-
siippurled rvcombinant DNA research conducted at universities and research institutes

as well as the intracnural program located on the campus in Belhesda.

Prior to assuming this position. Dr. Wivel was active in the intramura] research

program at NIH for 20 years where he was Head ol the Ulirastructural Biology Section

in the National Cancer Insritute. His research in molecnlar biology focused on the

murine Tetro>iruses and his research gmnp was one of the first to identify a mammalian
retrotransposon. Another primary research efTort invoh-ed a study of the effects of

inlerferou on the replication of rctroiruses, and the restills observed in a mouse model
system were later used as fl basis for developing an inierferon treairDcnt program for

AIDS patients-

l>r- Wivel has served as an Associate Editor of the Journal of the National

Cancer Institute, and he is a member of the American Society for Virology and the

American Society for Cell Eiology. He is a graduate of the Stanford University School of

Medicine and completed a residency in pathologj-, followed by postdoctoral training in

molecular virology.
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The Chairman. Thank you very much, Doctor.
Dr. Noguchi, did you have a statement that you wsinted to make,

or are you just here to monitor Dr. Wivel?
Dr. Noguchi. Mr. Chairman, I would appreciate the chance to

offer a new comments from the FDA's perspective.
The Chairman. We would be happy to have your testimony.
Dr. Noguchi. Thank you very much, and thank you and the com-

mittee for allowing FDA this opportunity.
I just want to briefly go over a couple of general questions that

people often have. For example, what is the FDA's role in the regu-
lation of gene therapy?
Now, in general, the FDA derives its regulatory oversight by pro-

mulgation of regulations based on the Food, Drug, and Cosmetic
Act as revised and Section 351 of the Public Health Service Act. In
1986, FDA did declare that gene therapies would be considered to

be a biological product and that they would be subject to licensure
by FDA iinder Section 351. The lead center is the Center for Bio-
logics Evaluation and Research, and is responsible not only for

gene therapies but for other biotechnology products as well. Some
of their previous examples of the early licensed biologicals include
some antitoxins and the smallpox vaccines, mumps, measles,
rubella and polio in the 1950s and 1960s, and more recently, a
number of biotechnology products.

Prior to the revolution in biotechnology, most of our products
were viral or bacterial vaccines, blood or blood products or allegenic
extracts. But in the past six years, CBER has responded to the
rapid growth in biotechnology by forming four new product divi-

sion.

In 1988, the Division of Cytokine Biology responsible for some of
the first approvals for Interferons and interleukins, and then in
1993, a separate division to address monoclonal antibody concerns,
hematologic products, which includes thrombolytics and
erythropoietins, and the Division of Cell and Gene Therapy. And
this last division has the lead role in regulating both cell and gene
therapies.
Now, specifically for gene therapies, investigational clinical trials

in humans are subject to general requirements of the FD&C Act
as codified in Title 21, specifically Section 312. This includes inves-
tigational new application which has a number of new require-
ments including extensive documentation of methods of production
and preclinical testing.

At this point in time, over 70 INDs for human gene therapy have
been submitted to the agency and about one-third of those have ac-
tually been submitted within the last 10 months. All of these we
consider to be Phase I safety studies only.
Again, in general, as these types of products were moved from

Phase I through Phase II and Phase III, other portions of the 21
CFR will apply, such as the 300 series on new drug application, the
600 series on biologic establishments and licensing, and this level
of regulation is actually the same for all biological products that
are considered to be drugs. And they focus on safety, purity and ef-

ficacy.

Now, it should also be noted, however, that from FDA's perspec-
tive, human gene therapy represents the publicly visible portion of
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an extremely rapid evolving medical revolution. Gene therapies
could not be contemplated without the ready availability of purified

cytokines to allow expansion and differentiation of cells. Likewise,
monoclonal antibody technology has allowed the purification of a
variety of cells from tissues which can then be transduced in vivo.

Investment by the NIH in basic biomedical research studies cre-

ated the ability to isolate medically relevant genes and to create
the vectors that are used in gene therapy. The clinical arena in-

volving organ tissue and cell transplantation have provided the
means for ex-vivo manipulations and portend the future use of
transgenic animals carrying human genes for xenotrsinsplantation.

Even the medical device area is rapidly entering the field with
both extracorporeal as well as implantable devices that are being
examined as delivery systems for human gene therapy.
Four years is a relatively short time for a new clinical field and,

in truth, we have only seen the very simplest approaches to gene
therapy. Although the future will bring exponential complexity to

our goal of improving and protecting the public health, the broad
authorities of the FDA, including the recently enacted ones for de-

vice regulation, will allow the FDA to responsively regulate this

area.

And if I might just take an additional moment to address the
specific interactions with the RAC committee. Now, over the past
four years, the RAC and the FDA have interacted on a closer and
closer basis. The RAC meetings from FDA's point of view allow for

public discussion of both the accomplishments as well as the ad-

verse findings that are associated with gene therapy.
Because these meetings are public, the discussions of safety con-

cerns can be immediately communicated to the entire industry and
a consensus to resolve the issues can be reached that would other-

wise be very difficult to obtain because of our restriction on secret

regulations.

In addition, the evolution of RAC oversight to prospectively dis-

cuss these emerging issues is obviously going to be of increasing
importance. I would like to give one example which will illustrate

how the RAC process has enlarged FDA's overall role.

For example, in June of last year, one of the patients—first pa-
tients treated for gene therapy for cystic fibrosis developed an ad-

verse reaction which was immediately communicated to both the
FDA £ind the RAC. Because the public nature of gene therapy pro-

tocols is widely known, both the FDA and the RAC communicated
this to other investigators and we were able to continue all the
studies at reduced levels of dosing without having to shut any of

them down. And without having to really do anything out of the
ordinary in terms of FDA oversight.

Now, advances in product development are based not only on
positive or encouraging results but also on the knowledge that is

gained from approaches that have undesirable toxicities. As a re-

sult the Cystic Fibrosis Foundation sponsored a three-and-a-half

day meeting on gene therapy in which 10 FDA individuals

cochaired a number of breakout sessions that focused on quality

control and product development issues.

These sessions have led to a development of a variety of new ap-

proaches to gene therapy of cystic fibrosis including new genera-
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tions of viral vectors, other viral and nonviral approaches. We feel

it is likely that the diversity of approaches that we have recently

seen was greatly accelerated by the early knowledge that

adenoviral vectors could have unwanted toxicity.

Now that has has been established that the principles of gene
therapy can be established in, quote, unquote, "trials," we feel that

it is very prudent to refocus the public discussions in a prospective

manner. And we believe that the recent proposals endorsed by the

RAC, by the NIH and FDA serve as a blueprint to achieve that

goal.

Thank you very much.
[The prepared statement of Dr. Noguchi follows:]
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1. What is FDA 's role in the regulation ofgene therapy?

The Food and Drug Administration (FDA) derives its regulatory oversight by

promulgation of regulations based on the Food, Drug and Cosmetic Act (revised)

(FD&C Act) and Section 351 of the Public Health Service Act (PHS Act). In 1986,

FDA announced that gene therapies would be considered to be biological products

subject to licensure by FDA under section 351 of the PHS Act. The Center for

Biologies Evaluation and Research (CBER) is currently responsible for the regulation

of the manufacturing and labeling of biologic products. Examples of the earliest

licensed products in the 1900s include antitoxins and the Smallpox Vaccine, and

vacdnes for viral diseases such as mumps, measles, rubella and poUo were licensed in

the fifties and sixties.

Prior to the revolution in biotechnology, most biologic products were either viral or

bacterial vaccines, blood or blood products or allergenic extracts. CBER has

responded to the rapid growth in biotechnology by forming four new product divisions,

including in 1988, the Division of (Cytokine Biology and in 1993, three Divisions

including Monoclonal Antibodies, Hematologic Products and the Division of Cellular

and Gene Therapies. This last division has the lead role in regulating gene therapy.

Investigational clinical trials in humans with gene therapy products are subject to

the general requirements for drugs and biologies in Title 21 of the Code of Federal

Regulations (CFR). This includes 21 CFR Part 312, the Investigational New Drug

Application (IND) which has a number of requirements, including extensive

documentation ofmethods of production and preclinical testing. Over 70 INDs for

hvmian gene therapy have been submitted to the Agency, with about 1/3 of those

submitted in the last 10 months. All of these have been phase 1 safety trials.

In general, as products move fi-om phase 1 thru phase II and phase HI, other

portions of the 21 series pertain, including the 200 series on Current Good

Manufacturing Practices (GMPS), the 300 series on new drug applications, the 600

series on biologies establishments and licensing. This level of regulation is the same

for all biological products that are considered to be drugs, and focus on safety, purity.
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potency and efficy considerations.

It should be noted, however, that from the FDA's perspective, human gene therapy

also represents the publicly visible portion of a rapidly evolving medical revolution.

Gene therapies could not be contemplated without the ready availabihty of purified

cytokines to allow expansion and differentiation of cells. Likewise, monoclonal

antibody technology has allowed the purification of a variety of cells from a number of

tissues that can then be transduced with vectors. The investment by NIH in basic

biomedical research studies has created the ability to isolate medically relevzint genes

and to create the vectors used in gene therapies. The clinical arena involving organ,

tissue and cell transplantation have provided the means for ex-vivo manipulations,

£md portend the future use of transgenic animals carrying human genes for

xenotransplantation. Even the medical device fi^iu is rapidly entering the field ofgene

therapies. Both extracorporeal as well as implantable devices with human and

nonhuman tissues are being examined as potential delivery systems for gene

therapies, and the use of medical devices for isolating stem cells is rapidly growing.

Four years is a relatively short time for a new cUnical field and we have only seen the

simplest approaches in gene therapy. Although the future will bring exponential

complexity to our common goal of improving the pubhc health, the broad authorities

of the FDA including recently enacted ones for device regulation will allow the FDA to

responsibly regulate this area.

2. How does the RAC assist and or enhance FDA 's review ofgene therapy?

FDA and NIH's RAC have interacted on an increasingly frequent basis during the

past four years. The RAC meetings allow for pubhc discussion of both

accomplishments and adverse findings associated with gene therapy. Because these

meetings are public, the discussions of safety concerns can be immediately

communicated to the entire industry and a consensus to resolve the concerns can be

reached with industry that would otherwise be restricted by the trade-secret

regulations. In addition, the evolution ofRAC oversight to prospectively discuss

emerging issues will serve an increasingly important role.

.
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An instructive example of this process occurred in June, 1993. The RAC and FDA
received notice ofan adverse reaction in the third patient to participate in a gene

therapy protocol for cystic fibrosis. Because of the public nature of gene therapy

protocols, the RAC and FDA were able to communicate the details of this adverse

event to other investigators. This allowed for appropriate modification of the protocol

that allowed the trial to continue with close FDA oversight. Advances in product

development are based not only on positive or encouraging results, but also on the

knowledge gained 6rom approaches that have undesirable toxicities. The Cystic

Fibrosis Foimdation sponsored a 3 and 1/2 day meeting on gene therapy, in which 10

FDA staff participated in cochairing breakout sessions that focused on quality control

and product development concerns utilizing the data in the RAC public database.

These sessions have led to the development of a variety of new approaches to gene

therapy of cystic fibrosis, including new generations of adenoviral vectors, and other

viral and nonviral approaches. It is likely that the diversity of approaches was

greatly accelerated by the early knowledge that adenoviral vectors may have altered

properties relative to the parent virus.

Now that it has been established that the principles of gene therapy can be examined

in clinical trials, it is prudent to refocus the public discussions in a prospective

manner. The recent proposals endorsed by the RAC, NIH and FDA serve as the

blueprint to achieve that w^j?tfiy goal.
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Philip D. Ncguctl. M.n.

Ofric-i oi" Tliera^eutiiia K^ioj-ch. a2.d F.e-Wiw

Ceci-er for Biologica Svnlt^icc ;nd lUisearch

ro:d and Itus Adra::s;straio;i

Philip D. Nosuchi, ?-'..D. is DD-ectcr erf thj Division af Cellular znd Gens Tasrapiss CDCGT),

Office of Th-erapcUDcs Research and Kevisw (OTR?.). Ctfntsr for Sioiosics Evaluatioa and

Rsseajci (CSEH). After posiSTEdua'e Craining in aaiholosV it th-e Ccotjc 'sVashirjr'-oa Universlf-/

Hosp'Csl, he became z Research Associate ac C8ER 12 1975, and has 3=r'sd Lt a n-umbsr of

Capacltiss at CSER for ihe past 19yiaj3. iscludiTig ChJef cf tie Labotatory of Ctllular tnd
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The Chairman. Thank you very much, Dr. Noguchi. Your testi-

mony was very impressive. I thiiik that the future which you said
would bring exponential complexity has already arrived here in

terms of my understanding of all of your testimony.
Dr. Greenwood, we have a situation where the responsibility for

research in this area, research and development, is split amongst
a number of different and important government agencies. The
Human Genome Project involves many agencies. I think, if I recall

correctly, Health and Human Services and Energy were cochair-

men of that activity but many others are involved.

Do you feel that the process at the top in the White House for

properly coordinating all of this kind of research is working effi-

ciently, or are there any improvements that you might want to sug-
gest to this committee so that we could mess them up?

Dr. Greenwood. Mr. Chairman, thank you for asking that ques-
tion. And I wouldn't predict that you would mess them up. But let

me do tell you that I think that the process that we have put in

place with the National Science and Technology Council, with
which you are very familiar, most of the members are, is working
very well tc bring together the agencies across a series of issues,

both the scientific opportunity issues and the issues related to the

policy, the scientific basis of policy-making, and the issues related

to the future of molecular biology and gene therapies Eire under ac-

tive discussion in these committees, and there is a very excellent

attempt to have the programs reinforce each other to work towards
reducing redundancies.

I have been very pleased in the brief year that I have been in

Washington with the level of discussion and the effective operation

to try to coordinate some of these. Of course, it is not simple. And
to suggest that top-down coordination, you know, from the highest

levels of the administration, whatever they might be, would be the

most effective way for stimulating ideas would also be a faulty as-

siunption.

So I think it is important to keep the environment for discovery

fertile and active. On the other hand, to get the best arrangements
of coordination we can, I think we are doing a pretty good job with

that right now.
The Chairman. We appreciate that evaluation. We have not had

uniform success with cross-department coordination or cross-dis-

ciplinary coordination, and it does work best if there is a culture

that supports it.

Can I ask Dr. Wivel and Dr. Noguchi to comment if they perceive

that there is effective coordination at the working level?

Dr. WiVEL. I certainly can speak to our interactions with FDA
and the matter of review of gene therapy, and I think we have both

an effective and collegial relationship, and our goal is not to unnec-

essarily encumber the system but to promote it while protecting

the safety of the people who participate and the public.

Dr. Noguchi. I would agree on that interaction. I think we have

also jointly undertaken some initiatives that we hope will start to

address some of the issues in terms of costs of production and so

forth.

Since the RAC is a regularly scheduled meeting, the FDA has

started to hold joint meetings in the evening in which members of
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the academic and industrial community can actually hold discourse
with the FDA on such issues as what level of GMP—that is Good
Manufacturing Practices—are necessary for various degrees of in-

vestigation. Early in an investigation you may need less control

than you do need later in the investigation and we hope that this

will impact on the whole process.

The Chairman. It is our hope in this committee, which is the
Science and Technology Committee, that the advance of technology
will allow for the proliferation of local area, computer, and tele-

vision networks that will make it seem like you were virtually in

the same office, no matter where you were and that that would fa-

cilitate this kind of coordination. That may be an idle hope, but we
still hope it will happen.
Mr. Valentine.
Mr. Valentine. Mr. Chairman, I have just a question or two I

would like to ask Dr. Greenwood. This seems like an unimportant
question when we see the young lady here who has been affected

by all these advances, but these are questions that we for our pur-
poses need to have your advice about.
What is the importance, in your opinion, of gene therapy for the

competitiveness of the U.S. biochemical industry as a whole?
Dr. Greenwood. Well, I think the issue of what will constitute

gene therapy for the future in the competitiveness sense and in the
sense of industry is still for us to understand. I believe that this

will be at some point in our future, a very important part of medi-
cal practice and that it will be one of the industries that this Na-
tion has in the 21st century that will be leading edge, high-tech-

nology industry.
I can't give you the shape of it or give you any estimate at this

point of how we would see it in a percent of the Nation's GDP. I

think it's far too early to tell that. But I think it's clear that what
we have here is the potential to offer individual help with very spe-

cific diseases, rather than sort of generic treatments over a larger

group of individuals. In other words, to tailor the treatment to the
individual.

Mr. Valentine. In your opinion. Dr. Greenwood, how can the
government be of maximum assistance, except bailing money and
sending it?

Dr. Greenwood. Well, I think the government can be of maxi-
mum assistance in two ways. One is if not bailing money into it

at least continuing to understand that to support this type of re-

search does cost money, especially in its early discovery stages.

I think we also have to think carefully about what creates the
incentives in this country for investors to invest in the development
of the associated technologies and industries. And those are prob-

ably the two most important things we can do. I guess the third

thing I would say is careful regulation. A full understanding of

what we are doing and its consequences.
Mr. Valentine. Could you give us the benefit of your thoughts

regarding possible future use of gene therapy with reproductive
cells?

Dr. Greenwood. I think we are a very long ways from being able

to predict what the appropriate gene therapy usage would be in

germ cell lines or reproductive cell lines. I have to be honest with-
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you and say that anything that I would say would be so speculative
that it would be of essentially no scientific value now. The pros-
pects for germ cell manipulation are distant in the point of view
of the science that is available right now.
Mr. Valentine. Dr. Wivel, in your judgment, when can we ex-

pect scientists to develop gene therapy in reproductive cells?
Dr. Wivel. I think that Dr. Greenwood has stated very

articulately precisely the problem that faces us. Just to say at the
moment the somatic cell gene therapy we have discussed today
really involves nothing but gene addition. That is a major feat in
itself. But to even consider germ line gene therapy one would have
to see a technology that is elevated far beyond anything we are
doing today.
One would have to assure that genes added to those reproductive

cells did not have any untoward effects. Simply adding genes would
not be good enough. So, in essence, one might have to consider cut-
ting out a defective gene, inserting a normal gene, and being sure
that that insertion did not in any way adversely affect growth and
development. We are a long, long, long way from being able to do
that.

In the absence of that technical ability, germ line gene therapy
has to be consigned to a fairly distant future.
Mr. Valentine. You mentioned the possibility of certain side ef-

fects.

Dr. Wivel. Well, there are a number of good things that could
happen when a gene is added to the genome. Conversely, there are
a number of bad things that could happen. And let's just focus on
two or three of the bad things that could happen. If a gene is in-
serted in the wrong place, it might have an adverse effect of shut-
ting off another normal gene which was necessary to growth and
development. If a gene is inserted in the wrong place, it might acti-
vate a proto-oncogene or a gene that predisposes to cancer, so that
a proto-oncogene would become a oncogene. That would not be ac-
ceptable. Or a gene inserted in the wrong place might inactivate
a tumor suppressor gene. Again, the result would be the tendency
to develop cancer. All of those are untoward events which would
not be tolerable indeed if one were contemplating gene therapy on
reproductive cells.

Mr. Valentine. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
We have some witnesses and I will yield back the balance of my

time. I have questions to submit in writing. Thank you.
The Chairman. We will ask the witnesses to respond in writing

to questions we don't have the opportunity to ask.
I am going to ask Mr. Valentine at this time to take over the

Chair and encourage you to keep working on that gene to delay
aging as much as possible. It will guarantee you more support from
the Congress.
Mr. Valentine. [Presiding.] I had the benefit of that before I got

here. I am really 32 years old. I have just been in Congress too
long.

The Chair is happy to recognize Mrs. Morella.
Mrs. Morella. ITiank you, Mr. Chairman.
I am delighted to be here and I am delighted with this topic. As

you know, Mr. Chairman, I have the honor of representing the Na-
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tional Institutes of Health, and I am just very proud of their

achievements in so many areas and certainly what they have done
with regard to gene therapy. And of course FDA is in my bailiwick,

too, and I am very proud of the work together.

And I just hope that our consolidation is going to work out well,

and I can assure you, Dr. Noguchi, I think it is right on track. And
that will be great adding to our whole medical presence.

I also represent about 60 to 70 biotechnology companies right in

Montgomery County, obviously there because of the proximity to

NIH and to FDA. And I had just a couple of questions I will try

to ask rather quickly because of the other two panels.

First of all, I remember a couple of years ago having the oppor-

timity to be at a signing of a CRADA, which had Life Technologies

from Gaithersburg and DOE and Livermore Lab, on mapping the

human genome and that was kind of the beginning of it being on
track in that kind of administrative or official way.
So I am very proud of what you are doing. I also took part in

a Dana Farber genetic screening panel that came here to the

Washington area and NIH had some involvement. This poses—

I

also spoke to a biotechnology group the other day—poses a number
of other questions I would like to ask.

First of all, biotechnology, because of the risk-taking involved by
compgmies, has a problem in terms of long-range gains because of

the difficulty of knowing what they are going to find that is going

to be helpfiil maybe to a small number.
And in Business Week—I think it was this week—Business

Week has a cover story which is frightening. I don't believe it com-

pletely, but sometimes perception is so important in terms of how
the biotectmology companies are perceived in terms of the future.

I guess I would ask you about that. How it fits into the problem
of long-range commitment in terms of resources to come up with

those discoveries. Plus, the fact that with the Dana Farber Forum,
some of the concerns that came out is okay, so you find a gene,

what have you discovered that someone as a propensity toward a

disease and you tell that person that. Or do you not tell the person

that because you don't have a cure for it?

And so you have got the trauma of, does this person then live

knowing that I'm only going to live so many years or I'm going to

have tMs happen to me. So there are a number of problems, I

think, attached as we continue to develop and understand the

genes and experiment and whatever.
So I guess I'm asking about your prognosis for the future, given

the fact that there is always the downside in terms of the psychol-

ogy of what you do with the discoveries genetically. And don't we
have human genome in Rockville that has now up to 100,000 genes

that they have discovered?
Any one of those comments that you would like to make. I am

just very interested in the whole area and will continue with you
either afterwards. Anything that you want to convey to me, it is

a very important area to me.
Dr. WrvEL. Just in response to one of your comments, and I think

you were perhaps touching on the issue of use of this technology

for enhancement perhaps as opposed to treatment of disease or

how differently it might be used. And clearly, that is an issue that
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has come up for prolonged discussion and will continue to be a
matter of discussion.

I think that all the polls of the public that have been taken thus
far and information that is available, that there seems to be a gen-
eral consensus that gene therapy is a very legitimate way to go in
terms of treating disease. There is a consensus on that.

If one moves from that position to the element of using such
technology for enhancement, then there may be grounds for dis-
agreement. Perhaps one of those reasons is there is never going to
be a consensus about what enhancement constitutes; what is im-
portant to one individual may be entirely unimportant to another.
So part of the problem would derive that we would not have a con-
sensus for using this technology for enhancement.

I think the position of the medical and scientific community
would be that the techniques should be restricted to correction of
disease processes and that alone.

Dr. NOGUCHI. I'd like to just address the biotechnology aspect,
since that is one of the largest areas that we do regulate. I think
if we go back to the beginning and through the history of bio-
technology, part of the misconception that we have all made, I

would posit, is that early on it was recognized that if there were
diseases that we understood, such as diabetes, one could easily en-
gineer a protein that could substitute for the porcine insulin and
get good results.

The first biologic that was approved was Interferon. It was origi-
nally thought to be a magic bullet, but it was not a replacement
therapy in that sense. That is, we did not know if anybody lacked
Interferon and if there was a disease linked to that. And the only
disease that was foimd was hairy cell leukemia, which has only 50
patients a year in America.
So part of the problem that we see is that there are diseases that

are straightforward and there are diseases that are incredibly com-
plex. Cancer comes to mind.

Obviously for biotechnology a very complex issue is sepsis. It

does appear that the causes of sepsis are many and there are not
one of simply replacing something.

I think one of the aspects of gene therapy therapy and the RAC
process that has been fruitful is normally these kinds of knowledge
of what works and doesn't is held by a few, very often not outside
the company or the FDA. At least the initial RAC process, there
are 70 to 80 trials ongoing, and a very public view of what is going
on.

We do know what has some potential for working. We do know
what doesn't really seem to be doing anything at the moment. So
rather than painting a gloomy view of the picture, I would simply
say that just as early vaccines showed us if you could prevent an
infection specifically you could prevent a disease, just as bio-

technology shows us you could cure a disease if you Imow what is

missing, gene therapy is the same way.
And again, as we have stated, we see gene therapy as being only

the tip of the iceberg. To do it, you need all the other biotechnology,
including new devices as well. So I guess fi*om the FDA's point of
view, while we are officially neutral, we see the field as continu-
ously £ind continually growing.
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Mrs. MORELLA. Did you want to comment on that, Dr. Green-

wood?
Dr. Greenwood. Well, you asked a series of fairly complex ques-

tions. The thing I guess I would like to say about the development
of the biotechnology industry in the context of gene therapy, be-

cause gene therapy is only one of the many possibilities for devel-

opment of what we now call the biotechnologies in this country,

<?ene therapy may be quite a long ways away from significant com-
.iiercialization of the therapy itself, although commercialization of

delivery systems and things of that sort may certainly be possible

in the nearer term.

The opportunities, though, for the biotechnology firms, many of

whom I am familiar with in your district, are really probably in the

more traditional medical area where the processes that can be used
by biotechnology can be used to produce either a new product or

to better produce a product that we know can and does work.

So to the extent that we are developing an environment where
we can easily discover new ideas and then transfer them out into

the commercial sector, I think that is a very important thing for

us to continue doing in a partnership fashion with industry. I think

that is probably an important point to leave in the record.

Mrs. MoRELLA. Dr. Wivel, do you work with the biotechnology

companies?
Dr. WrvEL. We do in an indirect way and some ways directly. We

do in that the vast majority of the research proposals or protocols

brought before the RAG represent a collaboration between academi-

cally based investigators and biotechnology companies. So there is

a rather intense participation of those two groups represented in

practically every protocol we see for review.

Mrs. MoRELLA. Dr. Noguchi, I always hear that there is such a

long delay with FDA, even though we have tried to help to speed

the process. Are you making some significant strides in terms of

the timeliness?
Dr. Noguchi. I can only really address the area of cell and gene

therapy at this moment. I would say we're moving on the cell and
gene therapy protocols. Again, these are not at any stage near the

licensing or approval stage but in Phase I. We have a mandatory
requirement that within 30 days of submission of the IND that we
must approve it or not approve it. Typically that turns into a 21-

day review by three professional people at the FDA, the product re-

viewer, a medical officer, and a toxicology reviewer. And then that

often is discussed internally and sometimes externally if it happens
to be an issue that we consider big enough in the RAG is simulta-

neously considering.

Very often during that time what we find is that the basic sci-

entific principles are correct. However, the specifics, which is where
FDA really gets very picky about it, is like when you are buying
a house, you can go around and make a lot of different estimates

but when it comes to handing over the mortgage, you really have
to have the specifications in hand. When we ask for the final speci-

fications on the product to be used in a human, we will wait imtil

the tests are actually done and the results are in before the trial

may go on.
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So at least in the investigational stage, I think we are moving
as rapidly as we can. Very often there are just simply technical
problems on the company side. It takes time to do a test. It takes
time to screen a culture, for example.
Mrs. MORELLA. I understand there have been problems of going

beyond the 30 days but there is probably reason for it.

One final point. Dr. Wivel used the term enhancement. That is

probably the correct term, but one of the points I was getting at
is if you could isolate a gene that causes something, breast cancer,
do you not have another psychological, ethical responsibility about
whether you let a person know that they have that gene?

Dr. WrvEL. This is a commonly recurring problem and it does
pose an ethical dilemma. And that is, do you inform people about
a disease process with potentially serious effects, if at the same
time you have absolutely nothing to offer in the way of treatment?

I could not make a general comment that could be interpreted as
policy in this area, but I can say from the past, in history, in cer-
tain types of research protocols, that elements of that research
were not allowed because in point of fact they would identify a po-
tential problem and it was felt that it was not desirable to identify
that and then have that patient have to cope with the anxiety of
a possible untoward event.

I don't think there is any clear-cut answer to this, but it certainly
is a dilemma, and it has been well emphasized by this recent dis-
covery of the gene associated with different forms of breast cancer.

I think, as I say, in the past there have been times research pro-
tocols have been modified to prevent this dilemma fi-om occurring.

Mrs. MoRELLA. We know how the ramifications of this whole
issue begin to expand, and at some other point I am sure we will
hear fi-om another panel for the need for money for further re-

search and investment.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Thank you very much.
Mr. Valentine. The Chair is happy to recognize at this time the

distinguished gentleman fi-om Michigan, Dr. Ehlers. You see, we do
have some superachievers in this body.

Doctor.
Dr. Ehlers. Some of them even grow beards. You are doing

something I can't do.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
In the interest of time I will try to be brief. I just want to follow

up on the very last sentence in your testimony, Dr. Noguchi, as re-

lates to some questions asked earlier by Chairman Brown and Con-
gresswoman Morella.
Everyone always complains, of course, about the regulatory as-

pects of the FDA and the slowness and so forth. But one particular
complaint I have heard in this area of gene therapy is the difficulty

of having to deal with both NIH and FDA, having to do different

things for the two of them, and yet there is a lot of overlap.
Furthermore, having to totally redo documents for the FDA and

NIH when just a small change is made in the process in gene ther-

apy rather than being simply permitted to amend the protocols or

the documents which have previously been submitted.
Your last comment, Dr. Noguchi, was that you were working

with the NIH on improving the RAC process. What can you do to
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streamline the regulatory process? It is bad enough to deal with
one Federal agency, but dealing with two, it is not twice as bad.

I think it goes as the square of the number of agencies involved.

And I am wondering if you are actively pursuing trying to im-
prove that for the industry and the ability of simply offering

amendments for changes in the ongoing research projects.

Dr. NOGUCHI. Those are very good points and useful comments,
and yes, we actually can report on some progress and can tell you
of some initiatives we have taken.

As one example, the idea of E-mail being used and electronic

mail as well as the so-called Internet, information highway, is

being used right now to revise the RAC guidelines in a very rapid

and efficient manner just between staff and ourselves.

We recognize very much that if you look at the requirements of

FDA and the requirements of the RAC process, that much of the

forms and the questions that are asked are overlapping. They are

somewhat divergent but they are overlapping.

FDA internally has a program that is being started to computer-
ize the agency's ability to do things. And specifically, we have pro-

posed and at least preliminarily we believe it will be a pilot project

in which the database that is maintained by the RAC on the pa-

tients in this particular field, approximately 70, 75 protocols, a lit-

tle over 200 patients, will be actually used as prototype for that.

We would envision that the application process would be also an
electronic type of form that it indeed could be amended as various

requirements were added to it, rather than to redo the whole proc-

ess.

I think in fact for us to be able to even envision and to com-
prehend the complexities if we don't have that online database and
electronic submission, it will be simply impossible to do fi-om the

flood of papers. So I would say yes, we have some very strong com-
mitments from FDA to the process.

Dr. Ehlers. Well, I appreciate that. And I think it is essential.

But also I guess I would be a little concerned about assuming that

computerization is going to solve it. I happen to be on Internet, too,

and it is wonderful. But I think what is more important in the

agency is a real sense of urgency that is real important. Even
though it may not be extremely important to the agency, it is ex-

tremely important to the businesses dealing with it.

Many of them are on the economic fringe. We just heard a ref-

erence to the Business Week article, Congresswoman Morella re-

ferred to that. It is a tough field financially. And time is money to

them.
And so I think it is fine, not only the computerization but gener-

ating a sense of urgency throughout both your agencies to deal

with these things, rapidly recognizing the dollar signs that the

companies have to deal with.

Dr. NOGUCHI. This particular initiative is in the commissioner's

office and it has his backing and yes, we agree. It is not just the

companies who are short on resources. Everyone is. So we totally

agree with that.

Dr. Ehlers. Dr. Wivel?
Dr. WrvEL. I would like to make two comments on that. We al-

ready have in place two mechanisms for accelerating this process.
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One is the so-called minor modifications capability, and that is pro-
tocols, once approved by the RAG, can have minor modifications
without any requirement for major review again.
That process is handled entirely within our office. And those

modifications go on continuously. The summary of those is given at
the quarterly RAG meetings.
Second is that we have estabhshed a category for accelerated re-

view. There are seven major parameters which determine whether
or not a protocol qualifies for that. Accelerated review, again,
means that full committee review is not at all required. And so we
have protocols coming in now which are handled in that fashion.
And we believe that both those mechanisms will speed up the proc-
ess.

Dr. Ehlers. I am pleased to hear that.
Let me just—a final comment—make a suggestion. We, as Rep-

resentatives of the people, always get invited to do things. Re-
cently, I spent a half a day as a carpenter so I would understand
the construction industry. And when I was in local government we
would exchange with mayors and others for a day to see what other
communities are like.

It might be worthwhile if you would trade places for a day with
some of the researchers in the companies, not only for your benefit
but also for theirs. I would like them to sit in your seat for a day.
Obviously they can't view their competitors's proposals. But other
than that, it might be useful to swap jobs for a day and get the
perspective from the other side.

Thank you very much.
Mr. Valentine. The Ghair thanks the gentleman, and Mr. Hoke

has returned, but doesn't have any questions as I understand it.

We thank you very much for the preparations that went into
your appearance here and coming and sharing these words of wis-
dom with us. It is possible that we may have some questions from
other Members of the committee, some of whom have not been able
to attend the meeting. And if you would answer those, we would
appreciate it.

That brings us to panel two, which consists of Dr. Kenneth Gul-
ver, Iowa Methodist Medical Genter in Des Moines, and the young
patient who has been referred to, Ashanthi DeSilva and her father.
Raj DeSilva of North Olmsted, Ohio.
Mr. Hoke. A fine suburb of Gleveland on the West Side.

Mr. Valentine. We have got that for the record.
Mr. Hoke. Thank you, Mr. Ghairman.
Mr. Valentine. I understand this young lady has heard a lot of

speeches today. I hear that she would rather be at school or the
State fair or the ice rink. School, I am sure it wat

Dr. Gulver, your statements—I don't know whether we received
written statements fi*om—we did? Well, your statements will ap-
pear in the record as presented, and we would appreciate it if you
would summarize or otherwise proceed as you deem appropriate.
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STATEMENTS OF DR. KENNETH CULVER, IOWA METHODIST
MEDICAL CENTER, HUMAN GENE THERAPY RESEARCH IN-

STITUTE; AND ASHANTHI DESILVA, PATIENT, AND RAJ
DESILVA

Dr. Culver. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. It is a pleasure to be

here to talk about a very special event, celebrating the fourth anni-

versary of the first gene therapy experiment that occurred at Na-
tional Institutes of Health in September 1990.

As you will hear from the testimony from Raj and Ashanthi, and
as you read in the documents, the DeSilvas are a very special fam-

ily, not unlike many thousands of families around the United

States who are dealing with particular types of genetic illnesses

and disorders or handicaps and conditions that limit their ability

to fully participate in their community.
It was recognized a long time ago that gene therapy is a new mo-

dality that can change that. Unlike any new technologies that have
evolved in the last decades, gene therapy has the potential to

change the isolated way many people live and to allow them to

fully participate or substantially to a greater level^ participate in

life and productive life.

Much like the advent of antibiotics and immunizations and the

way they changed the overall health of the world, gene therapy has

that same potential. As we think about that, one has to recognize

how we can as individuals in science or as legislators make certain

that our public is aware of the potential, the risks as well as bene-

fits, and how we can move forward in such a manner that as quick-

ly and efficiently as possible, we can provide these novel new tech-

nologies to people in need.

I didn't realize the number of people who struggle with genetic

illnesses until I was an intern in pediatrics at the University of

California-San Francisco, and during those months and several

years there I found that there were hundreds of kids under my
care who suffered from genetic illnesses and cancer for which we
had no curative therapy.

Sure, advances in modem medicine have given us wonderful new
technologies that allowed us to treat the symptoms of disease; to

stop seizures but not to solve the underlying neurologic problems;

to be able to treat cancer but perhaps at great personal cost as well

as health care cost; to be able to treat infections but not prevent

the vulnerability to infections.

The bottom line is, we need curative therapies that treat all the

manifestations of the disease, not simply the symptoms. We have

all suffered through treatments for the common cold which often-

times make§ us drowsy and feel worse than if we had taken noth-

ing at all. I believe over the next several decades we will see the

new information in genetics change all of that and change medicine

by giving us new tools.

It was through caring for kids in my residency program that I

fell in love with kids with immune deficiency disorders. It was in

1972 when I was in high school that David, the Bubble Boy was
bom and lived for 13 years and died in 1984, 10 years ago, in that

iThe witness wishes to delete everything after "level" £ind add "in life and to lead a productive

life" to clarify sentence.
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bubble, not of infectious disease. They did a wonderful job prevent-
ing2 him from infection, but David died of cancer.
The whole idea is to be able to treat all the vubierabilities of the

disease and not just be limited to certain aspects.
Because of the struggle and seeing these kids suffer, and many

of them dying in the bone marrow transplant unit, I left the Uni-
versity of California in 1987 and went to NIH to work with Drs.
Michael Blaese and French Anderson to develop gene therapy for
immune deficiency disorders.
We worked pretty much every day for three years trying to take

the best that technology had to offer in the late 1980s as a way
that we could apply to humans to treat adenosine deaminase defi-
ciency. And it was on September 14th, 1990, about this time in the
afternoon, that I injected a little over a billion cells into Ashanthi's
hand that really, I think, had a significant impact on her health.
There were many hundreds of people who went before us, dec-

ades and decades ahead of us, who provided us the tools to make
that day possible. But finally we realized the potential that is

growing around us in almost every university and a in variety of
companies around the United States to spread^ to a whole variety
of a great number of diseases.

As you will hear from Mr. DeSilva, Ashanthi has improved clini-

cally, allowing her to remove herself from a life of isolation and go
to public school. And you are right, sir, she would rather be in
school than listening to us talk here today. And that is one of the
greatest testimonies that we could have asked for.

We have treated a second child, Cynthia Cutshall, also from Ohio
but from Canton, and she has also shown good clinical benefit as
a result of this procedure, proving that the genetic alteration of de-
fective cells can result in clear benefit to a human being.
We are struggling now to find ways to apply thaf* to people with

a variety of immune deficiency disorders—cancer, autoimmune dis-

orders, and HIV infection. I am confident that gene therapy is

going to revolutionize the way we practice medicine. It isn't going
to put surgeons out of business or any other subspecialty. It is

going to change the tools that we have to use as physicians treat

patients.

As result of that, there are going to be great financial benefits.

And as I outlined in my written testimony, the current disorders

that we are trying to treat—and "we" being the gene therapy group
at large—trying to treat, such as cystic fibrosis, hemophilia,
Gaucher's disease and ADA deficiency, has the potential that, if

successful, would save $2 billion a year in health care funding.

And one of the things that I would suggest is that as Congress
decides how to redistribute money in the way it pays for health
care, that we can't forget that gene therapy may be our greatest

savings in health care dollars as we move into the next 10 to 20
years.

And there are quite a large number of Ashanthi's in our country

who are counting on us physicians and scientists and legislators to

^The witness wishes to delete "preventing" and insert "protecting".

^Insert "these technologies" after "spread .

*Delete "that" and insert "gene therapy".
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make a good-faith effort to make sure that everyone has their
chance to get their treatment at the earhest possible time.
Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Dr. Culver follows:]
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Introduction
Thank you. I am honored to be here to speak with the Committee today. My name is Kenneth
W. Culver, M.D. I am a physician-scientist working at the Human Gene Therapy Research
Institute in Des Moines, Iowa. The purpose of my presentation this afternoon is to highlight the

significance of the 4th anniversary of the initiation of the first human gene therapy experiment

and to illustrate its application and benefits through the case of Ashanthi V. DeSilva, the first

person to benefit from the application of human gene therapy.^

For many decades, families, scientists and healthcare workers have hoped for genetic

treatments. The hope was predicated on the belief that gene therapy would provide therapies

for many of the 4000 known genetic disorders for which no suitable therapy now exists. Based
upon a study published in 1 983, only about 1 5% of genetic diseases have a therapy that

allows them to lead a fully functional life.2 Therefore, as this fourth anniversary of the first

gene therapy experiment continues to show evidence of benefit without toxicity, enthusiasm for

novel new genetic therapies continues to grow. We are becoming increasingly

knowledgeable about the mechanisms by which genetics contribute to the development of

acquired diseases such as cancer, autoimmune disease (e.g., rheumatoid arthritis, multiple

sclerosis), heart disease and in susceptibility to infection. In addition to therapeutics, we have
the potential to develop genetic vaccines to prevent infectious diseases, autoimmune disease
and cancer. I have come to believe in the promise of gene therapy tiiat was heralded by Dr.

W. French Anderson and others since the 1 970's because of personal struggles in caring for

children with genetic diseases and cancer.3

Before speaking specifically about Ashanthi V. OeSilva and Cynthia M. Cutshall, our second
patient, I would like to outiine some of the fundamental beliefs about the young clinical

discipline of human gene therapy.

Definition of Gene Therapy

'Gene therapy is the transfer of one or more genes into the tissues of a
patient in an attempt to correct DNA abnomiaiities or aiter DMA composition
within targeted cells.

'

This definition fundamentally means that gene therapy has the potential to prevent or treat

essentially any human illness. Genes will be inserted to correct genetic deficiencies such as
in the treatment of Cystic Hbrosis or Diabetes, to provide for the selective destruction of tumor
cells or to immunize against Infectious agents. As more human genes are mapped through

the human genome project, the opportunities for gene therapy will expand. However, having

knowledge of the gene map is not sufficient for therapeutic application. We also need to

understand the function of the gene product and develop a method for delivery of the gene into

tiie affected tissue. Therefore, simply isolating the gene can leave us years from a gene
therapy application in humans.

Efficient gene delivery is cunently the single greatest limitation to the broad application to

human disease. This problem is highlighted by the fact that more than 4,000 human genes
have now been isolated, but there are only seven gene therapy experiments for genetic

diseases (table 1). At the Human Gene Therapy Research Institute, we are attempting to

improve gene delivery by developing novel new methods for gene transfer. Fortunately, our

pursuit for improved gene delivery is sumjunded by a growing interest in academia and an

1

.

Thompson, L (1994): CorrectirK? the Code. Simon & Shuster. New Yoric

2. Valle, D. (1987^: Genetic Disease: An overview of current ttierapy. Hoso. Prac. July:l67-182.

3. Anderson, W.F. (1984): Proapflcts tar human gene marapy. Science. 226:401-409.

2
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expanding biotechnology industry. Hopefully, the U.S. will remain the world leader in gene
therapy, expediting the conversion of laboratory research in genetics into novel new therapies
for patients worldwide. However, private, academic institutions such as ours, which are
producing a substantial amount of the fundamental data on which new gene delivery methods
are based are feeling the squeeze of the diminishing pool of medical research dollars. This
•jvill slow the speed of developing gene therapy into a clinical discipline and threaten the
security of our world prominence in biotechnology and gene therapy.

Table 1 : Approved Human Gene Therapy Experiments for Genetic Diseases

g^ngtjg Pl^^ase Tissue Gene Transfen^
Adenosine Deaminase Deficiency T-cells & Man^jw stem cells ADA
Alpha- 1 -antitrypsin Deficiency Respiratory Epithelium a1AT
Cystic Rbrosis Respiratory Epithelium CF-TR
Familial Hypercholesterolemia Hepatocytes LDLr
Fanconi Anemia Marrow stem cells Compl. Group C
Gaucher Disease Marrow stem cells Glucocerebrosidase
Mucopolysaccharidosis type II T-cells lduronate-2-sulfatase

Because gene therapy provides new opportunities for Itie treatment of human disease, I

believe gene therapy will create a revolution in the practice of medicine and substantially alter
the phamriaceuticai industry. The ability to eliminate aJi manifestations of a certain disease
through gene tfierapy instead of repeatedly treating the symptoms will save enormous costs
for our entire healthcare system. More importantly, elimination of all symptoms of the disease
will substantially reduce the amount of human suffering and improve the duration and
productivity of the lives of the many thousands of our citizens.

Why I Became Involved in Gene Therapy Research
As a pediatric intern and resident at the University of Califomia, San Francisco (UCSF), I

became increasingly frustrated with the limits of medical technology. For many genetic
diseases such as Cystic Rbrosis (CF) and acquired diseases (e.g., certain cancers), there is

no curative or preventative genetic therapy. For instance, a number of therapies have
contributed to an improvement in the life span of children witti CF, but tiieir lives usually
continue to be complicated by expensive, chronic therapies. These symptomatic ttierapies
diminish the number and severity of infections and treat the symptoms of the disease, but
failed to treat the underiying genetic basis of the disorder. Likewise, certain forms of cancer
therapy (e.g., chemotherapy, radiation) have been successful in prolonging life and curing
some cancers, but the associated complications and side effects to normal tissues can add
substantial suffering and expense to the cost of cancer therapy regardless of the outcome of

the ti^atment Gene ttierapy offers a new opportunity to selectively ti-eat the fundamental basis
of essentially all forms of human illness by eliminating all of the manifestations of the disease,
perhaps even before the disease occurs. I came to appreciate the dream and promise of gene
tiierapy through my caring for these desperate children and their families.

During nfiy medical education, I developed an interest in immunity, the part of our bodies that

protects us ageunst infection, autoimmunity and malignancy. This led to my enrolling in a
pediatric immunology fellowship program at UCSF eSter completing my pediatric residency. It

was during my tenure in that program, that I cared for a large number of children and
teenagers with life threatening genetic disorders and cancer. I grew increasingly frustrated

because my patients usually died despite super human efforts by a very skilled healthcare

team and the expenditure of tens of thousands of dollars because we had no treatment to
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correct the genetic basis of their disease. There was one particular little girl, Chelsea Ward,

whose living and dying gave my life a particular purpose, focusing my work toward the

development of gene therapy for congenital severe combined immunodeficiency disorders

(SCID). These disorders are commonly known as the "Bubble Boy Disease".* Chelsea had

been one of my patients in the UCSF pediatric bone marrow transplant unit. She underwent

two bone mamjw transplants and died due to our inability to repair her immune system,

leaving her unable to fight off bacterial, virus and fungal infections. Treating the symptoms of

the infections with antibiotics and antiviral drugs ultimately failed.

With a determination to improve the quality of healthcare for children with immunodeficiency

disorders, I moved to the National Institutes of Health (NIH) in July. 1987, to join the laboratory

of Dr. R. Michael Blaese at the National Cancer Institute (NCI). He had been collaborating with

Dr. W. French Anderson at the National Heart, Lung and Blood institute (NHLBI) on the

development of bone man-ow gene therapy for ADA deficiency. Because the prospects for

bone marrow gene therapy were poor. Dr. Blaese assigned me the task of developing T-

lymphocyte gene therapy for a rare form of severe combined immunodeficiency, called

Adenosine Deaminase (ADA) deficiency. T-lymphocytes are a type of white blood ceil that

protects us from cancer and infectious agents such as viruses and fungi. Children with SCID

are deficient in functional T-lymphocytes and are very susceptible to overwhelming infection

and cancer. 1 was very excited because this was the same genetic disorder that had led to

Chelsea's immune system failure and her death.

Why ADA Defieiencv Was The First Disorder Treated With Gene TherapyS

ADA deficiency was chosen as the first test of clinical gene therapy for the following reasons:

(1) The gene was cloned in 1983 and subsequently, a large body of knowledge had

accumulated about the gene and its function. ADA is considered a "housekeeping" gene

because the gene is constantly producing the ADA enzyme for use in normal cellular

metabolism. Screening studies of the general population have revealed that a 10% level ADA
enzyme activity is found in some normal individuals and is consistent with nomnal immune

functioning. This suggested that a 10% correction of the patients T-lymphocytes could

potentially lead to substantial immunologic con-ection. Since we do not have gene delivery

systems that are 100% efficient, this 10% feature is critical for attempting gene therapy at this

stage of our technological development; (2) Normai individuals have been found with 50-fold

the normal concentration of ADA enzyme in their cells. Therefore, if our insert gene would

overexpress the ADA enzyme 50 times (an unlikely occurrence), we would not expect to harm

our patients; (3) We determined that murine retroviral vectors (genetically-disabled mouse

vinjses) can efficiently and stably insert functional copies of the human ADA gene into cultured

ADA deficient T-lymphocytes. Experiments with aJlogenek: bone marrow transplantation have

determined that engraftment of T-lymphocytes alone can be curative and therefore, the genetic

correction of T-lymphocytes may be beneffcial. While bone marrow con-ection is our ultimate

goal because the manxsw would continuously produce genetically-con^cted T-lymphocytes,

the regular infusion of geneticaily-con-ected T-lymphocytes may therefore be an appropnate

intermediate step until the technological problems with efficient bone marrow gene transfer

have been overcome; (4) Insertion of a normal human ADA gene into ADA deficient T-

lymphocytes restored nomial biochemical functioning. In fact, genetically-con«cted T-

lymphocytes acquired the ability for nornial growth in tissue culture compared to non-corrected

duplicate cultures which grew pooriy; and (5) the group of children to be enrolled in the study

have not experienced complete immunologic reconstitution by any other form of therapy and

are therefore at risk of opportunistic infectton and malignancy.

4 Culver K.W (1993): Spites of Life. Geneflc therapy comes of age. TTlfl SC»nW3. 33:18-24.

5. Culver! K.W. (1994): rtanaThefapv A handbook fnr phwaieiana. Maiy Ann Uebert New York,
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Children afflicted with complete ADA deficiency do not produce nonnal antibody responses
to immunization with standard childhood vaccines (e.g. tetanus, diphtheria). Skin testing

reveals anergy (no response) to multiple antigens (e.g., tetanus, influenza). As a result, these
children are unable to completely resolve viral infections such as common respiratory and
gastrointestinal infections. For most of the children, one simple point mutations (a specific

abnormaiity in one nucleotide out of the more than 30,000 in each copy of the gene) results in

a failure of the immune system to protect against persistent viral and fijngal infections,

repeated bacterial infections and early onset malignancy.

Current Clinical treatments for ADA Deficiency

The treatment of choice for children with ADA deficiency is bone marrow transplantation

when a sibling with an exact tissue type match is available as a donor. Matched sibling bone
manrsw transplants will cure most of the children (70-90%). Unfortunately, only about 20-30%
of patients will have a matched sibling donor. Bone marrow transplantation with partially-

matched (S50%) marrow from parents, is less successful in ADA deficiency with only about

40% achieving successful engraftinent

For ADA deficient children, without an identically matched marrow donor, ADA enzyme
replacement tiierapy is cun^ntiy used. The use of ADA enzyme replacement therapy has
been considered because tine substrate (deoxyadenosine) that ADA normally metabolizes Ccin

finely diffuse across cell membranes. Without a normal ADA gene, deoxyadenosine
accumulates in immune cells, ttie blood and tissues of the patient resulting in failure of the

immune system. Systemic injection of an ADA enzyme functions as an osmotic gradient to

remove and degrade the deoxyadenosine from the immune cells improving the ability of the

immune system to function. Adagen® is the cunwit form of enzyme replacement in clinical

use. Adagen® is bovine (cow) ADA enzyme tiiat has been conjugated to polyethylene glycol

(PEG) to allow survival and function of the ADA enzyme in the body for days. Without the PEG,
the ADA enzyme is degraded in minutes after injection. The weeidy intramuscular injection of

Adagen® has been generally helpful to many of the more than 30 children treated as

evidenced by fewer infections and improved growth at a cost of $100,000-

$200,000/patient/year. However, enzyme replacement does not provide full immune
reconstitution and life expectancy is expected to be shortened without a curative ti^atment.

The Development of Gene Therapy for ADA Deflciencv

Ideally, tiie genetic correction of ADA defidency would involve insertion of a human ADA
gene into bone marrow stem cells. The insertion of a nonnal ADA gene into marrow stem cells

would theoretically correct the immunodeficiency resulting in nonnal immunity and a cure for a

life time. Unfortunately, isolation of marrow stem cells has proven very difficult In addition, the

insertion of genes into marrow stem cells of monkeys and humans has been very inefficient

(<1%). Recent advances in enrichment for marrow stem ceils (separation from more mature,

short-lived progenitor cells) and techniques to induce proliferation of tine stem cell to allow

more efficient gene transfer have made it possible to initiate the first attempts at stem cell

genetic correction of ADA deficiency.8.7 Thus, for ADA deficiency, the isolation of the gene has

not been the primeuy obstacle to curative bone marrow gene ttierapy, but rather the

development of an efficient gene delivery system.

BoRlgnon.C MavOo, F.. Fefraii, &. Saivida. P.. Ugazio, A.Q.. Notaiangek), 1_0. and GOboa, E (1993):

Transfer of ttie ADA gene into bone marrow calls and peripheral blood lymphocytes for the treatment of

patients affected by AOA-deAcient SCIO. Human Gene Ther. 4:513-520.

Blaase, HM., Culver, K.W., Anderson, W.F.. Nienhuis, A., Dunbar, C. Chang, L. MuUen. C, Carter, C,

and Laitman, S. (1933): Treatment of savers combined immuiodeflciency dsease (SCID) due to

adanosina deaminase deficiency with C034+ selected autologous penpheral blood calls transduced with a

human ADA gene. Hum Gene Ther. 4:521-527.

88-241 - 95 - 3
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Since the marrow stem cell could not be used for the gene therapy in 1990, we considered the

possibility of genetically correcting the mature T-iymphocyte.8 T-lymphocytes are very easy to

grow from the blood and are much easier to genetically alter in the laboratory than marrow

stem cells. The genetic correction of ADA deficient T-lymphocytes was thought to be

potentially useful since transplantation of identical bone man-ow will completely cure ADA
deficiency if only the T-lymphocytes engraft. Engraftment of the other types of bone marrow

cells (i.e. other types of white blood cells) is not necessary. Animal experiments proved that

the insertion of vectors into mature T-lymphocytes did not hami the cells and that the

genetically-altered T-lymphocytes could survive in vivo for months.^ Experiments with ADA
deficient human cells in the laboratory demonstrated that the insertion of a normal human ADA
gene into an ADA deficient cell conrected the ADA abnomiality and resulted in the production

of normal amounts of functional ADA enzyme. In addition, the ADA gene-con-ected T-

lymphocytes grew like normal ADA-containing T-lymphocytes when compared to non-

corrected ADA deficient T-lymphocytes. Together, these laboratory findings suggested that the

periodic infusion of a genetically con-ected T-lymphocytes might result in improved immune

system functioning.

As a result, Drs. Blaese, Anderson and 1 pursued the development of a method for the genetic

con^ction of T-lymphocytes for children with ADA Deficiency. In May, 1988, after extensive

testing in the laboratory and in animals, I first received blood samples from Ashanthi and

Cynthia and 3 other children who suffered from ADA deficiency. Ash! and Cindy were

receiving medical care at the Rainbow Babies Children's Hospited in Cleveland, Ohio. The

research conducted with their cells ultimately provided the finaU portion of the requisite data to

allow the first application of human gene therapy.

Tha First Gane Theraov Trial^O

One example of the potentied of gene therapy as a new treatment modality is illustrated by the

case of Ashanthi V. DeSilva. Ashanthi was bom to her proud parents on September 2, 1986.

Soon after the birth, her parents began to notice that Ashanthi was chronically ill with

infections and grew poorly. As the parents took Ashanthi to one physician after another, they

became increasingly concemed that she might have a severe, unusual immune system

disortjer. Unfortunately, that turned out to be the case. In 1988, the proper diagnosis was

made, Ashanthi had ADA deficiency, a rare form of the 'Bubble Boy Disease'. She was

treated with Adagen®. On Adagen® she had improved weight gain, a modest decrease in the

number of infections and an improved quality of her life. However, despite receiving these

weekly intramuscular injections of Adagen®, she still required isolation in her home and

frequent treatments with antibiotics to minimize the number and seventy of infections.

As our laboratory work witti her white blood cells progressed at NIH, Dr. Blaese and 1 visited

the DeSilva family in May, 1990, to discuss the possibility of her becoming tiie first recipient of

human gene therapy. Our laboratory studies had found that her ceAs grew the easiest and that

for despite nearly two years on Adagen® therapy, she still was wittwut complete recovery of

normal immune function. Therefore, she became the ideal candidate to be ttie first recipient of

human gene ttierapy.

8 Culvor. K., Cometta. IC, Morgan, R.. Morecki, S., AtwsoW. P.. Kasid, A., Lolze. M.. Rosenberg, S.A.,

An(tofSon, W.F.. and Blaese. R.M. (1991): Lymphocytes as cellular vetiidas for gene therapy in mouse and

man. Pmr Ntot A«id Sd ruSAi 88:31K<J159.
,. .^ . „

9. Culver, ICW., Morgaa R.A.. Osborne, W.R.A.. Lee. R.T.. Lenschow, D. AMe. C, Cometta, K.. MIBer, A.D.,

Anderson, W.F., and Blaese. R.M.: In vivo expression and survival of geneHnodifled Rhesus T

lymphocytes. Hum Gane Ther. 1:399-*10. 1991.

1 0. Blaese, R.M.. Culver, ICW. and Anderson W.F. (1990): The ADA human gene therapy dinical protocol.

Human Gene Ther. 1:331-362.
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On September 14, 1990, at 12:52 in the afternoon, I administered the first human gene therapy
treatment to Ashanthi V. DeSilva in the Intensive Care Unit of the Warren Grant Magnuson
ClinicaJ Center on the NIH campus in Bethesda, Maryland. This was a great event for the

family and Drs. Blaese, Anderson and myself, marking the end of a long road to gain the final

approvals to initiate the trial. Ten days earlier we had removed T-lymphocytes from her blood

stream. In order to correct the underlying genetic defect in her T-lymphocytes, we used a
disabled mouse virus (retroviral vector) to transfer a nomial copy of the human ADA gene into

her T-lymphocytes. The FDA-certified retroviral vector was manufactured by Genetic Therapy
Inc., a gene therapy biotechnology company in Gaithersburg, Maryland. Next, we grew the

genetically-corrected cells to large numbers in tissue culture while we tested them for

evidence of contamination by bacteria or fungus and confirmed proper functioning of the new
ADA gene. Having passed all the safety testing, she received more than 1 billion cells over 45
minutes by a simple intravenous infusion.

Subsequent to that initial treatment on September 14, 1990, we have continued to infuse more
genetically engineered T-tymphocytes every six to eight weeks for the next 1 months. During

that time, there was a progressive increase in her T-lymphocytes numbers with an overall

improvement in her health. Her number of infections decreased significantly despite her

escape from homebound isolation. She enrolled in public school kindergarten in the fall of

1991. Since that time Ashanthi has completed public school kindergarten, first grade and
second grade. She leads a life that is essentially no dHferent from her classmates in third

grade, with the exception that she still receives occasional administrations of genetically

engineered cells and weekly injections of Adagen®. A second patient began receiving this

therapy on January 31, 1991. This child, Cynthia M. Cutshall, a nine-year-old fi-om Canton,

Ohio, has also shown clinical improvement and an increase in T-lymphocytes in her blood

stream. Both children have manifested clear evidence of impnsved immune function through a

variety of laboratory tests.

We had attempted to enroll a third patient, but due to her worsening chronic lung disease,

despite enzyme replacement therapy, she was clinically too unstable to undergo the treatment

and died. Both Ashi and Cindy have received infusions of ADA gene-corrected cells over the

past 4 year with no significant adverse effects. This protocol is now an outpatient procedure,

allowing the children to return home several hours after the administration of the genetically-

corrected T-lymphocytes. This highlights one of the promises of gene therapy....that this new
therapeutic modality will not have significant toxicity requiring expensive inpatient treatment

such as with bone marrow transplantation.

Both children developed normal numbers of T-lymphocytes in their blood.'''' This is important

since one of the key aspects in mounting an effective immune response against invading

microorganisms and preventing cancer is sufficient numbers of T-lymphocytes. Both children

also developed clear evidence of improved immune function. The first laboratory evidence of

improved immune function was the spontaneous production of antibodies called

isohemagglutinins. Nomial individuals spontaneously produce isohemagglutinins, which are

antibodies to blood types different from their own. For example, a person with type A blood

will spontaneously make antibodies to type B blood. Children with ADA deficiency do not

make these antibodies. Following the initiation of infusion of autologous gene-corrected T-

lymphocytes, both children have made normal quantities of the appropriate type of

isohemagglutinin. This is a very important function, sitice the ability to make specific antibody

is essential to the development of a protective immune response following infection or

immunization.

Culver, K.W. and Blaese. R.M. (1994): Gene therapy for adenosine deaminase deficiency and maflgnant

sofld tumors. In fiana ThBrapeuttaa. Wolff. JA (ed). BlrWauser, Boston, pgs. 256-273.
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There has also been evidence of clinical improvement in each childJZ Ashanthi had a

dramatic decrease in lier number of infections compared to her pre-gene therapy condition.

This prompted the family to decrease their self-imposed homebound isolation, a common

restriction used to help minimize the number of infections and enroll her in public school. Siie

has occasionally been ill, but recovers in the same fashion as her siblings; a significantly

different response compared to life before gene therapy. For Cynthia, she found relief from her

chronic sinusitis and headaches as well as a decrease in the number of days she was ill

compared to her condition with enzyme replacement alone.

This initial human gene therapy protocol has provided additional insights. Rrst, the use of

retroviral-mediated gene transfer has shown no evidence of adverse side effects resulting from

23 infusions of T-lymphocytes during the more than 4 years of observation in each of these 2

immunodeficient children. While a longer observation period is required, these vulnerable

patients have tolerated the procedure well. Second, these findings suggest that there is an

advantage to genetic correction as opposed to infusion of the missing gene product. Third,

these findings set the stage for the genetic con-ection of T-lymphocytes in other disorders such

as HIV infected patients.i^ And finally, this successful experiment has provided a foundation

for the new era of genetic healing, demonstrating that gene transfer can provide benefit for

patients.

What is Nert for Gene Therapy For ADA Deficiency
The continuous immunologic improvement seen in Ashi and Cindy suggests that the genetic

con-ection of T-lymphocytes can provide additional immunologic improvement beyond

infusions of the missing protein. While the use of genetically-altered T-lymphocytes is not a

one shot cure for ADA deficiency, it seems to provide continued improved overall health in

combination with Adagen®. Once bone marrow stem cell gene therapy becomes a reality, we

hope to be able to cure ADA deficient children with a single gene therapy treatment negating

the need for enzyme replacement and repeated infusions of ADA gene-conBcted T-

lymphocytes.

Regulation of Gene Theraov
The United States is a leader in the development of safeguards for the application of human

gene therapy. In 1976, federal guidelines for research involving recombinant DNA molecules

were issued. These included both biological and physical containment standards and a

regulatory process for oversight of recombinant DNA research by researchers supported

directly or indirectly by funds from the National Institutes of Health (NIH). The guidelines

require that covered institutions establish an institutional biosafety committee (IBC) to monitor

the use of recombinant DNA in the laboratory, in micro-organisms, in animals and in humans.

The office of recombinant DNA activities (ORDA) at NIH monitors the status of the local IBC

committees and provides administrative functions for the Recombinant DNA Advisory

Committee (RAC). The RAC is an advisory committee to the director of NIH that discusses

each human gene therapy trial in a public fomm.

There are a number of steps required for a proposed human clinical gene therapy trial to

become fully approved. Rrst, the protocol must be approved by the local IRB (institutional

review board) and IBC. Reports from these committees are then forwarded to the RAC.

Meeting at 3 month inten/als, the RAC discusses in a open, public fboim, the details of each

1

2

Thompson. L (1993): The flist Wds witti new genes. Time. 141 :50-53.

13 . Walker, R., Blaese. fU/L, Carter. C.S., Chang. L. Kletn, H., Lane. H.C., LaiJman, S.F.. and Mullen, C-A.

(1 993): Clinical Protocol. A study of the safety and survival of the adoptive transfer of genetically mart«d

syngeiieiclymphocytes in HIV-infected identical twins. Hiiman Gene Ther. 4:659-680.
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protocol. RAC membership includes clinicians, scientists, attomeys, ethicists, theologians,
housewives, business persons, etc. The diverse composition of the RAC is an attempt to
involve as many perspectives as possible so that the best interests of patients, society and the
investigators can be served. In addition to the RAC review process, each of the clinical trials

must be approved by the FDA. Each of the vector delivery systems used in human gene
transfer trials is considered a biologic and requires the filing of an investigation new drug (IND)
application. Once the approval of the NIH director and the FDA has been approved, human
experimentation can begin.

More than 200 individuals have received recombinant DNA in the U.S. Ongoing monitoring by
the RAC has not identified significant unexpected side effects related to gene transfer since
experiments in humans began in 1989. I believe that this is in part related to the extensive
national review process. Discussion regarding a streamlining of the review process is now
underway. The efforts are aimed at tying the FDA and RAC reviews together to expedite the
approval process, without losing the opportunities for public debate and participation.

Currently, it takes a minimum of 6-12 months to achieve approvals from the various regulatory
bodies for somatic cell gene therapy trials. Countries in Europe and Asia have developed or
are in the process of developing review panels similar to the RAC in order to regulate the
application of gene therapy to humans.

All gene therapy trials in the United States target somatic cells, the non-reproductive cells of
the body. Therefore, we are making every effort to prevent the transfer of genes into

reproductive tis.r>ues that could lead to alterations in our gene pool. Current gene therapy
techniques are limited to somatic cells and we are using treatments that only affect individuals
with life threatening diseases. As a result the use of gene therapy at this stage of
development has raised no significant ethical questions beyond those raised by bone marrow
and organ transplantation. As the field advances and techniques are developed that might
allow the consideration of germ line gene therapy (alteration of reproductive tissues), we as a
society, will need to debate the appropriateness of the use of these new technologies.'''^

Advances In Gene Theraov Since September 14. 1990
Since September, 1 990, when human gene therapy began, there has been a continuing

significant increase in gene therapy dinicai trials in the United States, Europe and in Asia.

There are now more than 60 aipproved gene thecapy trials in the United States. Despite these
increases as depicted in figure 1, we are still very much in the infancy of the development of

this critically important technology.

The United States is currBntly the undisputed global leader in the development of human gene
therapy. The status quo for medical therapies will soon be history, replaced by a new era of

genetic therapy. This new era will redefine the practice of medicine and the pharmaceutical

industry on a woridwide level, just as immunizations and antibiotics did during the past

century. Curing diseases with treatments developed and produced in the United States will

save billions of dolleu^ in healthcare and produce revenues through the woridwide sales of the

treatments. To meuntain this global leadership position, allowing the United States to derive

the benefit of it labors, we need to bolster the infrastructure of the pharmaceutical and biotech

industries, universities and private institutions, so that we can expedite the development and
applications of novel new therapies to humans and protect our technologies from exploitation.

W)v«<, NJV. and Walteis, L (1993): Germ-ane gana iwxiincaUcin and dsaase pravsnUon: Some medicaJ and
ethical perspectives. Science. 262:533-538.
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Figure 1: Growth of RAC Approved Gene Therapy Trials In the United States
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Table 2: Estimated Yearly Cost to Care For Individuals with 4 Genetic Diseases*

Disease
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Mr. Valentine. Thank you, sir.

Mr. DeSilva.
Mr. Raj DeSilva. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I wanted to try to

get Ashanthi to say a few words to you, but she says she is bored.
Mr. Valentine. Well, they say honest confession is good for the

soul.

Mr. Raj DeSilva. My daughter, Ashanthi was bom on Septem-
ber 2, 1986 in Colombo, Sri Lanka. She is the second of three girls.

Her two sisters have suffered unrelated debilitating illness that
has left them handicapped to differing degrees of motor dysfunc-
tion.

Ashanthi had a normal birth and was a reasonably healthy girl

for about six months when she began to fall ill regularly and for

extended periods with gradual weight loss. She was was under
medication continuously and began to weaken to the point where
she was unable to walk more than a few yards before she would
need to stop and rest.

Vomiting and diarrhea were in her daily routine. The only nour-
ishment she would accept was milk and a liquid food supplement.
Of course, like most children, she would always accept a chocolate
bar.

From the age of one year, my wife and I restricted her contact
with children and people in general in the hope of reducing bouts
of colds and influenza that she had become accustomed to. We pre-

pared a so-called clean room for her at home. I washed my hands
the moment I came home. Baby-sitters were out and staying home
was in. My wife seldom left home for any reason. Visits to shopping
malls were rare, as were visits to parks and restaurants. The fam-
ily had become a hostage to our daughter's illness.

Fortuitously, the retesting of Ashanthi for allergies by Dr. Pascal
in her office coincided with a telephone call from Ashanthi's pedia-
trician to Dr. Pascal. The pediatrician wished to know the meaning
of laboratory results, for a basic immune response test requested
by one of his patients. My wife immediately told Dr. Pascal of our
request to this pediatrician to do an immune response test. Dr.
Pascal verified that the laboratory test results were indeed for

Ashanthi. She then made an appointment for Ashanthi to see Dr.
Ricardo Sorenson of the University Hospitals of Cleveland, who
worked for Dr. Melvin Berge, the head of the division of Immunol-
ogy at the hospital. Dr. Berger previously worked at the National
Institutes of Health.

Shortly after her second birthday on October 28, 1988, she was
diagnosed as suffering from a rare condition known as severe com-
bined immune deficiency, due to her body's inability to produce the
enzyme adenosine deaminase, ADA. At that moment all we heard
was that our little girl that we considered relatively the healthiest
among our children, was in fact the one most in danger. As we
learned later, this realization has a devastating effect on the par-

ents of most children with immune system deficiencies.

Further, we had visited a total of nine pediatricians prior to this

diagnosis, some many times. None of them had noticed that she
had no detectable lymph or thymus glands, adenoids and tonsil, de-

spite the numerous occasions that they had poked, prodded and X-
rayed Ashanthi.
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I believe it will be of interest to this committee that these nine
pediatricians diagnosed Ashanthi to be suffering from milk allergy,

roseola, bronchitis, asthma, upper respiratory and lower res-

piratory infections. One even suggested that her condition was due
to brain damage.
Approval came quickly to place Ashanthi on the clinical trials for

a new drug named PEG-ADA, developed by Enzon, a small biotech
company. The treatment began on November 15, 1988. After an ini-

tial scare, when her platelet count dropped to very low levels, caus-
ing her to bruise when touched, she gradually began to gain weight
and strength.

Despite her much improved condition, she continued a restricted

lifestyle. She never did go to preschool and still had difficulty shak-
ing off any illness that befell her.

It is my belief that PEG-ADA saved her life. I wish to give the
Congress of the United States thanks for supporting the develop-
ment of orphan drugs and treatments in the past. I encourage you
to help expand this program.

Dr. Berge supplied Dr. Michael Blaese of NIH with samples of

Ashanthi's blood. On September 14, 1990, shortly after her fourth

birthday, she began gene therapy treatment. It was an attempt to

replace her nonfunctional ADA gene with healthy genes in the hope
that her immune system would begin to reconstitute.

Prior to the commencement of gene therapy experiment at NIH,
Drs. Michael Blaese, French Anderson, Ken Cutler, and others at

the NIH, went to extraordinary lengths to inform and educate my
wife and me about gene therapy. Further, we discussed in great de-

tail the potential benefits and risks involved, including the risks

associated in venturing into the arena of human gene therapy.

Questions were answered without hesitation and in a straight-

forward manner. They were not afraid to say. We don't know. We
discussed the gene therapy protocol for ADA, procedures for storage

and handling of blood, equipment, testing labeling, duration, side

effects, emergency and response both at the NIH and at home, and
Ashanthi's tolerance for treatment and her comfort.

My wife and I will always remember and be grateful for the ex-

traordinary effort and patience they displayed when answering our
questions and addressing our concerns as we came back again and
ag£dn for answers.
The gene therapy treatment itself was a nonevent fi*om

Ashanthi's point of view. No overnight hospital stay was required
and the treatment no more painful than the PEG-ADA shot she re-

ceived every week. A simple infusion of cells from a plastic bag
hanging from a metal stand not unlike a blood transfusion lasting

less than a hour constituted the treatment for that day.

Four to six months after the start of gene therapy, her energy
level and general health had improved sufficiently for her to de-

mand that she be allowed to go swimming and roller skating.

Ashanthi has started her own road to emancipation and the freeing

of her family fi"om the self-imposed restrictive lifestyle.

A few months later, we proudly watched as she boarded a yellow

school bus for the first time. Ashanthi received the last infusion of

gene corrected cells in August 1992, over two years ago. During
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this period, she continues to lead a normal life and is doing well

in school.

Gene therapy has freed her from the shackles of ill-health. She
now enjoys the freedom to play with friends and to go to school.

Ashanthi considers herself fortunate to be able to have friends and
hopes some day to become a physician and help others. Without
gene therapy and the dedicated professionals who made it possible,

Ashanthi would not be looking forward to a productive life.

But now, many of us are concerned that the next generation of

scientists would not have the training needed to perform to the
level of excellence that gave my daughter her new lease of life, due
to the Federal budget cutbacks that have taken place, especially at

the NIH.
Ashanthi's first infusion at the NIH took place on the 176th an-

niversary of Francis Scott Key composing the poem that became
the National Anthem. The first gene therapy was another kind of

"dawn's early Ught," one that gives hope to millions who suffer

from hereditary disease, AIDS, and cancer.

Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Mr. DeSilva follows:]
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My daughter Ashanthi was bom on September 2, 1986, in Colombo, Sri Lanka. She

is the second of three girls. Her two sisters have suffered unrelated debilitatmg illness that

has left them handicapped to differing degrees of motor dysfunction.

Ashanthi had a normal birth and was a reasonably healthy child for about six months,

when she began to fall ill regularly and for extended periods with gradual weight loss. She

was under medication continuously and began to weaken to the point where she as unable to

walk more than a few yards before she would need to stop and rest. Vomiting and diarrhea

were in her daily routine. The only nourishment she would accept was milk and a liquid food

supplement. Of course, like most children she always would accept a chocolate bar. From

the age of one year my wife and I restricted her contact with children and people in general,

in the hope of reducing the bouts of colds and influenza that she had become accustomed to.

We prepared a so called 'clean room' for her at home. I washed my hands the moment I

came home. Baby sitters were out and staying home was in. My wife seldom left home for

any reason. Visits to shopping malls were rare as were visits to parks and restaurants. The

family had become a hostage to our daughter's illness.

Fortuitously the retesting of Ashanthi for allergies by Dr. Pascal in her office

coincided with a telephone call from Ashanthi's pediatrician to Dr. Pascal The pediatrician

wished to know the meaning of laboratory results, for a basic immune response test, requested

by one of his patients. My wife immediately told Dr. Pascal of our request, to this

pediatrician, to do an immune response test. Dr Pascal verified that the laboratory test results

were indeed for Ashanthi. She then made an appointment for Ashanthi to see Dr. Ricardo

Sorenson of the University Hospitals of Cleveland, who worked for Dr. Melvin Berge, the

head of the Division of Immunology at the hospital. Dr. Berger previously worked at the

National Institute of Health (NIH).

Shortly after her second birthday, on October 28, 1988, she was diagnosed as suffering

from a rare condition known as severe combined immune deficiency (SCID), due to her

body's inability to produce the enzyme adenosine deaminase (ADA). At that moment all we

heard was that our little girl, that we considered relatively the healthiest among our children,

was in fact the one most in danger. As we learned later this realization has a devastating

effect on the parents of most children with immune system deficiencies Further, we had

visited a total of nine pediatricians prior to this diagnosis, some many times. None of them

had noticed that she had no detectably lymph and thymus glands, adenoids and tonsils despite
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the numerous occasions that they had poked, prodded and x-rayed Ashanthi. I believe it will

be of interest to this committee that these nine pediatricians diagnosed Ashanthi to be

suffering from milk allergy, roseola, bronchitis, asthma, upper respiratory and lower

respiratory infections. One even suggested that her condition was due to brain damage.

Approval came quickly to place Ashanthi in the clinical trials for a new drug named

PEG-ADA, developed by Enzon a small biotech company. The treatment began on

November 15, 1988. After an initial scare, when her platelet count dropped to very low

levels causing her to bruise when touched, she gradually began to gain weight and strength.

Despite her much improved condition she continued a restricted lifestyle. She never did go to

preschool and still had difficulty shaking off any illness that befell her.

It is my belief that PEG-ADA saved her life. I wish to give the Congress of The

United States thanks for supporting the development of orphan drugs and treatments in the

past. I encourage you to help expand this program.

Dr. Berger supplied Dr. Michael Blaese of the NIH with samples of Ashanthi's blood.

One September 14, 1990, shortly after her fourth birthday, she began gene therapy treatment.

It was an attempt to replace her nonfunctional ADA gene with a healthy gene, in the hope

that her immune system would begin to reconstitute.

Prior to the commencement of the gene therapy experiment at the NIH, doctors

Michael Blaese, French Anderson, Ken Culver and others at the NIH, went to extraordinary

lengths to inform and educate my wife and me, about gene therapy. Further, we discussed in

great detail the potential benefits and risks involved , including the risks associated in

venturing into the arena of human gene therapy. Questions were answered without hesitation

and in a straight forward manner They were not afraid to say 'we don't know.' We
discussed the gene therapy protocol for ADA, procedures for storage and handling of blood,

equipment, testing, labeling, duration, side effects, emergency and response both at the NIH
and at home and Ashanthi's tolerance for the treatment and her comfort. My wife and I will

always remember and be grateful for the extraordinary effort and patience they displayed,

when answering our questions and addressing our concerns, as we came back again and again

for answers.

The gene therapy treatment itself was a non event from Ashanthi's viewpoint. No

overnight hospital stay was required and the treatment no more painful than the PEG-ADA
shot she received every week. A simple infusion of cells from a plastic bag hanging from a

metal stand, not unlike a blood transfusion, lasting less than an hour constituted the treatment

for that day.

Four to six months after the start of gene therapy, her energy level and general health

had improved sufficiently for her to demand that she be allowed to go swimming and roller

skating. Ashanthi had started her own road to emancipation and the freeing of her family

from the self imposed restrictive lifestyle A few months later we proudly watched as she

boarded a yellow school bus for the first time
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Ashanthi received the last infusion of gene corrected cells in August 1992, over two

years ago. During this period she continues to lead a normal life and is doing well in school

Gene therapy has freed her from the shackles of ill-health. She now enjoys the freedom to

play with friends and to go to school. Ashanthi considers herself fortunate to be able to have

friends and hopes someday to become a physician and help others. Without gene therapy and

the dedicated professionals who made it possible, Ashanthi would not be looking forward to a

productive life. But now, many of us are concerned, that the next generation of scientists

would not have the training needed to perform to the level of excellence that gave my
daughter her new lease of life, due to the Federal budget cut backs that have taken place,

especially at the NIH.

Ashanthi's first infusion at the NIH took place on the 176th anniversary of Francis

Scott Key composing the poem that became the national anthem The first gene therapy was

another kind of 'Dawn's Early Light'—one that gives hope to millions who suffer from

hereditary disease, AIDS and cancer.
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Mr. Valentine. Thank you, sir. Thank both of you.
We have a vote, but I think we have time for a few more ques-

tions maybe.
Mr. DeSilva, this is, of course, very touching and very impressive

presentation, and it is a very special time for all of us. You have
other children?

Mr. Raj DeSilva. I have two others.

Mr. Valentine. Two other children. Does your daughter—does
this require continual treatment? Is she under medication now?
Does she take medicine?
Mr. Raj DeSilva. Ashanthi, the only medicine she takes is a con-

tinued PEG-ADA shot a weekly basis.

Mr. Valentine. What does this—except to the extent that you
have mentioned in your prepared statement, I want to give you a
chance to enlarge on this, what extent—what does this new tech-

nology mean to you and your family and how has it affected your
quality of life?

Mr. Raj DeSilva. When we suspected that Ashanthi was suffer-

ing from something other than what the doctors were telling us, we
basically isolated ourselves. We were afraid that if we went out and
came back a cold, that Ashanthi would get it because she had a ter-

rible time shaking off any cold, normal influenza virus, and she
was continuously on medication.

So basically what is meant was that my wife, basically, stayed

home almost all day. She sometimes didn't go out anywhere for

weeks. I did all the grocery shopping and I became very good at

that. But—
Mr. Valentine. Good enough to continue?
Mr. Raj DeSilva. But—
Mr. Valentine. Is your wife here with you? Some of us might

want to cross-examine her to see if you were that great.

Mr. Raj DeSilva. She would have liked to have been here but

she is looking after the other girls at home. But what it meant was
even for me, I had to, in my job, I had to—although I tried my best

to do everything I was asked to do, sometimes I had to take some
days off.

Mr. Valentine. What type of work are you in?

Mr. Raj DeSilva. I am a project manager for B. F. Goodrich. I

am a chemical engineer by profession. Although the company I

worked for was very generous and very good about it, I didn't feel

good about it. And our inability to have friends at home, to take

our children out and let them play with other children, it is hard
for me to think back or to describe how difficult life had become.

Thanks to Dr. Culver and the others at the NIH, we are freed

from all of that now. And we are enjoying our life to the fullest.

Mr. Valentine. Was the health care plan that you had ade-

quate? What can you tell us—I don't want to get into any of your

private business, but it would be of some interest to us if you could

tell us something about the cost of this.

Mr. Raj DeSilva. The company I worked for gave me my health

plan. And they wrote me a letter very generously saying not to

worry about any of the costs. But in terms of the PEG-ADA treat-

ment, the cost of the drug was very, very high. But since she had
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been in a clinical trial, the company of Enzon that made the drug,
agreed to defray the cost of the dru^ for her.

So in terms of having to pay for it, we didn't have to pay for the
treatment. And the NIH treatment was basically taken up by the
taxpayers. And I am very much obliged for that.

Mr. Valentine. Mr. Hoke, can you come back with us? I was
going to say, you could question now, but I think we are down to

about four or five minutes. We have got to go vote, so please hang
with us. This will give the young lady a recess period.

[Recess.]

Mr. Valentine. Mr. DeSilva, I would like to leave an open invi-

tation with the young lady to participate whenever she feels like

it. If she has anything she would like to say on reflection or if she
would like to come up here and make a speech.
Okay. Dr. Culver, you know you are talking to lay people, so I

know that some of the questions that I am going to ask, you are
going to say. Well, maybe that is self-evident. But how specifically

is gene therapy novel and revolutionary?
Dr. Culver. What differentiates gene therapy from most other

therapies out there is the possibility of correcting all the
manifestizations of a disease. When a child inherits the genetic de-

fect for cystic fibrosis, they will have lung disease, and a variety
of manifestations because all the cells in the body are deficient, but
the most severe are in the lung.

If we could put a normal gene into the lung, then all of the prob-
lems in the lung should go away. If we could deliver a gene into

the bowel, we would theoretically allow these kids to live a normal
lifetime.

The same^ for immune deficiency disorder. We could give gallons

of antibiotics and antifungal drugs, but the infections will come
back as soon as we finish giving the drug until we fix the immune
system.
Gene therapy really is an opportunity that we can actually cure

diseases like muscular dystrophy, cystic fibrosis and ADA defi-

ciency so that the kids won't be encumbered by the processes ac-

companying those disorders.

Mr. Valentine. How can this therapy be advanced or what
should be the role of the United States Congress?

Dr. Culver. You know, I have got a number of ideas on how the
United States Congress and the community could work together.

First of all, the March of Dimes did a study several years ago and
asked the question of a thousand adults. What are your feelings

about gene therapy, and 89 percent said we think gene therapy is

good.
And then th'ey asked how many people knew what it was and the

same percent said they didn't know. I think one of the obligations

that we have is^ that gene therapy is a revolution in medicine.
Gene transfer is a revolution in agriculture and it is going to

change dramatically the pharmaceutical industry and the practice

of medicine and what we need is a public who is educated and who
can interpret questions posed to them by their physician whether

^The witness wishes to insert the words "is true" after "same" to complete meaning of sen-

tence.

*The witness wishes to insert "to recognize" after "is" to complete thought.
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they want a genetic test or gene therapy and understand the con-
sequences if they choose to have that or not have that. An edu-
cation program that is broadly based is critical.

The second thing is that Congress then as a part of that has to
understand the significance of it and I am pleased that I and oth-
ers have an opportunity to speak about this today.

Thirdly, it takes money to make this a reality. And I think it is

by the generosity of the United States population that Ashanthi
was able to receive this, a very experimental therapy at one of the
best institutions we could ever build.
To make it a reality for the more than 5,000 known genetic dis-

orders and the acquired diseases like cancer and autoimmune dis-
eases like rheumatoid arthritis and multiple sclerosis, as well as
infectious diseases, it is going to take money.
Health care reform offers us an opportunity to take a look at the

long-term impact of what choices Congress might make and I

would hope that one of the things that would figure prominently
is that guaranteed funding to make sure that these technologies
are of a prime priority.

Because the money will come back and the U.S., who is the lead-
er in the development of these technologies, will be able to market
this technology at home and abroad to bring us the revenues and
not allow this technology to move outside the U.S. as it has with
other technologies developed here. So a healthy business environ-
ment would be another aspect.

And lastly, one of the things that makes the development of
these genetic therapies so expensive is clinical trial funding. We
are now conducting a gene therapy trial at my institution in Des
Moines for the treatment of brain tumors. It cost about $40- or

$50,000 a patient in the early stages of trjdng to develop this ther-

apy. But to take it all the way through and develop a license is

going to cost many, many millions of dollars, and ways in which
additional funding can be made available to test these in patients
so that we can learn as quickly as possible if they will work will

help the entire field more forward.
Mr. Valentine. Can you describe for us specific research agen-

das which are now in place in your shop, and how your institute

is currently funded?
Dr. Culver. The Human Gene Therapy Research Institute is one

of the first private institutes in the United States specifically dedi-

cated to working on gene therapy. We are focusing on cancer with
30 staff members and our goal is to continue our brain tumor gene
therapy trials as we move towards ovarian cancer and colon cancer.

But the single biggest problem in gene therapy today is gene de-

livery. So we have a whole variety of programs loolang at novel
new ways to get the genes into the diseased tissues of the body so

that we can move forward in gene therapy.
It is important for the committee to recognize that the Human

Genome Project is providing us with the genes required to treat

these diseases. But if we don't have ways to deliver them, we will

know all the genes, but we won't have ways to deliver them.
So what we're trying to do in our institute is develop novel ways

so as more information is gathered in the Human Genome Project,

that we can apply it to human disease.
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It is an exciting time, and I think we will see many more of these

private institutions that partner along with biotechnology and
pharmaceutical companies so that together we can move forward as

expeditiously as possible.

Mr. Valentine. The gentleman from Ohio, Mr. Hoke.
Mr. Hoke. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Thank you for calling this

hearing. I am particularly pleased that we have some people from
North Olmsted with us.

I wanted to say a couple of things and then some questions.

Dr. Culver, I am excited to hear that you were trained at Univer-

sity of California at San Francisco. My middle child, my oldest son

was bom with a hemifacial microsomia, and there is a particularly

highly regarded craniofacial group out there that we did a consult

with and got extremely good advice. So I am a little bit familiar

with the department. And I am sure you know, you probably did

a round in that area. It is very impressive.

I wemted to point out, because—and I am sure, Mr. DeSilva, that

you are speaking on information that has probably been given to

you, but I think for the record it is important to point out what
NIH has been doing in this area and what NIH's budget has been

as well because you had stated that you were concerned that the

next generation of scientists wouldn't have the training needed to

perform as a result of Federal budget cutbacks that have taken

place, especially at the NIH.
I really feel constrained to set forth the facts with respect to the

budgets at the NIH. We had a 1994 appropriation of $10,938 bil-

lion, we have a 1995 conference agreement of $11.44 billion. That
is a $400 miUion increase at NIH. And when it comes specifically

to gene therapy, we spent in fiscal 1991, $58 million; in fiscal year

1992, 92 million; and fiscal 93, 132 million. The estimate for fiscal

1994 is 148 million and the estimate for fiscal 1995 is $163 million.

So, I point these things out because, as I say, I am sure that you
were given this information by somebody that helped you prepare

remarks and I just think it's important for the record to let you and
the public know how much money this Congress, your Congress,

the people's Congress, is committing to these things because it

hasn't been cut back at all. In fact, it has been significantly in-

creased.
Mr. Raj DeSilva. Thank you very much, Mr. Hoke. I think, I

must have phrased that wrong from what you are telling me. But
maybe it is a problem within the NIH because from what I hear,

the training grounds within the NIH, the trainers of the new sci-

entists within the NIH, those funds are being cut back.

And havirig been to the NIH a number of times, I have learned

that the training that they receive at the NIH, the scientists and
doctors that receive training at the NIH, they are, they go out into

the private sector, and that training holds them—it does well for

them.
And I think it does well for everybody in the United States and

in the world to have well-trained people, and that's basically what
I was referring to.

Mr. Hoke. Well, I don't know that the details of that accoimt,

but—and I—so I'm so glad that you are here with Ashanti. And she

has been helped in this way and I would—I do not, under any cir-
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cumstances, want you to become a pawn in what—or a tool of any-
body in what becomes sort of a funding battle.
And I would hate to think that anyone at any government agency

would ever exploit an individual citizen for their own purposes in
a funding battle, and that's really why I am bringing this up; in
no way to point any fingers at you, just so we are clear on that.
Mr. Raj DeSilva. Thank you, Mr. Hoke.
Mr. Hoke. I had a couple thoughts. Are you with the Aerospace

Division at Goodrich?
Mr. Raj DeSilva. No, I am in the Specialty Chemicals Business

Division.

Mr. Hoke. Was John Long part of the—
Mr. Raj DeSilva. He's CEO.
Mr. Hoke. Was he part of that decision to see to it that Ashanti

was going to have medical care no matter what?
Mr. Raj DeSilva. I really don't deal with that level.

Mr. Hoke. At any rate, I am glad to hear that Goodrich stepped
up to the plate on that one. I think that's a great reflection of cor-
porate responsibility.

You want to say something, Mr, Chairman?
Mr. Valentine. No, I thought better of it.

Mr. Hoke. Dr. Culver, how many children are bom annually
with SCID, approximately?

Dr. Culver. It is roughly about 40 a year in North America of
which about 10 will have ADA deficiency. It's quite a rare disorder.
Mr. Hoke. Do we—we have only treated Ashanti and one other

child now, right?

Dr. Culver. In the initial protocol where we are genetically al-

tering the T-lymphocytes, the kind of white cells in the blood, there
are just two. Other children have been treated by using umbilical
blood when they were diagnosed prenatally and known'^ they had
the disease and we could save the umbilical cord blood.

So now there are four or five kids in the United States with ADA
deficiency who have received gene therapy and about another five

in Europe, so there is about

—

Mr. Hoke. Is it hard to identify the kids to be able to get them,
because apparently this has been extremely and miraculously suc-

cessful in Ashanti's case.

Dr. Culver. It is clear there is no question that Ashanti has had
significant improvement in her ability to live, especially outside of

her isolation at home, because of the infusion of the gene therapy
on top of the PEG-ADA. It is hard to diagnose. It is a rare disorder.

It occurs in one in every 1,000^ to 500,000 births, so it is not rou-
tinely screened for.

A simple blood test can tell you if ADA deficiency is there or if

you are a carrier for the disorder. Normally we know ahead only
if there has been one infected child and the parents choose to have
prenatal testing done subsequently.
Mr. Hoke. Because absent—I mean, with that small of a market,

absent this kind of government funded research and effort, there

'The witness wishes to insert "to have" after "known"
*rhe witness has replaced "1,000" for "100,000".
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probably would never be enough people to be able to market justifi-

able

—

Dr. Culver. That's true of many of the known genetic disorders

and it poses a problem as we go forward about making certain that

people have the opportunity for this technology to benefit them, all

people.
Mr. Hoke. Do we ever get to economies of scale in this kind of

research? I mean as we know more about it.

Dr. Culver. I don't know that I am qualified to answer that

question. Certainly the Orphan Drug Act seems to have helped pro-

vide incentives to companies to work on these rare disorders and

perhaps if there is a day in which the gene delivery vehicles are

standard and it is a matter of switching in one gene for another,

that it might be practical to do that on a limited basis.

But my expectation is for these really rare diseases, it is going

to be the function of the National Institutes of Health or some spe-

cialized centers with independent funding that are going to be able

to treat those individuals.

Mr. Hoke. Ashanti. Could I ask you a question? I am over here.

He's in the middle, but it is hard to tell.

Mr. Valentine. Honey, he's that ugly guy over here.

Mr. Hoke. That's right.

What school are you at now?
Ms. Ashanti DeSilva. Forest School.

Mr. Hoke. Forest School. What grade are you in?

Ms. Ashanti DeSilva. Third.

Mr. Hoke. Third grade. When did you start going there?

Ms. Ashanti DeSilva. Two years ago.

Mr. Hoke. Two years ago. And in first grade or second grade?

Ms. Ashanti DeSilva. First grade.

Mr. Hoke. In first grade. Can you remember what it was like

when you were able to be able to be going to school the first time

and not being at home all the time? Was it better to be able to get

out and meet the other kids?

Ms. Ashanti DeSilva. Yeah.
Mr. Hoke. Well, we're really glad that the work at the NIH was

able to help you. And we're very, very glad that you are able to be

with us here today. I think it's a wonderful story that you bring

and some day you'll appreciate why we are all so grateful that you

are here. We don't expect you to appreciate that now at your age

in the third grade, but some day you will recognize how special

that is.

Those are the only questions that I have, Mr. Chairman.

Mr. Valentine. Thank you, sir. And I take back what I said

about that.

The lady fi-om Washington, Ms. Dunn, do you have questions?

Ms. Dunn. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I have no questions but

I certainly am glad that Dr. Culver and the DeSilvas are here with

us today and particularly that Ashanti is here. I am glad to have

heard a portion of the story from Chairman Brown on the Floor of

the House so that I could get over and hear the tail end of this.

Thanks for being here with us.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Valentine. Thank you. Thank you very much.
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I speak for all of us, Chairman Brown, and all Members of the
committee and say to you that we appreciate your coming and
sharing this time with us. And I want to say for myself and for

Chairman Brown that you know there are so many things, the
House has been in session since we have been seated here, and
there are so many other things that demand attention of Members
that you should not judge the lack of attendance here as any feel-

ing adverse to your missions in an effort to help you address these
problems.
We would ask you to respond within reason to questions that

might come to you from Members of the committee, within a rea-

sonable length of time and reasonable questions. With that, thank
you very much and, my dear, school is out.

Next panel, number three, consists of Dr. Jeffrey Swarz, Vice
President, CS First Boston Corporation; Mr. Robert Abbott, Chief
Executive Officer, Viagene, Inc.; and Dr. LeRoy Walters, Kennedy
Institute for Ethics, Georgetown University.

Dr. Swarz.

STATEMENTS OF JEFFREY SWARZ, VICE PRESmENT, CS FIRST
BOSTON CORPORATION; LeROY WALTERS, KENNEDY INSTI-

TUTE FOR ETfflCS, GEORGETOWN UNIVERSITY; AND ROB-
ERT ABBOTT, CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER, VIAGENE, INC.

Mr. Swarz. Good afternoon. I'm a Vice President and bio-

technology analyst for the investment bank of CS First Boston. My
Ph.D. is in neuroscience and I have been a biotechnology analyst

on Wall Street for the past eight years.

CS First Boston is part of the international Swiss bank Credit

Suisse. Our firm is an investment bank which participates in the

trading of stocks and bonds as well as the financing of both public

and private corporations. CS First Boston has been an active par-

ticipant in the financing of biotechnology companies over the^ five

years. We provide the fuiEincial expertise needed to raise capital in

the equity markets and we execute the actual sale of a company's
stock to investors.

I have been asked to convey to this committee my views on the

financing of gene therapy companies. Wall Street's view of gene
therapy and other medical advances have gone from enthusiasm to

one of interested bystander. The myriad of new technologies and
terminologies initially had Wall Street investors confiised, some not

knowing the difference between DNA and the NBA.
Over the past 10 years. Wall Street has become more medically

sophisticated. However it is important to remember that one of

Wall Street's main responsibilities is to create wealth for share-

holders. It is not avarice, as some cynics might suggest. Part of

Wall Street's job is to manage money including the pension money
of Congress and the President.

The goal of money management is to create the largest share-

holder returns with minimal risks. Often when this precept is ig-

nored, hundreds of millions of dollars can be lost. An example
would be derivative trading. Many biotechnology companies, in-

"The witness wishes to insert "past" after "the".
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eluding gene therapy companies, have few products and no earn-

ings and therefore are viewed as very risky investments.

Compounding the current biotechnology investment climate is

the political nightmare called health care reform. The President as

well as certain Members of Congress have been urging price con-

trols and other drug price review boards to oversee the pricing of

new drugs. Although it is now clear that there will be no health

care reform this year, this type of proposal may be reintroduced

next year. Price controls, if instituted, would be disastrous for the

biotechnology industry.

In order to compensate for the inherent high level of risk, inves-

tors expect high returns on biotechnology investments. Any form of

price controls would Hmit those returns. If returns are going to be

limited, then the incentive to invest in these companies is greatly

diminished.
Again, remember the goal of managing money is to maximize

profit and minimize risk. Thus even the perception of increased

risk will cause investors to avoid biotechnology companies. This

risk aversion was manifest in the declining prices of biotechnology

stocks during the first six months of 1994. This is coincident with

the high rhetoric of price controls coming from Washington.

The American Stock Exchange Biotech Index fell 33 percent and
the Chicago Board Options Exchange Biotech Index fell 28 percent

in the first half of 1994. Dozens of biotechnology companies now
face the prospect of bankruptcy within the next 12 to 24 months
because they have not been able to raise capital in this environ-

ment.
Gene therapy companies have been no exception to the rule:

Maximize profit, minimize risk. Although there are over a dozen

publicly traded gene therapy companies, most have found it very

difficult to raise capital in the current uncertain climate of the gov-

ernment health care reform. Likewise, because of the early stage

of gene therapy research and the long lead time needed to develop

and receive FDA approval for a drug, gene therapy companies are

viewed as particularly risky investments. In fact, in the last six

months, there has been very limited public financing of bio-

technology companies.
Those companies that have found financing have done so mainly

in the private markets at greatly discounted prices or through cor-

porate partnerships. Thus it could not be emphasized strongly

enough that the market's perception of government interference is

cause for Wall Street to not invest in biotechnology companies.

To be sure, as gene therapy companies continue to have clinical

success with their products, Wall Street will eventually take notice.

However, if the political climate is inhospitable to these medical

technologies, if political expediency is put ahead of long-term medi-

cal progress, if political demagogy continues to flourish in spite of

economic facts, then gene therapy and future medical break-

throughs may be put at risk to the overall detriment of the Nation.

The financing of gene therapy companies by Wall Street inves-

tors is inextricably linked to the laws set down by Congress that

promote or hinder the development of new technologies. If future

health care reform includes price controls of any sort, then gene

therapy and future new medical technologies may not be financed
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in the U.S. and many companies may have to turn overseas to find
funding.

I urge Members of this distinguished committee to follow the
first law of medicine set down by the great physician Hippocrates:
First do no harm. Allow current biotechnology £ind future gene
therapy products to flourish in the marketplace without the specter
of government inference. This should allow these companies to find
a more hospitable environment on Wall Street.
What you do here in Congress has as much to do with the future

success of gene therapy as the scientist in the lab or the investor
in New York. Remember, we must not lose sight of what we have
gained in the past in our rush to shape what we desire in the fu-

ture.

Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Swarz follows:]
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Good afternoon. My name is Dr. Jeffrey Robert Swaiz. I am a vice-president and

biotechnology analyst for the investment bank of CS First Boston. My Ph.0. is in

Neurosdence and I have been a biotechnology analyst on Wall Street for the past eight

years. CS Rrst Boston is part of the international Swiss bank Credit Suisse. Our firm is

an investment bank which participates in the trading of stocks and bonds as well as the

financing of both public and private corporations. CS Rrst Boston has been an active

pa'ticitjart in t^s firsncn-.g z' biotechnology companies over the past five years. Wa

provide the financial expertise needed to raise capital 'm the equity markets and we

execute the actual sale of a company's stock to investors. Venture capitalists function

dfferentiy than an investment bank in that the venture capital fimi typically provides the

'seed money* needed to start a company while an investment bank generally works

with more mature companies.
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1 have been asked to convey to this committee my views on the financing of gene

therapy companies. To understand the financial communities view of new medical

technologies like gene therapy and Wall Street's perspective on financing these

companies one must first step back and answer the question how does Wall Street

view the advances in medical technology in today's current healthcare climate.

I strongly believe, to paraphrase the late Aldous Huxley, that medicine stands on the

verge of a brave new world. The harnessing of the human genome is already opening

vast new vistas of molecular exploration. Through the pioneering work in the early

1970's of Drs. Dan Nathan and Hamilton Smith at the Johns Hopkins Medical School

and Drs. Stan Cohen and Herb Boyer at Stanford University and the University of

California San Francisco scientist were able for the first time to manipulate and transfer

pieces of DNA, the basic building block of all life, from one species of organism to

another. That singular achievement signaled the beginning of a new davm in medicine

and drug development

Ever since a small company in Germany named Bayer in the late nineteenth century

discovered aspirin, organic chemistry has dominated the discovery and the

development of new drugs. In the past 100 years the field of organic chemistry and the

pharmaceutical firms that exploited organic chemistry have brought the world

thousands of life saving dmgs that have literally saved the lives of millions of people

and at a small cost relative to no therapy or poor therapy.

However, the fundamental molecular discoveries made in the early 1970*s signaled, I

believe, the end of organic chemistry as the primary approach to the discovery of new

•2
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drugs and ushered in the age of genetic engineering, I.e. the manipulation of genes for

the pnsduction of new products. Interestingly, most of the major phannaceutical firms

ignored these new genetic discoveries and by doing so allowed an entire new industry

based on biotechnology to develop. Companies such as Amgen, Biogen, Genentech,

Chiron and Genzyme have discovered products that could never have bten made

using organic chemistry. Further, these drugs have saved thousands of lives since

their introduction into society beginning in the late 1980's and include Neupogen,

Epogen. Activase, Protropin, Ceredase, Betaseron, Proleukin, Intron A, Roferon,

Pulmozyme and the vaccine Engerix B. Over 2S0 public biotechnology companies now

exist They generate revenues of over S6 billion per year. The vast majority of these

companies are less than 10 years old.

Furthemiore, once scientists learned how to cut up or splice DNA and then done

pieces of DNA it was a logical step to attempt to decipher the entire human genome.

And it is through the knowledge gained from this undertaking that medicine is on the

verge of its next leap forward, gene therapy. The Human Genome Project Is the

culmination of 40 years of research into understanding the elegant molecule called

DNA.

Accordingly, from my vantage point as an analyst the paths pharmaceutical finns and

biotechnology firms are taking towards the 21st century are dearly divergent The major

US phannaceuticai firms are in the process of buying distribution, i.e. patients.

Pertiaps, at the expense of new drug discovery. For it is dear tiiat despite millions of

R&D dollars having been spent over the last decade there are few new drugs coming

out of the laboratories of tine major pharmaceutical companies in the coming years.
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This is not from lack of effort or commitinent to research. It is, I believe, because the

technology used to discover drugs changed and the traditional pharmaceutical firms

were not able or were unwilling to embrace it in a timely fashion. As an example, the

most innovative new drug to be used in the fight against cancer in tiie last decade,

Neupogen, was developed by the biotechnology firm Amgen, not a pharmaceutical

firm. Unfortunately, it would appear that these traditional pharmaceutical firms may miss

a second technological revolution in medicine. The deciphering of the human gene is

now leading to gene therapy.

Gene therapy is a reality today. Gene therapy or the insertion of a normal gene to

replace or alter a dysfunctional or absent gene is underway in over eighty clinical tiials

worldwide. Already there have been marked successes in ti^ating ADA disease, brain

cancer, hypercholesterolemia, cystic fibrosis, and Duchenne's muscular dystrophy.

There are over a dozen public gene therapy companies, and a score of private gene

therapy companies today. These firms have the potential to generate billions of dollars

in revenues over the next ten years and substantial profits for investors. As an example

the treatment for primary brain cancer alone could generate $300 million per year in

revenues. The majority of these firms have been formed in the last 3-4 years.

More importantiy, gene therapy offers the hope of one day ti^ating the cause of

disease and not just its symptoms. Curing cystic fibrosis would be far more effective

than ti^ating its symptoms for 30 years. Gene therapy could also eliminate the need to

inject highly toxic chemotherapeutic drugs into patients to ti«at cancer. Gene therapy

would also be far more cost effective than any long term drug therapy now on the

market Ultimately, gene therapy could save the healthcare system many millions of
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dollars. Finally, if gene therapy is the next technological advance in medicine, then it is

vital for the US to maintain its leadership in this field in onjer to retain its worldwide

leadership in medidne. Science does not stand still, sometimes in spite of the best

efforts of governments, if the United States does not continue to advance in this field

then other countries will.

Wall Streets view of these medical advances has gone from enthusiasm to one of

interested bystander. TTie myriad of new technologies and tenminologies initially had

Wall Street investors confused, some not knowing the difference between ONA and the

NBA. Over the past ten years Wall Street has become more medically sophisticated.

However, it is important to remember that one of Wall Street's main responsibilities is to

create wealth for shareholders. It is not avarice as some cynics might suggest Part of

Wall Street's job is to manage money (including the pension money of Congress and

the President). The goal of money management is to create the largest shareholder

returns with minimal risk. Often when this precept is ignored hundreds of millions of

dollars can be lost e.g. derivative trading. Many biotechnology companies including

gene therapy companies have few products and no earnings and, therefore, are

viewed as very risky investments.

Compounding the current biotechnology investment climate is the political nightmare

called healthcare reform. The President as well as certain members of Congress have

been urging price controls and/or drug price review boards to oversee the pricing of

new dmgs. Although it is now widely believed that there will be no healthcare reform

this year, this type of proposal may continue to be reH'ntroduced. Price controls, if

instituted, would be disastrous for the biotechnok)gy industry. In order to compensate
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for the inherent high level of risk investors expect high returns on biotechnology

investments. Any form of price controls would limit those returns. This also includes the

•reasonable pridng" dause as part of the NIH Technology Transfer Agreement If

returns are going to be limited, then the incentive to invest in these companies is

greatly diminished. Again, remember the goal of managing money is to maximize profit

and minimize risk. Thus, even the perception of increased risk will cause investors to

eschew biotechnology companies. This risk aversion was manifest in the dedining

prices of biotechnology stocks during the first six months of 1994. The American Stock

Exchange Biotech Index fell 33% and the Chicago Board Options Exchange fell 28% in

the first half of 1994. Dozens of biotech companies now face the prospect of

bankruptcy within the next 12-24 months because they cannot raise capital in this

environment

Gene Therapy companies have been no exception to the rule maximize profit, minimize

risk. Although there are over a dozen publidy traded gene therapy companies most

have found it very difficult to raise capital in the cun^nt uncertain dimate of govemment

healthcare reform. Likewise, because of the early stage of gene therapy research, and

the long lead time needed to develop and receive PDA apjsroval for a drug gene

therapy companies are viewed as particulariy risky investments. In fact in the last six

months there has been very limited public finandng of biotechnology companies.

Those companies that have found finandng have done so mainly in the private markets

at greatly discounted prices or through corporate partnerships. Thus, it cannot be

emphasized strongly enough that the markets perception of govemment

interference is cause for Wall Street to not invest in biotechnology companies.
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To be sure, as gene therapy companies continue to have clinical success with their

products Wall Street will eventually take notice. However, if the political dimate is

inhospitable to these new medical technologies, if political expediency is put ahead of

long term medical progress, if political demagogy continues to flourish in spite of

economic facts, then gene therapy and future medical breakthroughs may be put at risk

to the overall detriment of the nation.

The financing of.gene therapy companies by Wall Street investors is inextiicably linked

to the laws set down by Congress that promote or hinder the development of new

technologies. If future healthcare reform includes price controls of any sort then gene

therapy and future new medical technologies may not be financed in the US and many

companies may have to turn overseas to find funding.

I urge members of this distinguished committee to follow the first law of medidne set

down by the great physician Hippocrates, first, do no hami. Allow biotechnology

products to flourish in the maritetplace without the specter of government interference.

This should allow these companies to find a more hospitable environment on Wail

Street What you do here in Congress has as much to do with the future success of

gene therapy as the sdentist in the lab or the investor in New York.

Remember, we must not lose sight of what we have gained in the past in our rush to

shape what we desire in the future.

Thank You
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Mr. Valentine. Thank you, Doctor.

Dr. Walters.
Mr. Walters. Mr. Chairman and Members of the subcommittee,

I appreciate the opportunity to discuss with you some of the ethical

issues surrounding the new technology called human gene therapy.

My remarks will focus on three topics. First, ethical judgments
about gene therapy; second, the current review process for gene
therapy studies in the United States; and third, challenges for the

future. In presenting each topic, I will put forward a thesis for dis-

cussion.

My first topic, then, is ethical judgments about gene therapy.

Here my thesis is the following: There is an international consen-

sus on the ethical acceptability of human gene therapy when it

does not involve reproductive cells and when it is aimed at curing

or preventing serious disease.

It is always difficult to identify the precise beginning of an ethi-

cal debate because all the participants in such a debate build on
the ideas and arguments of their predecessors. But in the United
States the modem debate about human gene therapy as an appli-

cation of molecular biology goes back to at least the year 1967. In

August of that year, Marshall Nirenberg of the National Heart In-

stitute published a very interesting editorial in Science entitled,

"Will Society Be Prepared?"
After reviewing recent advances in biochemical genetics,

Nirenberg wrote, and I quote: 'The point which deserves special

emphasis is that man may be able to program his own cells with
sjnithetic information long before he will be able to assess ade-

quately the long-term consequences of such alterations, long before

he will be able to formulate goals, and long before he can resolve

the ethical and moral problems which will be raised.

"When man becomes capable of instructing his own cells, he
must refrain from doing so until he has sufficient wisdom to use

this knowledge for the benefit of mankind. I state this problem well

in advance of the need to resolve it because decisions concerning

the application of this knowledge must ultimately be made by soci-

ety and only an informed society, can make such decisions wisely."

A few months later, another eminent scientist, Joshua Lederberg

of Stanford University, wrote a letter of response to the Nirenberg
editorial. Lederberg's letter to Science was entitled, "Dangers of

Reprogramming Cells." And part of his letter read as follows: "In

an editorial, "Will Society Be Prepared?" Nirenberg wrote about the

prospects of molecular genetics. No subject of policy is more impor-

tant than this and it deserves the most critical debate.

"There is some danger that, whether so intended or not,

Nirenberg's language could generate public misunderstandings that

might undercut the very research needed to reach sufficient wis-

dom. His underlying concern, which I share, is that biological con-

trol might be used by a malevolent government to the peril of indi-

vidual freedom."
A little later in the letter he wrote, "Our main concern must be

to maximize the role of individual decision. This could be defeated

by overenthusiastic policing of personal initiative and experimen-

tation as well as by premature positive measures imposed by the

state." The end of the letter from Lederberg.

88-241 - 95 - 4
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Twenty-seven years have passed since Nirenberg and Lederberg
exchanged their concerns about the science and ethics of geneti-

cally modifjdng human cells. At congressional hearings and aca-
demic symposia and in literally hundreds of articles and books, the
ethical discussion has been carried forward around the world.

If we examine the record closely, we find that a remarkable
international ethical consensus on the ethics of human gene ther-
apy has emerged. This consensus is best reflected in a series of 28
policy statements published since 1979 by government committees
and commissions, by professional groups, and by major religious or-

ganizations.
Without exception, the 28 policy statements find human gene

therapy to be ethically acceptable if the technique involves only
nonreproductive or somatic cells and if it is directed toward the
cure or prevention of serious disease. This positive evaluation of so-

matic cell gene therapy has been made by government committees
from many nations, including Australia, Canada, Denmark, Frsince,

Germany, the Netherlands, Sweden, the United Kingdom, and the
United States.

The professional and religious groups sharing in this consensus
are also highly diverse. They include the American Medical Asso-
ciation, the World Council of Churches, and Pope John Paul II

speaking for the Roman Catholic religious community. On most is-

sues in biomedical ethics, those three groups don't see exactly eye
to eye.

I think the consensus that has been reached is that somatic cell

gene therapy is simply an extension of current medical techniques,
especially transplantation techniques, and is therefore not a quali-

tatively new step in ethical terms.
It should be noted that no similar ethical consensus exists on the

issue of genetic changes that would be passed on to future genera-
tions. A substantial majority of the 28 policy statements disapprove
of making inheritable genetic changes, either in principle or at the
present time. Very few of these policy statements discuss the possi-

bility of genetic enhsincement. Those that do all reject this use of

genetic technology.
My second topic is the review process for gene therapy in the

United States. And here my central point is the following: The NIH
Recombinant DNA Advisory Committee, which I will call The Advi-
sory Committee, functions as a kind of national science and ethics

advisory board for the field of human gene therapy.
Every three months, an interdisciplinary committee meets for

two days in Bethesda to review eight to twelve new human gene
therapy proposals. The 25-member committee is comprised of lab-

oratory scientists, physicians, ethicists, lawyers and lay people. The
committee holds all of its meetings in public and members of the
press always attend the meetings and report on the proceedings.
At its most recent meeting on September 12th and 13th of this

month, The Advisory Committee reviewed eight human gene ther-

apy proposals. These proposals were focused on a variety of dis-

eases. Four were focused on types of cancers. Two were directed to-

ward cystic fibrosis. One was aimed at treating artery disease, by-

passing blockages in blood vessels in arms £ind legs, and one was
directed at a rare genetic disorder called Hunter's syndrome. There
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is a missing enzyme and harmful products build up in the lungs,

hearts and joints of patients with Hunter's syndrome and they usu-
ally die between the ages of 20 and 40.

The diverse membership of The Advisory Committee allows it to

examine both scientific and ethical issues raised by the gene ther-

apy proposals. An evolving set of research guidelines called the
Points to Consider provides the basic framework for the commit-
tee's review. Within the points to consider, three questions emerge
as central.

First, are the procedures outlined in the proposal likely to be safe

for the research subjects who participate? Second, is the proposed
research likely to be beneficial either to the subjects who partici-

pate or to the science of human gene therapy or to both? And third,

will the people who are invited to participate in the study be prop-

erly informed about its primary goals and about the probable bene-

fits, if any, and the risks of the study to them?
As far as I know, this advisory committee is a unique institution

in the arena of science and health-related policy-making. It is a

public interdisciplinary quasi-regulatory body that is attached to

the principal U.S. funding agency for biomedical research, the Na-
tional Institutes of Health.
The committee was established after a premature gene therapy

attempt in 1980 but before any medical disasters had occurred. In

fact, the committee began its work and developed the Points to

Consider document before the scientific community was ready to

present the first well-designed gene therapy proposal. In this sense,

The Advisory Committee has been a proactive rather than a reac-

tive body. It has accompanied the science and technology of gene

therapy in the formative years of the field rather than attempting

to recapture a genie that has already escaped.

But what of the future? In my view, the central challenge of the

future is to maintain the openness and public accountability of re-

search on human gene therapy. As we have heard from earlier pan-

eUsts, the National Institutes of Health and the Food and Drug Ad-

ministration are seeking to consolidate and streamline the review

process for human gene therapy proposals.

If recent suggestions are implemented, all gene therapy propos-

als that closely resemble studies already approved by The Advisory

Committee will be submitted only to the FDA. These very similar

proposals will be reviewed internally by the FDA's very capable

specialists on genetic and cellular therapies. However, proposals

that are judged by the FDA and the NIH to include important

novel elements will be reviewed in a public forum at quarterly ad-

visory committee meetings.
How can this new process with one private track and one public

track nonetheless remain accoimtable to the American people?

Here I can only express the views of one citizen and one member
of The Advisory Committee. For at least the next few years in the

development of gene therapy, both policymakers and private citi-

zens will need ready access to two kinds of information.

First, a public register of all gene therapy studies being con-

ducted or proposed, even if those studies are privately funded; and

second, public follow-up reports on the number of human subjects
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involved in gene therapy studies £ind on any adverse effects experi-

enced by those subjects.

If these two kinds of information remain available under the new
review system, both the general public and policymakers will be
able to follow what is happening in the gene therapy field. These
kinds of information will also reassure everyone that there will be
no surprises, that no novel kinds of gene therapy studies will be
carried on without prior public disclosure and the opportunity for

public discussion.

Thank you very much.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Walters follows:]
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Mr. Chairman and members of the Subcommittee: I appreciate the opportunity to

discuss with you some of the ethical issues surrounding the new technology called hiunan

gene therapy.

1 There is an international consensus on the ethical acceptability of human gene

therapy when it does not involve reproductive cells and when it is aimed at curing or

preventing serious disease .

It is always difficult to mark the precise beginning of an ethical debate because all

participants in such a debate build on the ideas and arguments of their predecessors.

However, in the United States the modem debate about human gene therapy as an application

of molecular biology goes back to at least 1967. In August of that year Marshall Nirenberg

of the National Heart Institute published an editorial in Science entitled, "Will Society Be

Prepared?" After reviewing recent advances in biochemical genetics, Nirenberg wrote:

The point which deserves special emphasis is that man may be able to

program his own cells with synthetic information long before he will be able to

assess adequately the long-term consequences of such alterations, long before

he will be able to formulate goals, and long before he can resolve the ethical

and moral problems which will be raised. When man becomes capable of

instructing his own cells, he must refrain from doing so until he has sufficient

wisdom to use this knowledge for the benefit of mankind. I state this problem

well in advance of the need to resolve it, because decisions concerning the

application of this knowledge must ultimately be made by society, and only an

informed society can make such decisions wisely (Science 157 [11 August

1967], p. 633).

A few months later another eminent scientist, Joshua Lederberg of Stanford University,

wrote a letter of response to the Nirenberg editorial. Lederberg's letter, entitled "Dangers of

Reprogramming Cells," was published in the October 20th issue of Science . Excerpts follow.
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In an editorial, "Will society be prepared?" (11 Aug., p. 633), Nirenberg

wrote about the prospects of molecular genetics . . .

No subject of policy is more important than this, and it deserves the

most critical debate. There is some danger that, whether so intended or not,

Nirenberg's language could generate public misunderstandings that might

undercut the very research needed to reach sufficient wisdom. His underlying

concern, which I share is that biological control might be used by a malevolent

government to the peril of individual freedom.
* * *

Our main concern must be to maximize the role of individual decision.

This could be defeated by overenthusiastic policing of personal initiative and

experimentation as well as by premature positive measures imposed by the state

(Science 158 [20 October 1967], p. 313).

Twenty-seven years have passed since Marshall Nirenberg and Joshua Lederberg

exchanged their concerns about the science and ethics of genetically modifying human cells.

At Congressional hearings and academic symposia cind in literally hundreds of articles and

books the ethical discussion has been carried forward around the world. If we examine the

record closely, we find that a remarkable international ethical consensus on the ethics of

human gene therapy has emerged. The consensus view adopts a moderate position,

somewhere between the stances of Nirenberg and Lederberg. Like Nirenberg, the consensus

view accepts the importance of assessing long-term consequences and the central role of an

informed society. Like Lederberg, the consensus view affirms the importance of fostering

research and recognizes the danger of excessive government regulation.

Since 1980 the international consensus on the ethics of human gene therapy has been

reflected in a series of 28 policy statements by government committees and commissions, by

professional groups, and by major religious organizations. Without exception, the 28 policy

statements find human gene therapy to be ethically acceptable if the technique involves only

non-reproductive (somatic) cells and if it is directed toward the cure or prevention of serious

disease. This positive judgment of somatic-cell gene therapy is shared by highly diverse

groups, including the American Medical Association, the World Council of Churches, and

Pope John Paul II speaking for the Roman Catholic religious community. (Please see the list

of policy statements included in the Appendix to this statement.) In other words, on the issue

of somatic-cell gene therapy ethical commentators do not fall into polar positions labeled pro-

choice and pro-life. Everyone adopts a position that respects the fi-ee choice of human
subjects (or their parents) and of researchers, and everyone views human gene therapy as a

potentially life-saving or life-extending intervention.

It should be noted that no similar ethical consensus exists on either the issue of genetic

changes that would be passed on to future generations or the issue of genetic enhancement. A
substantial majority of the policy statements disapprove of making inheritable genetic changes

— either in principle or at the present time. The few policy statements that discuss genetic

enhancement all reject this use of genetic intervention techniques.
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While the international ethical consensus supports the genetic modification of human

cells in general, important practical questions remain. For example, which diseases are the

best candidates for gene therapy? How much laborator)- research should be done in the Petri

dish and in animals before gene therapy is attempted in human beings? And how will the

first human subjects be selected for this innovative kind of research? Some mechanism had to

be found, or perhaps invented, to wrestle with these practical questions.

2. The NIH Recombinant DNA Advisory Committee (also called "the RAC")

functions as a national science and ethics advisorv board for the field of human gene therapy .

Every three months an interdisciplinary advisory committee meets for two days in

Bethesda to review 8-12 new human gene therapy proposals. The 25-member committee is

comprised of laboratory scientists, physicians, ethicists, lawyers, and laypeople. The

committee holds all of its meetings in public, and members of the press always attend the

meetings and report on the proceedings, sometimes in national newspapers, sometimes in the

news sections of scientific journals, sometimes in more specialized publications. The

recommendations of the RAC are forwarded to the Director of NIH. The committee's full

name is the NIH Recombinant DNA Advisory Committee, or more concisely, "the RAC."

At its most recent meeting on September 12th and 13th of this month, the RAC
reviewed eight human gene therapy proposals. These proposals were focused on the

following diseases:

Various types of cancers: 4

Cystic fibrosis: 2

Hunter syndrome: 1

Artery disease (bypassing blockages in blood vessels): 1

The diverse membership of the RAC allows the committee to examine both scientific

and ethical issues raised by the gene therapy proposals. An evolving set of research

guidelines called the "Points to Consider" provides the basic framework for RAC review.

Within the "Points to Consider" three questions emerge as central:

1

.

Are the procedures outlined in the proposal likely to be safe for the research

subjects who participate?

2. Is the proposed research likely to be beneficial, either to the subjects who

participate, or to the science of human gene therapy, or to both?
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3. Will the people who are invited to participate in the study be properly informed

about its primary goals eind about the probable benefits (if any) and risks of the study

to them?

Some questions raised by RAC members are primarily technical, for example, whether

a vector that carries genes into target cells could become infectious. Other questions are both

technical and ethical: Should children with a mild form of Hunter's syndrome be enrolled in

the first phase of a gene therapy study, or should the innovative procedures of the study be

tried first in adults? Still other questions are primarily ethical in character. For example, the

initial versions of some consent forms do not clearly disclose that a study is designed only to

look at whether a gene is successfully transferred into the subjects' cells, and is not intended

to provide a therapeutic benefit to the subjects (who are also patients suffering fi-om a serious

disease).

So far as I know, the RAC is a unique institution in the arena of science and health-

related policymaking. It is a public, interdisciplinary, quasi-regulatory body that is attached to

the principal national funding agency for biomedical research. It was established after a

premature gene-therapy attempt in 1980, but before any medical disasters had occurred. In

fact, it began its work and developed the "Points to Consider" document before the scientific

commimity was ready to present the first well-designed gene therapy proposal. In this sense,

the RAC has been a proactive rather than a reactive body. It has accompanied the science

and technology of gene therapy in the formative years of the field, rather than attempting to

recapture a genie that had already escaped.

The Congress, the NIH, and a presidential advisory commission on bioethics all

collaborated in the creation of this innovative review process. We would not have a RAC
review process for gene therapy today if Mr. Albert Gore, Jr., then a House member from

Tennessee, had not held hearings on "Human Genetic Engineering" in November of 1982. At

that hearing Mr. Alexander Capron, Executive Director of the President's Commission on

Bioethics, presented a report entitled Splicing Life , which suggested several oversight

mechanisms for the emerging field of human gene therapy. However, these hearings and this

report would have gathered dust on archival shelves if the National Institutes of Health and

one of its existing advisory committees, the RAC, had not responded so creatively and

vigorously. In early 1 983 the RAC chair, Mr. Robert Mitchell, an attorney ft-om Norwalk,

California, asked his fellow RAC members to read the Splicing Life report and to consider

accepting responsibility for reviewing gene therapy proposals on a case-by-case basis — if and

when such studies were ever put forward. To their credit the RAC members of that time

accepted an expansion of their mandate, and the NIH Director, James Wyngaarden, supported

their initiative.
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3. The central challenge for the future is to maintain the openness and public

accountability of research on human gene therapy .

Nudged by AIDS activists and biotechnology companies, the NIH and the FDA are

seeking to consolidate and streamline the review process for human gene therapy proposals.

This initiative has simply accelerated the RAC's own ongoing effort to simplify its review and

to focus primary attention on proposals that raise novel scientific or ethical questions.

Under the proposed process for consolidated review, all gene therapy proposals that

closely parallel studies already approved by the RAC will be submitted only to the FDA and

will be reviewed internally by the FDA's very capable specialists on genetic and cellular

therapies. Proposals that are judged by the FDA and NIH to include important novel

elements will be reviewed in a public forum at quarterly RAC meetings.

How can this new process, with one private track and one public track, nonetheless

remain accountable to the American people? Here I can only express the views of one citizen

and one member of the RAC. For at least the next few years in the development of gene

therapy, both policymakers and private citizens will need ready access two kinds of

information: (1) a public register of all gene therapy studies being conducted or proposed,

even if those studies are privately funded; and (2) follow-up reports on the number of human

subjects involved in gene therapy studies and on any adverse effects experienced by those

subjects.

The public register of proposed and ongoing gene therapy studies will keep everyone

informed about the wide range of diseases and disorders that are being targeted by

researchers. For each study this register should include the names of the researchers, their

home institutions, the title of the study, the study plan (or protocol), the number of subjects to

be enrolled, the consent form, a non-technical abstract, and the names of commercial sponsors

or collaborators, if any. In addition to informing both private citizens and policymakers about

the varied applications of gene therapy, the public register will reassure all interested persons

that no qualitatively-new approaches to gene therapy are being undertaken without their

knowledge.

Regular follow-up reports on approved gene therapy studies are a second aspect of

public accountability for this new field. Prompt public disclosure of adverse effects will help

to alert both researchers and candidate subjects to potential problems. In addition, the careful

observer will be able to compare published reports on completed or ongoing studies with the

total number of research subjects enrolled in all gene therapy studies. Thus, both the

successes and the adverse effects of gene therapy will be able to be viewed within a larger

context.

In summary, almost thirty years of discussion and debate have led to an international

consensus on the ethics of human gene therapy. The consensus finds the use of gene therapy

in non-reproductive cells to be ethically acceptable, when the therapy is directed against
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serious diseases. In the United States the birth and infancy of gene therapy as a medical

intervention have been accompanied by a unique pubUc review process. The public review of

both the science and etiiics of gene therapy has been carried out by an interdisciplinary

committee, the NIH RAC.

As we move to a new and more streamlined review process, the RAC will become

advisory to both the NIH and the FDA on novel kinds of gene therapy. In this new system

the review of some gene therapy proposals will be conducted in private rather in a public

forum. However, the field of gene therapy will remain publicly accountable if ail interested

persons have ready access to two kinds of information: a public register of all gene therapy

proposals and regular follow-up reports on the human subjects whose participation makes

gene therapy research possible.
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APPENDIX

POLICY STATEMENTS ON HUMAN GENE THERAPY:
AN INTERNATIONAL CHRONOLOGY

World Council of Churches, Conference on Faith, Science, and the Future, Faith and

Science in an Unjust World

Parliamentary Assembly, Council of Europe: Recommendation 934 (1982) on Genetic

Engineering

World Council of Churches, Working Committee on Church and Society, Manipulating

Life: Ethical Issues in Genetic Engineering

United States, President's Commission for the Study of Ethical Problems in Medicine

and Biomedical Research, Splicing Life report

Pope John Paul II, Address on "The Ethics of Genetic Manipulation" to the 35th

General Assembly of the World Medical Association in Venice

Denmark, Indenrigsministeriet (Ministry of the Interior) Fremskridtets Pris (The Price

of Progress)

Sweden, Gen-Ethikkommitten (Genetic Ethics Committee), Genetisk Intecritet (Genetic

Integrity)

U.S., Congress, Office of Technology Assessment, Human Gene Therapy: Background

Paper
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1987

1988
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U.S., National Institutes of Health, Human Gene Therapy Subcommittee (formerly,

Working Group on Human Gene Therapy), "Points to Consider in the Design and
Submission of Human Somatic-Cell Gene Therapy Protocols"

Federal Republic of Germany, Justice Minister and Minister for Research and

Technology, Working Group (the Benda Commission), In-Vitro Fertilisation.

Genomanalvse und Gentherapie ("In Vitro Fertilization. Genome-Analysis, and Gene
Therapy)

National Council of Churches, Goyeming Board, policy statement on "Genetic Science

for Human Benefit"

German Federal Republic, Tenth Bundestag, Enquete-Kommission (Committee of

Inquiry), Chancen und Risiken der Gentechnologie (Opportunities and Risks of Genetic

Technology)

World Medical Association, "Statement on Genetic Counseling and Genetic

Engineering" (39th World Medical Assembly, Madrid)

Canada, Medical Research Council, Guidelines on Research Involying Human Subjects

Australia, National Health and Medical Research Council, Medical Research Ethics

Committee, Ethical Aspects of Research on Human Gene Therapy

European Medical Research Councils, "Gene Therapy in Man"

American Medical Association, Council on Ethical and Judicial Affairs, "Opinion on

Gene Therapy and Surrogate Mothers" [Report E: (1-88); title provided]

Switzerland, Commission d'Experts pour la Genetique Humaine et la Medecine de la

Reproduction, Rapport (The Amstad-Report)
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1990

1991

1992

1993
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Canada, Medical Research Council, Discussion Paper: Research on Gene Therapy in

Humans: Background and Guidelines

European Commission, Working Party, Ethics of New Reproductive Technologies ("The

Glover Report)

World Council of Churches, Subunit on Church and Society, Biotechnology: Its

Challenge to the Churches and the World

Netherlands, Dutch Health Council, Committee, Heredity: Science and Society: On the

Possibilities and Limits of Genetic Testing and Gene Therapy

Council for International Organizations of Medical Sciences (CIOMS), "Genetics,

Ethics and Human Values: Human Genome Mapping, Genetic Screening and Gene
Therapy (The Declaration of Inuyama)"

Canada, Medical Research Council, Guidelines for Research on Somatic Cell Gene
Therapy in Humans

France, Comite Consultatif National d'Ethique pour les Sciences de la Vie et de la

Sante, Avis sur la Therapie Genique (Opinion on Gene Therapy)

Norway, Ministry of Health and Social Affairs, Ethics Committee, Man and

Biotechnology

United Kingdom, Committee on the Ethics of Human Gene Therapy [the Clothier

committee], Report

Canada, Royal Commission on New Reproductive Technologies, "Gene Therapy and

Genetic Alteration," Chapter 29 in Proceed with Care: Final Report
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Mr. Valentine. Thank you, sir.

Mr. Abbott.
Mr. Abbott. Thank you. Congressman Valentine, you are well

known within our industry as a strong advocate of the industry
and we very much appreciate your efforts over the last year during
the health care reform debate.

I am not going to read my testimony in detail but rather just
summarize some highlights and then would be happy to answer
questions both on the technical as well as a business nature since
my underlying backgroimd is both science and business.
Gene transfer, or gene therapy as it is more commonly referred

to, actually can involve the delivery of either a human gene or a
nonhuman gene into patients, and some of the gene therapy trials

that are going on now actually involve the use of nonhuman genes
being delivered into humans.
This may seem somewhat bizarre but, in fact, such tj^es of gene

therapy have been going on in this country under commercially ap-
proved products for about 30 years because live attenuated vac-
cines are in fact nothing more than gene transfer products, where
you deliver a living virus, such as attenuated polio virus, to a pa-
tient or subject, that virus then enters the cell or cells of that pa-
tient, reproduces, making viral proteins and stimulating an im-
mune response. And so, in effect, gene therapy has been in the
stream of commerce for some time.

Our company has focused on gene therapy applications that are
very similar to this process that I have just described—live attenu-
ated vaccines—because we feel that this particular type of applica-

tion of gene therapy, in contrast to many genetic diseases, can re-

sult in a much sooner commercialization.
The first product that we have been working on is in effect a

gene therapy product to treat HIV where we take a retroviral vec-

tor, such as the type that has been used by Ken Culver, and we
insert into it two of the genes from the HIV virus. The HIV virus

has about a dozen genes, so only having two there doesn't permit
the recreation of an HIV virus.

We then deliver this product to patients where the product en-

ters their cells and produces just these two proteins of the HIV
virus, but because they are made inside of the patient's cells rather
than being injected into the circulation or into the muscle, these re-

sult in an immune response that is referred to as a killer T cell

response or cytotoxic T cell response, versus the antibody type re-

sponse that you would get with a recombinant protein vaccine.

It is now widely believed that this type of immune response is

going to be an important key to treating HIV. All of the early vac-

cines that were developed which have provided disappointment
over the last few years have been recombinant proteins and they
generate very high antibody levels to HIV but they fail to ade-

quately stimulate adequate killer T cell responses.
Perhaps not very common knowledge at this point is that the

clinical trials with this particular product have advanced quite far

and in fact we have treated in four different phase one safety stud-

ies on the order of about 50 or 60 patients and are preparing to

launch in just a few months what will be the first multi-center
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phase two clinical trial of gene therapy in the world, right here in

the United States.

So the potential for commercialization of gene therapy, should

this product work, is actually a lot closer to the present than I

think most people appreciate or think of when they look at gene

therapy. If efficacy should be shown in this product over the next

year, then we would anticipate going into a pivotal study sometime
toward the end of 1995.

Along with that, of course, being commercially motivated, we
have had to construct a manufacturing facility. Our company al-

ready has two manufacturing facilities in San Diego where we re-

side. This is our third facility. It is our first one that has been built

on a commercial scale and was finished in fact two weeks ago.

The facility is currently undergoing validation to comply with the

Good Manufacturing Practices Guidelines and we expect that facil-

ity to be in operation producing material for the pivotal trial by

next summer. The facility, if our dosing expectations are correct

about the product, should be able to produce about a half a million

patient doses per year.

So once again I think that the commercial path of gene therapy

may be a lot further advanced than some people anticipate, al-

though it is in an area that scientifically probably represents a

base hit rather than a home run since, in effect, what we have

done is taken live attenuated vaccine technology and created the

recombinant equivalent of it which is a lot safer than live attenu-

ated vaccines.

Also, I would like to comment, since GNPs are foremost in our

minds right now, that despite the fact that there is a common be-

lief that the FDA represents a serious impediment to the expedient

development of drugs, the division that we interact with—which
happens to be Dr. Noguchi's division—has been very flexible and
cooperative. They have been quite responsive to our needs and, to

my knowledge, to the needs of all of the gene therapy companies

and do not in any way fit the mold that I often hear characterized

by pharmaceutical companies, even some in the biotech industry

and certainly by the occasional Member of Congress. So we don't

find anything broken at least with the division that we interact

with.
Our company, as a result of being a little bit further advanced

in manufacturing processes, has attracted the attention of a lot of

pharmaceutical companies and in fact we have three major phar-

maceutical partners. One is Japanese, one is German, and one is

U.S. We also have active discussions going on with seven other

pharmaceutical companies to enter into additional programs for

gene therap'y. Surprisingly, however, all seven of these companies

were European pharmaceutical companies.
And I think you will find in my written testimony the theme of

concern over the fact that foreign pharmaceutical concerns are a lot

more active in terms of the attention they are giving to gene ther-

apy.
Even though pharmaceuticals are an international business, the

American pharmaceutical industry has really been significantly

distracted over the last year in terms of its ability to think long

term about research strategy and, as a result, there is a very sig-
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nificant and real buying opportunity in terms of foreign investors
buying U.S. gene therapy capabilities that is going on. It has been
going on for several years and if the current climate in the United
States continues, at least as far as financing is concerned, then I

expect that to continue.
Of course, as a U.S.-based company, and since practically all of

our employees are Americans, we certainly have a sense of obliga-
tion to this country. However, our obligation we feel is foremost to
the lives and health and elimination of suffering of American citi-

zens and secondarily to economic considerations.
We have received as much or more financing overseas for our

company than domestically and we have raised about $100 million,
and certainly our priority would be to continue to seek that funding
wherever it exists so that we can move forward the technology that
the country needs for its health benefits.

Just in closing, I would say that that particular concern, that is

the financial chill that the industry is now experiencing, represents
the number one impediment to the commercialization of gene ther-

apy. The number two impediment in my view is FDA-related but
is not an FDA performance issue, it is an FDA resource issue.

And I believe that it is very important for user fees and other
fees that have been implemented with the stated purpose of provid-
ing the FDA the resources that they need should be kept ear-

marked for those purposes because I believe that a lot of the delays
that people see at the FDA are resource constraints and not moti-
vational issues as might have been suggested earlier today.

And then the third area which represents potential impediment
to gene therapy is the length of time and the uncertainty associ-

ated with the patenting process in the country. The Patent Office

also appears to be severely resource constrained. Viagene filed its

underlying patent applications back in 1988 and we have yet to

have an issued patent in the United States. We are now waiting
six years for the first patent to be issued and, in the meantime,
even though those patents cover a lot of technology, that technology
is being used by other gene therapy companies. And should we re-

ceive the patent claims that we believe we are entitled to, that is

going to lead us into a position of conflict and a position of embar-
rassment, fi*ankly, in terms of enforcing those in the face of some
very meaningful and encouraging progress by other companies.

In closing, thank you very much for the opportunity to testify

here today and I hope that this committee will continue to exert

the legislative leadership that it has in the past with regard to the

biotech industry.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Abbott follows:]
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Good afternoon. Let me first introduce myself. My name is Robert T. Abbott. I

am the President and CEO of Viagene, the country's largest gene therapy company. My
entire working career, 25 years, has been spent in health care, and includes academic,

hospital and industry experience. Educationally, I trained in biochemistry and genetics as

an undergraduate, and thereafter earned a Ph.D. in Pathology. Both degrees were earned

in Canada at McGill University during the tumultuous period when Canada imposed

socialized health care on its citizens. After returning to the United States to pursue my

working career, I earned an MBA from the University of Missouri in St. Louis and

attended Indiana University School of Law in Indianapolis for two years before

committing to the time consuming challenges of scientific entrepreneurism. During nine

years with the Dow Chemical Company, I played a significant role in establishing

medical laboratories in New York, San Francisco, and St. Louis. These laboratories

specialized in highly sophisticated tests to detect and monitor cancer and drugs of both

therapy and abuse. Thereafter, I assisted in the establishment of Oncogen, an early

biotechnology company located in Seattle. Oncogen is now owned by Bristol-Myers-

Squibb Company. Next, I founded and led for six years as President and CEO, a biotech

company called NeoRx, located in Seattle. NeoRx is a public biotechnology company

pursuing pharmaceutical applications of monoclonal antibodies. It hopes to receive

approval of its first product within the next year, a full 10 years and SlOO million after

founding. From NeoRx, I was recruited to San Diego to take over the leadership of

Viagene at the beginning of 1991.

1 1055 Roselle Street. San Diego. California 92121-1204
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VIAGENE'S GENE THERAPY RESEARCH

In 1991, Viagene was a financially fragile, 4 year old company of about 40

employees. Today, it is arguably the most financially stable of the gene therapy

companies, and employs over 160 persons, including about 40 Ph.D.s or M.D.s.

Annually, we spend approximately $25 million in gene therapy research and

development. The company is focused primarily on developing treatments for serious

viral infections (such as HIV) and cancers, although we do have a smaller effort in

cardiovascular and genetic diseases. This is in contrast to the gene therapy sector in

general, which tends to focus on genetic diseases and cancer.

On the surface this difference in focus may appear subtle. To the contrary, I

believe it is profound, as well as indicative of two distinctly different types of

biotechnology companies. Viagene's focus on viral diseases and cancers is merely a

reflection of its commercial or product focus. Companies with a product focus will

generally seek out those applications of a technology that have the least uncertainty with

regard to efficacy. That is, the base hits. This strategy benefits our country by pushing

forward the commercial horizons of a new science. These early product successes may

sometimes be less dramatic scientifically, but they are sure-footed and long lasting in

terms of impact.

The other strategy used by companies is the academic approach. This is

characterized by dramatic scientific advances into new medical areas, such as new disease

applications. Like academic science, this strategy is driven by the desire to be the first to

enter an area of research. Historically, these achievements, and the preparations that led

up to them, have occurred primarily in academic centers or at the National In.stitutes of

Health. This is due lo the often high level of technical complexity that surrounds the first

application of a new scientific concept. Today, however, it is not uncommon for

academicians to make preparations for dramatic scientific breakthroughs through the

auspices of a venture capital-backed company. In effect, they have persuaded the private

sector, sometimes including public investors, to invest in basic research, which

traditionally has been the responsibility of universities and governments. Although some

might argue that this could mislead investors, who may not appreciate the lack of product

potential embodied in many of these procedures, it does benefit the country as a whole by

pushing forward the academic horizons of science faster than could occur if government

alone funded such basic science initiatives.
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Viagene, by selecting the product focused approach to company growth, has had

to concentrate on building expertise in later-stage, or applied, technology; specifically, in

manufacturing processes, quality control procedures, and commercial clinical trial design

and management. As a result, our company is now a world leader in these areas of gene

therapy, particularly as they relate to the use of retroviral vectors, the workhorse method

used by the gene transfer industry.

Of particular interest to the committee should be our company's plans to

commence Phase D clinical studies of our HIV Immunotherapeutic later this year. This

will be the first ever Phase n study of a gene therapy product on a multicenter,

commercial scale. If this study should demonstrate significant product efficacy, it will

place the HIV Immunotherapeutic on a much shorter approval timeline than the often

quoted turn of the century time frame that many have projected for the world's first gene

therapy product. Indeed, Viagene is prepared for such an outcome, having recently

completed construction of our third manufacturing facility, a commercial-scale facility

that we believ e will be capable of producing up to one-half million patient doses per year

of the HIV Immunotherapeutic. This facility is currently undergoing validation to bring it

into compliance with the FDA's good manufacturing practices guidelines and we expect it

to be in full operation by next summer.

VIAGENE'S TECHNOLOGY & PRODUCT FOCUS

Viagene uses retroviral vectors in most of its current gene therapy products,

including our most advanced product, the HIV Immunotherapeutic. We use these vectors

because they are efficient, cost-effective to produce, well understood, and have an

unblemished safety profile in human clinical use. Industry-wide, over 200 patients have

been treated with retroviral vectors and we are not aware of a single product related

adverse event that has been reported.

Recently, the company has developed a new vector system based upon the Sindbis

virus. Sindbis is a relatively non-infectious virus with limited disease causing potential

for humans. This vector system appears to be a major development in gene transfer

technology in that it can produce hundreds, perhaps thousands, of times more therapeutic

protein than other known methods of gene transfer; and, without producing the high level
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of unwanted viral proteins that lead to either neutralizing or allergic immune responses

seen in vector systems based upon viruses such as adenovirus.

Viagene's initial product focus is the development of immunotherapeutic products

that function by "mimicking" disease processes, thereby triggering potent immune

responses to intracellular diseases such as persistent viral infections and cancers. These

diseases often exist because the body has failed to mount an effective response to a

foreign or altered protein.

Activating Cytotoxic T-Cells (Killer T-Celk)

Immunotherapeutics under development at Viagene are designed to overcome

elements of the disease process that allow viruses and cancers to evade detection by the

immune system. Viagene's immunotherapeutic drugs work by delivering genes that code

for the production of specific foreign or altered proteins. These genes then express the

foreign antigens in a manner that mimics infection and optimizes immune recognition and

response.

Viagene uses genetically engineered viral vectors to deliver gene sequences into

cells. This results in the intracellular production of specific proteins, which in turn

activates a cytotoxic T-lymphocyte immune response. By contrast, if such proteins would

be delivered as recombinant proteins or killed-virus type vaccines, they would instead

need to be engulfed into the cells of the immune system for processing, which would

result in stimulation primarily of an antibody response rather than a cytotoxic T-cell

response. Cytotoxic T-cell responses are now believed to be the critical immune response

that fights viral infections and possibly cancer, also.

HIV Immunotherapeutic

Viagene's lead product is an immunotherapeutic for the treatment of human

immunodeficiency virus (HIV) infection, the virus associated with AIDS. The product

employs a genetically engineered murine retroviral vector to achieve intracellular delivery

of a gene sequence that codes for certain HIV proteins. The resulting intracellular

production of these foreign proteins leads to a vigorous response of cytotoxic T-

lymphocytes against cells infected with HIV.
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The efficiency of this product in producing a CTL response has been

demonstrated in a mouse model and in rhesus monkeys, and has now advanced into

human clinical trials, where statistically significant cytotoxic T-cell responses have also

been shown in patients infected with HIV. Of particular significance is the discovery in

laboratory experiments that these CTL responses recognize the various strains or

mutations of HIV. Thus, a CTL response that is elicited using a vector product derived

from one strain of HIV can recognize and kill cells infected by most, if not all, other

strains of HIV. This discovery has been confirmed using human cells infected with live

HIV as targets.

To date, Viagene has only reported results on the four patients participating in our

first clinical study. The goal of this study was to evaluate the safety of this gene therapy

approach for treating HIV infection. Happily, there were no product-related adverse

events during this study. During the study, which followed patients for 18 months during

and after treatment, all four patients maintained or modestly increased their CD4 cell

count. Although purely an anecdotal observation, the blood of one patient, which

consistently tested positive for the presence of HIV before and during treatment, has

tested below the limits of assay detection for HIV during the past 6 months. It is

impossible to determine whether this is a consequence of the treatment because this initial

study contained only four patients and was designed to demonstrate safety, not to

determine efficacy. Nevertheless, with so many disappointments worldwide over the

years in searching for a treatment for HIV infection, even anecdotal observations provide

us with the encouragement we need to maintain our intensive efforts to successfully apply

gene therapy in the treatment of this disease.

Other Immunotherapeutic Products

The gene transfer technology that Viagene has developed for its HIV

immunotherapeutic products also holds great promise for the treatment of other serious

viral infections, as well as certain cancers. Viagene's strategy is to apply this gene

transfer technology to the treatment of other serious diseases, such as those caused by

hepatitis B virus, herpes simplex virus, human papillomavirus and Epstein-Barr virus.

The human papilloma and Epstein-Barr viruses are believed to be the causative agents

leading to the development of cervical cancer and nasopharyngeal (nose and throat)

cancer, respectively. Parasitic infections such as malaria and leprosy are also potential

targets for Viagene's therapeutic approach.

88-241 - 95 - 5
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Viagene's technology may also prove valuable in veterinary medicine. There is a

great need for effective therapeutic products to treat diseases such as feline

immunodeficiency virus (the equivalent of AIDS in cats), equine infectious anemia (a

disease of horses), avian flu (a disease of chickens), and visna virus (which affects sheep).

Future Gene Transfer Products

Longer-term, other exciting applications of gene transfer technology also will be

realized. Through the use of murine retroviral vectors and other gene transfer systems, it

will be possible to deliver human gene sequences for the purpose of augmenting or

replacing defective human genes that cause disease. First among these possibilities will

be diseases whose gene products do not require targeting to a specific cell type or location

in the body - for example, treatment of hemophilia A through the use of the gene

sequence for Factor Vm protein. Later, effective treatments for diseases such as diabetes,

cystic fibrosis, muscular dystrophy, certain types of emphysema, and certain diseases

involving elevated blood cholesterol levels may also be achievable.

In summary, the field of gene transfer technology is opening the door to treatment

opportunities that were only dreams just a decade ago.

Viagene's commercial, versus academic, focus has attracted a high level of

attention from major pharmaceutical companies. Indeed, we believe our company's three

corporate alliances exceed, in aggregate, the sum of corporate commitment in the rest of

the gene therapy sector. During the past few years, we have received over $55 million in

support from our partners and anticipate a comparable level during the next few years.

Significantly, about 70% of this support has come from foreign partners, and when that

portion is combined with the portion of our company's Initial Public Offering that was

purchased by foreign investors, we have received about $43 million of support from

foreign sources, equaling all funding which we have received domestically.

To summarize my comments about Viagene, our Company's future appears bright,

and I feel that we have been blessed. Nevertheless, like many other biotechnology

companies, we are not limited by technology, but by capital. As will undoubtedly be

shown repeatedly by academic investigators over the next few years, gene therapy is a

powerful technology. The key to a company's, or a country's, successful use of this
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technology will be to use it responsibly and practically. Viagene and other gene therapy

companies are each faced with dozens of existing product applications to pursue;

hundreds or thousands if you believe in the practicality of the Human Genome Project.

However, with expenditures in excess of $100 million dollars required to develop each

new product, a small company can only expect to raise enough capital for a few products

during the next ten year time frame. Thus, although Viagene is one of the more fortunate

biotech companies in that we have substantial corporate partner commitments and cash

reserves adequate for up to three years of operation, we, also, will need to raise

substantial additional capital before we have approval of our first product.

CAPITAL SQUEEZE

As requested, I would now like to make some comments about the biotechnology

industry in general, where the financial picture is not as rosy as it is at Viagene. Most

second and third tier biotech companies have less than 1 8 months of funding, many have

less than 12 months, and dozens have funding for less than six months. According to a

recent report by Dr. Robert Goldberg of the Gordon Public Policy Center at Brandeis

University, fully 75 percent of biotechnology companies have 2 or less years of capital

left. Ernst & Young reports that biotech companies are raising capital now at 25 percent

of their burn rate (the rate at which capital is being expended.) As has already been

mentioned, there are approximately 1,300 U.S. biotechnology companies. That means

that a staggering 975 companies will need to go to the market in the next two years or

face going out of business, merging or selling rights to a larger firm.

The seriousness of this situation cannot be overstated. The financing climate for

biotech companies is, frankly, hostile. Public offerings are essentially impossible to

undertake because of the depressed value of most companies' stock. This effect is

indiscriminate. Virtually all companies are affected, regardless of company performance.

For example, despite the optimistic picture I painted for you regarding Viagene,

the total value of our company, according to our recent stock price, is about $40 million

dollars. Since our company has $33 million in cash and several more millions of dollars

worth of assets, this means that the total value being attributed to our products, our

patents, and seven years of experience with our technology is only about $5 million. $5

million for products and technology that have taken over $50 million and 7 years to

develop and that are still attracting investment from foreign pharmaceutical companies.

8
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One of our foreign corporate partners summed this situation up perfectly last month: "$5

million? I'll take it!" And they will, if present conditions continue in the U.S.

Foreign acquisition of the U. S. Biotech industry is not the only potential

consequence of the current harsh financing climate. The industry is now beginning to see

significant layoffs. While the total number ofjobs involved is insignificant to the nation's

economy, I believe these layoffs will forever impact our industry because of the

psychological damage that is occurring. Entrepreneurial companies are staffed heavily by

people in the early, energetic part of their careers because of the long working hours and

dedication required. Salaried employees often work 60 to 70 hours per week without

additional compensation. They are motivated to do this because they share in the

company's vision and identify with the entrepreneurial spirit of the workplace. When,

and if, such a company has its first lay-off, an irreparable break in trust occurs between

the company and its employees. Sadly, it is usually the survivors of the lay-off who are

the most affected. From that point forward, the work ethic is never the same. I believe

that the lay-offs that are now occurring, because of this longest-ever hostile financing

environment, will forever change the productivity of our biotech industry, dulling it from

what it has been previously.

As to the causes and remedies of the current financing climate, I merely join

others in speculation. The issues are multi-faceted, so a single remedy likely will not

cure the patient. The simplistic diagnosis is that there are too many companies chasing

too little capital. Even without the current contraction in available capital, the ever

increasing flow of venture capital-spurred companies, each with an ever increasing

appetite for capital, had to eventually come into balance with the market's appetite.

Nevertheless, the current squeeze in available capital, now over two years old,

has been extreme. Viagene performed its Initial Public Offering during this period. In

addition to numerous breakfast, luncheon, and dinner presentations, we conducted 44

one-on-one meetings with potential institutional investors; our lead investment banker

had only had one biotech client exceed that number of presentations. Consequently, I feel

relatively well-informed about what has been on the minds of these investors recently.

It should come as no surprise to you that the debate over health care reform, and

price controls in particular, has been a major issue. This debate, more than most

legislative matters, seems to have been directed at the Americjin people, rather than about
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the American people. The pubhcity-seeking and confrontational manner in which some

in the Congress and the Administration have conducted this debate has unnerved

investors. The consequences of this have been harsher on the biotech industry than on the

pharmaceutical industry. Unlike the pharmaceutical giants that some legislators and

administration officials apparently believe must be reigned-in, biotech companies cannot

go into financing hibernation for several years while living off of a suet-pot of product

sales. Most biotech companies do not have any sales yet! As a result, we have been

caught in the crossfire in this battle among giants. At this point in time, I believe that the

damage inflicted on the biotechnology sector is so severe that a cessation in the battle

over health care reform and price controls will not in and of itself be sufficient to lead our

industry into a recovery. It is my view that proactivity on the part of Congress in the form

of financing stimuli, such as tax incentives, will be necessary.

Nevertheless, within the biotech community, I believe that gene therapy

companies will fare better than others. For sure, the gene therapy sector is suffering also.

However, interest in gene therapy is high among pharmaceutical companies.

Consequently, gene therapy companies will be better able to form strategic alliances than

many sectors of the biotech industry. This interest may also suggest a greater likelihood

for acquisition of gene therapy companies; consequently, I expect the flood of new gene

therapy companies that have formed recently to continue, but at a slower pace. This is

because a critical contributing factor in the start-up of venture capital funded companies

is the opportunity for future liquidity for those early investors. Pharmaceutical company

acquisition provides an alternative liquidity path to the traditional route of a public

offering.

My only concern regarding pharmaceutical acquisition interest in gene therapy is

that it is primarily non-domestic at this time. Domestic pharmaceutical companies have

been so beaten-up during the health care debate, and so distracted by the resulting

industry reorganization, that they seem less able to focus on long term research priorities.

These companies are pre-occupied by shorter-term distribution issues. European and

Japanese pharmaceutical companies are not under the same level of pressure. As a result,

domination over the U.S. gene therapy industry is shaping up to be a one-two punch, first

from Europe, then Japan. These companies appear to be more long-range in their

strategic planning and have identified gene therapy as an important future component of

medical and pharmaceutical practice.

10
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THE REGULATORYCUMATE

Finally, I have been asked to comment on certain policy issues that impact the

development of gene therapy. I would like to make brief statements on a few ethical

issues surrounding gene transfer, on government regulation of clinical trials and drug

approval, on price controls, and on technology transfer.

As the capabilities of gene transfer technology expand, there will no doubt be

numerous ethical issues that arise and will have to be dealt with. Based upon where the

field is today, I see two particular issues that deserve public discussion sooner, rather than

later. First, is the issue of germline transfer of genes. Although most people see this as

an issue that concerns purposeful modification of human germ cells (ova or sperm), I

believe the more important issue is inadvertent germline transfer. This will become more

apparent in the near future as technology is developed to target gene therapy within the

body. To the extent that such technology will involve intravenous administration of gene

therapy products, there is a risk of the blood-bom product reaching the ovaries or testes.

This could result in inadvertent modification of germline tissue while trying to treat

primary disease.

The second ethical issue involves the extent to which technically feasible, but

commercially impractical, treatments will be rationed. Technically, gene therapists have

proven that ADA deficiency can be treated with gene therapy; commercially, however, it

may be an impractical product. Should the government supply this treatment if no

pharmaceutical or biotechnology companies are willing to provide it? At what cost?

This is particularly relevant given the high priority Congress is putting on cost

containment of health care.

On the subject of government regulation of clinical trials and drug approval, I find

my experience at Viagene to be somewhat at variance to that of many of my colleagues in

biotechnology. Perhaps this is due to our major focus on treatments for HIV infection

and cancer. Nevertheless, our company has only compliments to offer about the actions

of the FDA. We have been dealing primarily with the Division of Cellular & Gene

Therapies, Dr. Phil D. Noguchi, Director, which is part of the Center for Biological

Evaluation and Research. We have found them to be rigorous but reasonable. More

importantly, they have been very responsive and prompt in their interactions with our

company, allowing us to make important decisions or changes quickly, without

U
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compromising the aggressive development schedules we are pursuing for these fatal

diseases. Finally, we have found the FDA staff to be scientifically more knowledgeable

about gene therapy than other government agencies that have been involved in clinical

trial regulation.

In contrast, we have sometimes found the other non-FDA regulators to be

capricious, uninformed, and unresponsive. Consequently, we are encouraged and pleased

by recent developments that centralize the coordination and regulation of gene therapy

clinical trials under the FDA.

In terms of price control issues, the industry wishes to praise the efforts of this

Committee and the Technology Subcommittee for the exceptional educational effort it

has undertaken during the health care debate. No committee has better understood the

role of innovation in improving patient outcomes and lowering health care costs. You

have had a real impact in defending health care innovators and for that we are very

appreciative.

The position of BIO and the industry on price controls has been that they stifle our

ability to raise capital and, therefore, deprive us of the capital we need to fund research.

With so few biotechnology companies marketing products, we must rely on investors to

fund research and price controls tell these investors that their upside opportunity for

profits is limited. Investments in the biotechnology industry are risky enough and price

controls fully tip the balance in favor of other investments in less risky ventures which

operate in a freer market.

We are sure to see price control proposals again and we hope to work with the

Committee to ensure that these proposals do not become law.

In terms of technology transfer, let me say two things. First, many biotechnology

companies have been founded around basic research funded by the National Institutes of

Health, particularly its extramural program with the universities and foundations. Our

ability to transfer basic research to private companies for commercialization is one of the

greatest strengths we have and it is vital to American competitiveness. Second, the

technology transfer process is threatened by the insistence of NIH on reviewing future

product pricing of its CRADA and license partners in its intramural program. This price

review process leads many biotechnology companies to refuse to enter into these

12
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agreements and there is a real fear that this price review process will be extended to the

extramural program with disastrous results. If this same price review approach were

extended to the CRADA and license programs of NTIS or other government agencies, it

would be a disaster for the whole technology transfer effort of the government. We
recommend that the Committee communicate its concern about the NIH price review

policy to NIH, which is currently reviewing this policy.

OUR HOPE FOR THE FUTURE

In closing, I encourage the committee's continued interest in this important

frontier of science. Gene therapy is potentially the most effective and longest-term

treatment for mankind's most dreaded diseases. Its impact on human health could

potentially equal or exceed that of sanitation, antibiotics, or vaccines, which are often

named as the most important man-made health contributions of all times. Our country

has been blessed with the privilege of leadership in this field. Nevertheless, we should

understand that continued leadership is not a right, it must be earned through responsible,

thoughtful, and diligent use of this technology. These obligations extend bevond the

scientific community into government and industry. If these three constituencies do not

in aggregate fulfill our country's obligations, then others will step into the breach.

Viagene feels a sense of obligation to America and its citizens. But we see our

obligation as being first and foremost to save American lives and reduce American

suffering. Regrettably, if we cannot obtain domestically the capital resources to fulfill

this dream, we will do so off-shore. In my view, the current climate in this country,

particularly with regard to financing, is incompatible with continued technical leadership

in gene therapy. I urge you to provide legislative leadership before we lose control over

this important field.

Thank you for your invitation to testify and for your attention. I would be happy

to answer your questions.

13
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Revenue $8.52 nil (1992) compared to $4,611 mil (1991)
Net loss <$3.093 rail> (1992) compared to <Sl.95 Biil> (1991)
Earnings <loss> per share <$0 .49/3hare> (1992) compared to

50.00/share (1991)
Average shares outstanding 6.272K (1992) compared to (1991)
Total assets $8,171 mil (1992) compared to $6,526 rail (1991)
Equity capital raised is through private placements with
venture capital investors and pharmaceutical companies

Raised $7 nil through private placement of Series D preferred
stock (8/91)

Domain Associates
31 Ventures-THREE I VENTURES
Biotechnology Investments, Ltd
Fairfield Venture Partners
Accel Partners
Cable & Howse Ventures
Sorrento Ventures
Advent Inter.national
Indosuez Technology Ventures
Chancellor CapitalJManagecant— '

Gj:fieJ3_CEPss'~Corp
•OSesign and develop gene-based drugs and assays Cor the

treatment of viral infections, cancers, and other seriojj
^

—

ca lli .i l ar diseases —
SUBJECT TERMS: Diagnostics (NEC); Genetic Engineering/Analysis; Allergy/Anti
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AGREEMENTS

inflammatory/Autoimmune Therapeutics; Gene Therapy; Drug
Delivery/Design/ Formulation; Therapeutics (NEC)
Bayer, Factor VIII gene therapy product for hemophilia A, three

year development and licensing agreement—Bayer to provide
up to $9 mil in up-front license fees, research funding,
and milestone payaents, (1/93)

Chiron Corp, gene transfer product for the prevention and
treatment of cancer, and gene therapy drug-activation
technology, R&D agreenient, ( 11/93)

Green Cross Corp, HIV immunotherapeutics, §40 rail R&D and
worldwide licensing agreement (4/91), extended agreement
for two years, (4/94)

Miles Inc, genetic therapy product for hemophilia A, R&D
agreement, (12/92)

US Army, vaccines against malaria and other infectious
diseases using gene transfer technology , development
agreement- -Viagene to receive exclusive rights of first
refusal to license any technology resulting from the
collaboration, (8/92)

6 DEV: Projects ranging from therapeutics to clinical assays,
including viral and cancer inununotherapeutics and drug
potentiating agents, drug carriers, and quantitative assays
for direct viral detection and raeasurement

IN DEV: HIV immunotherapeutic drug to deliver a gene sequence for
HIV into cells ex vivo, in Phase I clinicals (4/93)

HiV immunotherapeutii Via direct injection, in Phase I
clinicals (8/93)

HBV immunotherapeutic, in research phase
HSV inumunotherapeutic, in research phase
Lymphokine imnunotherapeutic for melanona, in clinicals
Ce£vjl,ca-L^cancer immunotherapeutic , in research phase
Chiron's Aldesleukin (riL-2) and Viagene' s gamma IFN gene
therapy product for melanoma, in clinicals (4/94)

COMPANY TYPE: Public

>t^PROD
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The ability

to produce protein

drugs intracellularly makes possible

entirely new strategies for managing life- threatening diseases,

Viagene, Inc.
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Viagene, Inc.

is a biopharmaceutical company organized to discover, develop,

manufacture and market gene transfer drugs for the treatment of

viral diseases, cancers and genetic disorders. Founded in

1987, the Company is a pioneer in the emerging field of gene

transfer technology. This new technology permits therapeutic

proteins to be produced inside of cells, where the majority of

disease processes originate. The ability to produce therapeutic

proteins intracellularly represents a significant advance

in pharmaceutical science that will provide improved methods for

the treatment of life-threatening illness. With leading edge

technical strength, experienced management and a sound strategic

focus, Viagene expects to be among the first companies to bring

gene transfer drugs to the market.
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Stored within the nucleus of each human cell is a library

of biochemical instructions -genes -that govern all of

the body's metabolic activities. Genes are made of DNA

(deoxyribonucleic acid), a molecule consisting of long chains

of nucleic acid subunits. Aamg in concert, genes control

the many complex and interrelated functions of cells

by serving as blueprints for the production of proteins.

Proteins are essential to all bodily processes, from

digestion and food absorption to breathing and blood

circulation When funaionmg as hormones and enzymes,

proteins control a vast array of biochemical reactions

They maintain the delicate internal balance that results m

the regulated grov^rth and renewal of cells,

the normal functioning of vital organs and

glands, and protection of the body from

foreign invaders. Because proteins perform

so many physiological tasks, their dysfunc-

tion can be responsible for numerous dis-

ruptions in normal bodily processes Thus,

the majority of human diseases are actually linked to dis-

rupted protein performance.

Currently Available Drugs

Traditional drugs are often smalt molecules that interact

with proteins throughout the body. Such drugs exert

physiological activity in one of two ways: they can either

enhance or inhibit the normal funaion of protein mole-

cules. Newer biopharmaceutical products are often large

protein molecules that act as replacements for the body's

own proteins. However, both traditional drugs and biophar-

maceuticals usually function in the extracellular environment.

generally interacting with receptors on a'cell's outer

membrane A small proportion of existing drugs can effi-

ciently permeate the cell's outer membrane, usually only

if they are delivered in high dosages. However, high doses

may also lead to toxic side effects

Gene Transfer Drug s

The majority of currently available drugs either are unable

to be transported efficiently into a cell's interior, where

most disease processes originate, or lack specificity for a

particular disease process. The cell membrane has long

been a biological barrier to the effeaive treatment of many

diseases, particularly intracellular diseases such as viral

infections, cancers and genetic diseases.

Now, the advent of gene transfer drugs

allows therapeutic proteins to be produced

inside cells. This provides an opportunity at

the intracellular level to replace or inacti-

vate the effects of disease-causing genes,

or to augment normal gene functions to

overcome illness Thus, gene transfer drugs have the poten-

tial to treat disease processes at their source

For example, certain genetic diseases that are caused

by a dysfunaional human gene might be treated through

augmentation gene therapy. These could include such

diseases as hemophilia, emphysema, cystic fibrosis, muscu-

lar dystrophy, diabetes type I, and even certain forms of

cardiovascular disease. However, the greatest opportunity

for early application of gene transfer drugs is in the field

of immunology specifically, by enhancing the body's

immune response to disease.

therapeutic proteins

produced directly inside cells

^

processes originate
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Modern View of the Immune SyVtem

The powerful contnbution that gene transfer technology can

make to the immunotherapy field can be appreciated fully

through examination of today's evolving view of the human

immune system. Recent advances in molecular biology and

immunology are providing a new understanding of the key

elements and functions of the immune system. Scientists have

identified specific mechanisms that tngger responses distinctly

from either the humoral (antitmdy) or cell-mediated compo-

nents of the immune system. This is leading to the develop-

ment of new and innovative therapeutic strategies to harness

the power of the immune system to combat currently untreat-

able illnesses.

Humoral and Cell-Mediated Immunity

The immune system can be viewed as being comprised of a

humoral and a cell-mediated arm or component. The prima-

ry products of the humoral component are antibodies, while

the pnmary products of the cell-mediated component are

cytotoxic T-lymphocytes (CTLs), or "killer T-cells," Antibodies

are effective for neutralizing or tagging viruses and bacteria

in the extracellular environment. However, antibodies typi-

cally are ineffective in killing whole cells, that is, host cells

that are vitally infected or cancerous. Consequently, the

body relies on CTLs, or killer T-cells, to destroy cancer cells

and cells infected by viruses.

Of key significance in immune system regulation is

the "ma|or histocompatibility complex" (MHC), molecules

formerly known as "transplantation antigens," There are

two major types of MHC molecules - Class I and Class II

MHC molecules are essential suweillance elements that give

a cell the ability to "present" or "serve up" foreign proteins

(antigens) to one or the other of the body's two immune

system components. Without MHC molecules, the immune

system would be severely restricted in recognizing and res-

ponding to anything that is foreign to the body.

How Antigens Are Recognized

The specific role of each MHC class is related to its functional

location within a cell MHC I molecules reside around the

protein factories (eg., endoplasmic reticulum) of a cell. They

monitor the output of these factories and transport processed

samples (antigens) of newly produced protein to the cell sur-

face. MHC II molecules, on the other hand, reside in vesicles

(lysosomes) that engulf and destroy extracellular materials

(such as foreign proteins that bind to the cell's surface) MHC II

molecules monitor the contents of these vesicles and similarly

transport processed samples (antigens) to the cell surface

At the cell surface, the two immune system components

survey all that is presented by MHC molecule:, but with

exquisite specificity, the humoral or antibody component

can only recognize MHC ll-offered samples, while the cell-

mediated component can only recognize MHC l-offered

samples. This specificity is maintained because of the behav-

ior and function of white blood cells called T-cells, which

are integral parts of both the humoral and cell-mediated

components of the immune system In particular, T-cells of

the CDS'*' subclass, which when activated become CTLs, can

only recognize MHC I, while T-cells of the CD4+ subclass,

which when activated assist in antibody production, can

only recognize MHC II

Harnessing Cell-Mediated Immunity

Although severe viral infections and many cancers naturally

elicit a cell-mediated immune response, the nature of these

diseases is to compromise the effeaiveness of this response.

Many of these diseases are known to suppress the produc-

tion of MHC I, for example, making it difficult for the

immune system to adequately recognize diseased cells By

penetrating the orchestrated intracellular world of MHC,

gene transfer drugs are able to vigorously enhance stimula-

tion of the cell-mediated component of the immune system.

By producing foreign proteins intracellularly - thereby activat-

ing MHC I presentation - gene transfer drugs leverage the

specificity and potency of the cell-mediated response of the

immune system in combatting cancer and viral diseases
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technology can be used

to introduce therapeutically

useful gene sequences into cells.
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( WiigelTe ipeutlc St >tegy )

Viagene's initial focus is the development of imtnunotherapeu-

tic products that function by "mimicking" disease processes,

thereby triggering potent immune responses to intracellular

diseases such as petsistem viral infections and cancers. These

diseases often exist because the body has failed to irxjunt an

effective response to a foreign or altered protein.

Activating Cytotoxic T-Cells (CTLs)

Immunotherapies under development at Viagene are designed

to overcome elements of tfie pattiogenic process that allow

viruses and cancers to evade detection by the immune system.

Viagene's immunotherapeutic dnjgs woric by delivering genes

ttiat code for specific foreign or altered proteins. These genes

ttien express ttie foreign antigens in a manner that mimio

infection and optimizes immune recognition and response.

Viagene uses genetically engineered viral vectors (specifi-

cally murine retroviral vectors) to deliver gene sequences

into cells. This results in the intracellular production of specific

proteins, which in turn activates a cytotoxic T-lymphocyte

immune response. By contrast, if such proteins would be

delivered to tfie extracellular environment, they would instead

be engulfed into the lysosomes of a cell and stimulate an

antibody response.

Retroviral vectors facilitate the production of therapeutic

proteins without altering or disrupting other normal cell

functions. This allows tfie mimicking of disease processes witfv

out any of the immunosuppressive effects associated with

natural viral infections and cancers

HIV Imfflunotherapeutic

Viagene's lead product is an immunotherapeutic for tfie

treatment of human immunodeficiency vinjs (HIV) infection,

the virus associated with AIDS. The product emptoys a geneti-

cally engineered murine retroviral vector to achieve intracellular

delivery of a gene sequence that codes for certain HIV proteins.

The resulting intracellular production of these foreign proteins

leads to a vigorous respoiW of cytotoxic T-lympfiocytes against

cells infected with HIV.

Hon-raplicAtlng r«trovlral

VActora ar* usvd to

dalivar ganatlc aaqu«RC«8

that ttncoda for aolectad

viral pcotaina.

the intracellular

foreign
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( Viagene'3 Gene Transfer Technology )

Viagen^'s gene transfer technology is broadly based and can

be applied to develop products for treating not only genetic

diseases, but also serious viral infections and cancers. A key

element of any gene transfer technology is the method used

to deliver therapeutic genes into living cells. Until recently,

however, practical or commercially viable methods for

introduong genes into cells have not existed. Although there

have been a variety of methods available, including both

chemical methods as well as the use of bactena or viruses as

delivery vehicles ("vectors"), most methods have had signifi-

cant disadvantages.

The ideal gene

delivery system should

have four key features. J

First, the vector should inte-

grate therapeutic DNA safe-

ly and actively into a host

cell's genome, ensuring

stable, long-term expres-

sion of the gene. Second,

the vector should be non-

replicating. Replicating viruses

used as vectors are invariably toxic to

the cells they infect, and can cause life

threatening infections in humans. Third, the ideal vertor

should have a substantial payload capacity, i.e., it should be

able to carry genes of varying size. Fourth, the vector should

not produce any proteins of its own. These proteins could

lead to an extraneous immune system attack on the vector-

treated cells that could compromise the effectiveness and

safety of subsequent treatments.

Murine retroviral vectors are the only vectors that pre-

sently satisfy all of these gene delivery requirements. They

can be engineered to be non-replicating, they are not patho-

genic to humans, they produce no proteins other than the

therapeutic protein of interest, they reliably and efficiently

integrate into the host cell's genome, and they can carry over

95% of those genes currently associated with a human disease.

Every major gene transfer company, including Viagene,

and the large majority of academic investigators, have select-

ed murine retroviral vectors for use in clinical trials. No other

vector system has been shown to be more effective or safer

than murine retroviral vectors.

Viagene has distinguished itself among the users of

retroviral vectors in two important areas, first, Viagene has

developed manufaauring cell lines that are the most efficient

producers of vector product of any that have

been reported so far. In some instances,

Viagene's manufactunng cell

lines are between 1 Wold and

1 00-fold more productive

than other cell lines.

Second, Viagene has

created a new type of

manufacturing cell line that

produces products with

no detectable "helper virus"

contamination, a common

concern in some other cell lines.

A final advantage for using retroviral

vectors relates again to the fact that they produce no

extraneous proteins. Viagene has used this feature

to establish a unique, propnetary assay for functionally

measuring the presence of specific CTL responses.

Until now, all assays for measurement of specific CTL

responses have been indirea and inadequate, leading to

confusing claims within the scientific community regard-

ing the effertiveness of various therapeutic vaccines to

promote a CTL response.

In summary, Viagene is strongly positioned to be the

first gene transfer company to commercialize this important

new technology.
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The efficiency of this produa m producing a CTL response has

been demonstrated in a mouse model and m macaque

monkeys, and has now advanced into human clinical tnals Of

particular significance is the discovery in laboratory experiments

that these CTL responses recognize the vanous strains or

mutations of HIV, Thus, a CTL response that is elicited using a

vector product derived from one strain of HfV can recognize

and kill cells mfeaed by most, if not all, other strains of HIV.

This discovery has been confirmed using human cells infected

with live HIV as targets

Future Viagene Products

Viagene is initial^ developing products in what is perhaps the

most promising area within the broad arena of gene transfer

technology- immunotherapy. The Company's products are

designed to tap into the body's existing mechanisms for

processing foreign antigens. In doing so, Viagene's products

can be used to elicit therapeutic immune responses against a

vast array of viral infections and malignancies

Vinjses ard cancers share a common property that

makes them opportune targets for gene transfer therapeutics

Throughout their life cycle, viruses and cancers produce a

number of distinct proteins Because these proteins are foreign

to those normally produced by a cell, they sen/e as specific

"markers" that distinguish diseased from normal cells Func-

tioning as the body's natural defense mechanism, the immune

system has evotved a specialized mechanism to recognize

and destroy cells that display foreign proteins produced by

viral infection or malignancy. This mechanism is the MHC I-

mediated CTL response Viagene's immunotherapeutic

products are designed to assist the immune system m mount-

ing a highly coordinated and specific CTL attack against

intracellular disease

Other Immunotherapeutic Products

The gene transfer technology that N^agene has developed for

its HIV immunotherapeutic products holds great promise for

the treatment of other serious viral infections, as well as certain

gene transfer

treat

and certain
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cancers Viagene's strategy is to apply this gene transfer tech-

nology to the treatment of other serious diseases, such as

those caused by hepatitis B virus, herpes simplex virus,

human papillomavirus and Epstein-Barr virus The human

papilloma and Epstem-Barr viruses are believed to be the

causative agents leading to the development of cervical

cancer and nasopharyngeal (nose and throat) cancer, respec-

tively. Parasitic infections such as malana and leprosy are also

potential targets for Viagene's therapeutic approach

Viagene's technology may also prove valuable in veten-

nary medicine. There is a great need for effective therapeutic

products to treat diseases such as feline immunodeficiency

virus (the equivalent of AIDS in cats), equine infectious

anemia (a disease of horses), avian flu (a disease of chickens),

and visna virus (which affects sheep).

Future Gene Transfer Products

Longer-term, other exciting applications of gene transfer

technology also will be realized. Through the use of murine

retroviral vectors, it will be possible to deliver human gene

sequences for the purpose of augmenting or replacing

defective human genes that cause disease First among

these possibilities will be diseases whose gene products do

not require targeting to a specific cell type or location in

the biody - for example, treatment of hemophilia A

through use of the gene sequence for Factor VIII protein.

Later, effective treatments for diseases such as diabetes,

cystic fibrosis, muscular dystrophy, certain types of emphyse-

ma, and certain diseases involving elevated blood cholesterol

levels may also be achievable.

In summary, the field of gene transfer technology is

opening the door to treatment opportunities that were only

dreams just a decade ago.

Glossary

Antigen - a molecule, usually a fragment of protein, that

is recognized by the immune system as foreign, or non-self

Cell-Mediated - occurs through the direct action

of cells

CTL (cytotoxic T-lymphocyte) - a T-lymphocyte

that kills other cells.

Gene Transfer Technology - the delivery of a func-

tional gene into a living cell.

Lymphocyte - a class of white blood cells that includes two

sub-classes, B-lymphocytes (B<ells) and T-lymphocytes (T<ells).

B-lymphocyte - a sub<lass of lymphocytes that can pro-

duce antibodies.

T-lymphocyte - a sub-class of lymphocytes comprised of

cell types that have different primary functions. For exam-

ple, CD4* T-lymphocytes assist in antibody production,

whereas CDS* T-lymphocytes can become CTLs

Major mstocompatlbllity Complex (MHCI - a

system of molecules whose cellular function is to bind and

present antigens to the immune system. Has two major

classes, MHC l and MHC II

""^ ^ - class of MHC that presents antigens to the cell-

mediated (CTL) arm of the immune system.

MH'^ II - class of MHC that presents antigens to the

humoral (antibody) arm of the immune system.

Murine - mouse.

Retroviral Vector - type of gene transfer drug that

uses a genetically engineered retrovirus as a carrier vehicle

to deliver a therapeutic gene into a living cell

Retrovirus - a type of virus with "RNA genes' whose

life cycle after infecting a host cell includes converting its

RNA genes into DNA genes, which are then inserted into

the chromosomes of the cell it has infected.
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Mr. Valentine. Thank you, sir. I thank all of you.

Well, let me kind of start my questions at the end. From the tes-

timony, especially of Mr. Abbott and Dr. Swarz, about this situa-

tion that has affected the flow of capital to these—into these specu-

lative enterprises, I know you are talking about of course the ef-

forts of health care reform.

But in all fairness, wasn't capital a problem before this Adminis-
tration began to move health care reform up to the top burner on
the stove? I mean, is that all the problem?
Mr. Abbott, No, certainly not. As you will find in my written tes-

timony, the

—

Mr. Valentine. Excuse me. I will come back there. How about
you, Dr. Swarz? Is that all the problem? You seem to be pretty

tough on this.

Mr. Swarz. No, it is not all the problem, Mr. Valentine, but up
until February of 1993, capital had been readily available in the
equity markets for most biotechnology offerings, new company of-

ferings, entrepreneurial offerings. One might argue that there was
some excess in the marketplace and that some companies that
went public and raised money shouldn't have raised money but, for

the most part, the capital was available.

When it became clear early in the current administration's start

after the President took office that what the health care policy

—

health care reform would look like that indeed price controls were
going to be part of that policy, and that the President and his col-

leagues and Mrs. Clinton vocally went after the pharmaceutical in-

dustry on price, it had a demonstrative chilling effect on the prices,

current daily prices of all drug companies, major pharmaceutical
firms and on the prices of biotechnology stocks and they began to

decline precipitously.

Mr. Valentine. They should have concentrated on insurance
companies. Anyway, I don't want to—you know, I understand what
you are saying and I—but I know that none of you are saying that
in an effort to do something about a terrible problem in the country
and that's health care. I mean, nobody in their right minds wants
to do anything that would adversely affect the quality.

In my district, probably we might come behind California and
New Jersey in the number of pharmaceuticals Research Triangle
Park and elsewhere in that district—and so that has been for me
a political problem as well as for others, but I hope we are not say-
ing that when we address the problem of how to create a situation
in this country, that we c£ui have a minimum amount of govern-
ment interferencp or government meddling and do something to try
to bring the costs down.
My God, to go to the hospital now, one of those little country hos-

pitals and stay overnight, 3,000 bucks. We don't want to create a
situation, I hope, where any segment of this industry is off limits.

Mr. Swarz. Congressman, I agree with you and it isn't off limits
and I do not mean to give that impression. However, I think it is

a mistake to assume that if one controls or puts a price control on
what is effectively 7 percent of a trillion-dollar expense and makes
the assumption that controlling that 7 percent and bringing it

down to 4 percent of a trillion-dollar expense is going to have any
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meaningfiil effect on the overall cost of health care is frankly living
in a gilded cage. I mean, it is not going to happen.
And I think what people on Wall Street said, that if government

is going to go after that 7 percent of a trillion-dollar business, that
they are making a mistake and investors, again, are trying to mini-
mize risks. No one wants to fight the U.S. Government and they
avoided the stocks.

Mr. Valentine. Well, you can't really tell what causes Wall
Street to be scared, can you?
Mr. SwARZ. Well, that's true, you can't.

Mr. Valentine. I didn't mean to cut you off, Mr. Abbott. I will
come back to you and I am laboring under some constraints myself.
I don't mean to suggest that this, my presiding today is too much
of a good thing, but I was—I didn't know I was going to have this
much of an opportunity and I have run into some problems, I have
a constituent meeting, so I am going to have to wrap this up and
ask you to respond to questions that we send to you, perhaps. But,
Mr. Abbott, I did cut you off so go ahead.
Mr. AbbO'^TT. Actually, First Boston was our banker and I think

he's represented what I would have said.

Mr. Valentine. I was going to ask him a while ago if he's a doc-
tor doctor or a money doctor. We need both.

Well, I will just ask one question then. I do want to have Dr.
Walters comment briefly on what he sees as the ethical issues in-

volved in the testing in humans, human trials.

Mr. Walters. Are you referring to gene therapy that doesn't in-

volve reproductive cells, that only involves the patient's own cells

in an attempt to treat that patient's disease?
Mr. Valentine. That first and the other next.

Mr. Walters. All right. With the treatment of the patient's own
cells and no attempt to pass changes on to the patient's descend-
ants, I think the issues are very similar to those that one would
face with testing any new drug or new device or new vaccine. There
is a safety question. We want to be sure from preliminary studies
that patients are not likely to be hurt. There's also a question of

good design and an adequate science base so that there is a reason-
able hope of getting reliable results from the study.
And then I think the question of good disclosure and an informed

consent by the participants is very important. I am sad to say that
even after local institutional review boards have reviewed consent
forms for many of the gene therapy studies, we still have to do
major surgery on those consent forms to simplify them and to make
very clear what the goal of initial gene therapy studies will be.

Mr. Valentine. Okay. As I stated earlier, we might have ques-
tions from Members who are not here, those who have been here
and had to depart. And we would appreciate it within reason if you
would respond to those.

And let me, as we have said to the other panels, thank you very
much for your words of wisdom.
Thank you.

And with that, the committee is adjourned.
[Whereupon, at 4:48 p.m., the committee was adjourned.]
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Services
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Application of Current Statutory

Authorities to Human Somatic Cell

Therapy Products and Gene Therapy
Products; Notice
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may be modi£ed ex vivo for subsAqu^nt
administretioD or may be alterod in vivo
by gene therapy products given directly

to Uie Eub)oct Whon (he geaetU
manipuktion is performed ax vivo on
cells that are theo administered to the
patient

.
this is also a typ« of somatic cell

tiierx^y Tbo gonatit laacipulHtion may
be intended lo preveni. tt«!i. aim.
diagnose, or mitigHie disease ur mfuhec
ia humans

2. Final Prodiict* Containin^^ the Genetic
Meterial Intended for Cene Therapy

Fina) products rnotniniiig the genetic
tnatehji] intandnd for KVoe thenpv are

refuted as bicloglca] products
requiring PLA's (e.j> . vind mctorb
containing genetic loateria] lo be
transferred, ex vivo trmudured cells and
analogous products) or as drugs
requirjug NDA's (o.g., synthetic
productsi regaixUe.';^ of wbofhsi they nr«

intended for use in vivo ur ex vivo.

Gene ihei'spy products Ib^ are licensed
biotuijiijil products will be approved as

biuiugical products Intendno fiir further

manu&ctuie ifthe}' are intenHad to be
used Bx vivo during the manuiactute of
genetically altered cslU
Examples include the folluwuig: (1J A

synthetic polynucleotidB seffuonce
intsndod to alter a q>ecific genetic
sequence in human somatic cells after

systemic adOiinistiHliuu is reflated as

a drug roqiiiriu^ go NDA; (2) a retrovirel

ventnr rnntaining the adenosine
deaminase (ADA) gene. uHmdsd to be
administered intrBveouusly to the

patient, is regulated as o blologlcat
product requiring a PIA. and (3) a

retrovimi vodor containiuti the ADA
gene and intended to modify cells ex
vivo lA rv^iibttml ix ft tnfilQg)i:ji] product
UilHiided for further oiMriufaclure

requiring a PLA.

3 Viral Vector Systems Intended lor

l^rthsfr Mantifefiuie Into Kmal Products

The nranulactur* and quality conti-ol

of viral vector systems (i .e., not

CDolainiJig the cumptete genetic

material) that are designed to serve as
Ibe starting poioi fot further

manuiactui« intu dial priKlu<:1.\ (i.tt

.

insertion of additional geiintic inatHrial

into the vwlur) may be descrlhnd in a

drug cnaster file

C. Anctliary Pwducts Vsvd dunsig
Pmduclioit of Somatic CeU T/ierapies

Numscous products will be used
during production of somabc cell

therapy kxamplat include the

following (!) Bioreactorr and cell

CuUuring syirtoms, (2) cninpnoentz of

culture media, (3j i-ux- or biologic-tike

components used to activate or

otherwise change the biologlcai

characteristics of the i-eiis, (4) t»rtain

antisause polyruK.lnotide'; end (A)

agents >is»d to purjie o: select or

stimulate spHCi£c cell popolatiuus A
coaunon cbarHi::teristic of these products
is that they are intended to act on the

csUs, rathar than to have an
indepeudent efler.t on the partiont.

Additiaually. thti uitaoded actiuu of

these pajduits is attt liepeuditnl uiiou

iDcorpoTBtinu into the somatit cell with
maintenance of the products' atrtictural

or functional inlegnty
Those products meet the de&iitiaD of

medical devices 1 hay ore regublind as

devices, with the type ot raj^atory
control being determinad according to

codified procedures, to Cf»ntTast.

products admioistered directly lo

pabeats or products whose function

requires luonporatiDn into the aomatic
cuJIs with maintenflnre to Rome degree

of strumiral or fnnnional integrity (e.g.,

viral or mhei vectors containing genetic

material lo be used in gene therapy) ate

not considesed onciilar)' products:

tathoT. they arc rogulatod as drugs or

biological pmducrts.

Tb« fjenler phlnarily respotisiblr liir

regulaiiog a pnrticular device will Iw
deslnnat**ti hixjurdiiiy, 1«i iIik i:-.irTeot

interceDtm agreements >or example,
according to the cuncnt agreement.
CDER will roxuleti! thv' synthetic
antisimse compounds. (ipR will be
leapooslMe fir mcmorinmil antibody-
baaed purging aj^ots. and CDKH will

nvHneae the appnival nf txoroacloil:

D. Combination Products

Many somatic cell products

administertKl to patienU will be
combiuatiuns of a biotogiOil product
and a device oi of a drug, a bioloj^uil

produn, and a devire, Fxajnples
Include tbe following (11 Encapsulated
pancreatic islel cells aecretiag insulin

and (2) n device containing
eocapsiJa'ad oolk sacreUng a
notiititjan.smittei The comoiiuition
products for which the primary
muchanisin of action is that of the
somatic rrll therapy rotttpnnent will he
i«giilaled as hiolngical products.

IV. CnmxxiBats

hlM recogni^Bs that somatic cell and
gena therapy products constitute a new
and emerging scientific ari?o. thp agency
will review and consider written

comments on the ragulativy appi-ueUi

S4it forth in tins notice. Any commenU
received will be considered in

determining whether amendments to. or
revisions of, the appmech are

wcrrantod Two copies of any comments
should b« submitted, except that

Individual' may submit oau copy.

(>>imneDt5 ar^ to be identified with the
doctel number found Is brarket? m the

heading of this do<~uinent tjommenls
received are available for puhlic
examination is ttio Docknts
MaaagemsDt Dronrii (address above}
between B a,m. end 4 p.m.. Monday
through Friday

DshkL Septmntier U, 1943

MidiMt K. Taylor.

I^paty Coumuamnfrfar ^tlicj

rm Ooc Bl-.24aiH KilMl 10-i:i-93: 9 45 ami

eauHo cooc «i«a-«i-f
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DCPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND
HUMAN senviccs

Food and Drvg AchnlnlMrallon

(Dodwl f«o. MN-OITS)

Application ot Current Statutory
AulhertliM 10 Human Somatic Call

Ttiarapy Products and Qena Ttiarapy
Product*

•UCMCY: Food and Drue Adminictntlon.
HHS
ACTION: Notice

•»»IM«i»T.- The Kood and Ilrug

Adaunmration WVfi) U nuking
available, through this documant. b
Btatomooit of tho maimer in whicJi FDA's
cuiToat statutory authanties governing
theeapeutic products apply to famDm
som&tir cell therapy praii»<lK snd gone
therapy products FDA is publishing
this srtatsment in raspoDSe to reoue^s
that the agsocy clarify its isgulatory
approach and provide guidimce to
manufacturers of products intrnidad to
be uced is somatic cell ihtrrapy or gene
therapy As sdsstific knowledge in the
ana ol tumatic call and g«ie therapy
Cbittinuafi to accumulate and evolve, iha
agsncy's ipptmch may ako evolve
OATCE Submit wittton comments on the
docurooDt by Oeoembot 13, 1993.

ADDnESSEB: Submit writteo comizisatB
to the Dockets MaoagemaDt Branch
(HFA -305), Food and Drug
AdnunistTHtiun, rm. 1-23, 12420
Parkla%«i Dr., Rnckvilla, MD 70857.
Submit investigstioaaj new drug
applications (INU's) for somatic cell

therapy and gone therapy products to
tike Division of Application Review and
Policy (HFM^SS), OSce of
Therapeutics RasHarcb and Review,
OntHr fni Biologies Evaluation and
HivittHrch

, Food and Drug
Administratiou, 1401 Rockville Piie,
RockvUle MD 2(»52-144«. Submit
writtsn requests for single copies of the
documant entitled Tointa to Ckinsider
in Human .Somatic Cell Therapy and
t«ue Thurapy" to the Congressional and
Consuroei Afiairs Brandi (HFM-12J,
Center for Bii>U));ics Evaluation and
Reaaarch, Food and Drug
Administration. 1401 KockviUe Pike.
RockviUe, MD 20852-1448. 301-295-
snoo. Sand two telf-addiesed adliesive
labels to assist that office iu pnjcmsin);
requests

HW FiamcR itFomtaTKM coNTaCT: Ana
Uttnd C«iii>«, Cwter for Biolu|$ks
E-™lujition and Researcfa (HFM-635),
Food and Drug AdministrHtiQn. 1401
RockviUe Pike. Rockville, MD 20B5Z-
1448. 3O1-SB4-3074.

uimjBmKrmn wronwaTiow;

L Introdaction

As a (xinsBquencs of adtmtificand
biolechnological progiew during the
psitt decade, new therapies involving
somatic cfllit and geiKtic material are
being investigated, and cnmniercixil

development of produdj for use in
sofloatlc cell therapies and gene
thempifls is oocmiing Existing FDA
statutory authorities, although auected
prior to the advent of somatic cell and
gene therapies, are siiffioinitly broed in
scope to encompass thera new products
and require that areas such as quahty
contiul, safety, potency, and sBiuicy be
thoroughly Rddrsssed prim to

mai^tiug Mmiiitactureis andahei
intHiwBted parties have (wentioned FDA
regarding how such prodocts will be
ragulatsd. This statement outlioos tlu;

current FMulatoty approach to pioducte
intended Rs use in somatic calTaiKl
gene therapies

n. Background

A. Legal Authorities

FDA regulates Dumerous kinds of
products intended to pmv«nt. treat, or
diagnose disaasns or injnrins under legaj

authorities establishml iu the Public
Health Service Act (the PHS Act) and
the Federal Food. Drug, and Cosmetic
Act (the act) Section 3S1(«1 of the PHS
Act<42 U.S.t;. 2e2|a)) identiiisea
bioiogicaJ product as "suy virus,

therapeutic spnim. toxin, antitoxin
vacciue. blood, blutxl coujpoaent or
derivative, alleigenic product, or
BDBlogous product, or uspbenamiiie or
iu derivatives (or any oth«r Irivalnnt

organic arsenic tsjmpound), applicable
to the prevention, treetmeat, or cure of
diseases ck Injuries of man." Section
20HkKi1 uf thttai.-! (21 U.S.C. 321(8)11))
defines th« term *^drug," in part as
"articles intended for use in the
diagnosis, cure, mitigation, tnslment, or
prevBntion of disease in man or other
animals." The teim "devic*" is dernwd
In section 20l(h} of the act, in part, a»:

* * * "an instmnjBiit, apparatus.
implezneat marhine. cuatnvanoa. tnmlant.
m vitio re^gant. or other similar or rmatad
aiticia • • • intended for use in the diagnosis
of dissBsa or <7thv[ ooodttioiu, gff in the cure,
mitigation, tr»ami«tit or pzevButtOD of
dlsaaw. in man or otliar aslmi^. • * * w^ich
does no* Bcla«vtt itj primary lat»dad
purpoaec thixnigb chennca! adioD within or
00 tbfl body of m^u or other animals and
which ts not dependsat upon bema
metabolijzed far tha acJiievament of its

pxlioarv iuleudml puiposes."
Both the drug" deSnltion aitd the
"device" de&mtioij also iijclude articles
"intended to affect the structure or any
feutction of the body."
Section 351(8) oftho PHS Act requires

premarket approval ioi biological

products IJcenses ere to be is?uH upon
a showing thai the establishments and
ptodurtj "•maul standartis. designed to
insujn the contuiued safery, purity, and
potency of such products * " *. ' (42
U.S.C. 262ldl) ft biological products
offocbvenass for it? intendea use« must
be shown as part of the slalutnry

requirement for poteaty (21 C3Tt
B0n.1(5)) At the investigational stages.
wLhu ths products are being studied iri

ditiiral trials to gather saft>ty and
effwctivanoss data, biological products
must meet the requircmeuts of part 3 1

2

(21 CFRpert 312) H)As hmlogict
regulations require the submissior of
both p^odur,^ hcense applications
(PI.A'sJ and esteblishment fcceost!

appbcations fEIA's) (21 CfK 801 1
IhjougheQl.lC) Biologies
estabhsfaxneuts and products must
satisfy detailed standards set forth in the
regulations (21 CFR parts 600 throueh
680).

^^
Section 351(b) of the IT^S Aa

prohibits wisely labeling or marking a

Diological product. Under section 361 ul
the PH.S Act (42 .S.r 284). the agencv
may pmuiuljjalu reguletions to prevent'
the introduction

, transmission, or
spread of cmnmuQicable disea.ses
Products cansidared to tie biological

products subjeci to the provision', of
section 351 of the PHS Act ai«
simultaneously also drugs or devices
subiect to the applicable provi6ii>ns
under the act. For example, the
adolleration, misbranding, and
registration pnivisnons nf the unl wctild
apply to the product as a drug or device
under SB(*on r^M nf the act (Zt

U-S.C 351). txrtb drugs ADti devices are
considered adulterated fnr any of a
number of specified reasons, bicluded
among these adulteratior provisicns is
the retjuinannct that the method'; and
^idlities and coutrols used for
manufacture. pmcAssing. packing, and
holding or installation conform with
current good Tuauufactnring practice
(CGMP) re^ulaiiouR (21 XJ.S.a
3S](a){2)(B) and (h)). FDA's
Irnplecuciiuig rBgulatloDs codified at 21
CTk parts 211 and 820 specify the drug
and oeviczi CX 'MP requirements

Seclioo 502 of the act (21 U.S.C. 352)
sets forth misbranding fHx)vi8icns that
apply to drugs and devices. Among
other drcumstancas, drug or device 13

considered misbranded if Ae labehng is
Ealsa or inisloadlng or if the labeling
fails to bear adequate directions (or use
or adequate warnings against unsafe u,i»-

(21 tl S.C 3S2(aj and (0) Any dnig or
device is also misb.-auded if ii is

dangerous to health when used in the
manner or with the frequency siiggeslgd
in the lahehng (21 (J.S c. 352(i)) For
prescription drugs and restricted
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ileiviuts. vectioD SG2 or Ibe nrt d«iafhes
ontslo Inftirmoticn that mui* be
bic}nd«d iu ali ndVBitiSQmatxJti or nthor

pTluied mHtxnal (21 U.S.C 352(n] «nd

hi) njA't ngiiUiioDf nko ntsblish
l^vling and d<fv9rlisuig reqummcals in

moni d^uil (21 CFR jarM. 2111 . J-Ol, and
801).

Soctioc me of tbo ACt (21 V .S.C 860)
x^piinrt p«nw>aA who own or <iporat£»

ecteblfefamHOts for An n>«nui«cliu«,

pTcparatioD, prvjiAgation. coinpotiiifliiy?.

or proraBsin^ of d-itgs fw devices (wilt
rortain oxccptioa*) to ntpiKter those
«cfsbU£hiSKUt6 with FOh. Individunis

vrho nKisi nf^at (bsir asuUiRtunamii
imdcr sRctiuu Slo of the tct mu«t sIko

fils e UsI of s]3 th« dni)^ ssd dovios
hMD}{ made or pit^-B««>^ al th«

astabk^hivunl. FUA'sxsgistnitioD

regul?'ions ore codified «i 21 1JH pait£

207 and 807
Although ptoducts rapjloiod hy FDA

AS bioluKi^ prodiirXs must aUn mer:
drug or derviu* mniireiiumtfi. tbe a^tenry

does no! requin duplicate pramarket

tftpfOTsls. For «xaiu|i\e, i! HJA T8quir»>

a PI.A 10 be mb(nitt*td for the product

as a bloloaic tba agency <\\im oot alxo

r9qair« subvni^on r>f a ohw drug
applicslion (TCUA) jz & device pramarket
(ppniral appljcaf.on (PMA).

Tike interstate xiiziiiieixe ikxul
r]««>ded to rBquir^ prmnarkct epproidl
undAT tiio etalutury proviaofis

govwuing biitlogics and dnvs caoy be
CTgstad fn variolic ways ia additiQn to

shipmant of tfia bni^ed product by the

manufacturer For smtRple, avss if a

biologies) dru^ product ifl zoanufu^tuiMl
mtirsly with uiaterialfi that have uct

WORsed Stotr fhifls, transport of the
pradiict into another State by a.n

individual patient ooatet the intenliite

vammBKu iKvut If a compooent uwd
in the manufactura of the product
moves intcrtrt«Ie, tte interstate

commer^y prsmqui^ta for tlie

piobiinliu-: Against <iru^ laisbmndiofl ix

aiao ^tisSwi ev«a when the finished

prodiu.t ftaya vrlthm the State. Froduct*
that do not <;arry labeling approved in

a PLA (or NDA) er« mlshrsnood under
Mcthm 502(0(1) of the act (21 U.S.C
352(0(1). 21 CFR 201.5, Zm 101)(c)(2)).

Mi7i«cvv, fah«>Iv UbelioR q liiologica)

product is prohibited under sectiun
3Rl(b) of the PHS Act wfthout regard to

any ialnrstate cotnmerr;» nexiia (42

U.S.C 262(h)). The act coaiains a
prastunptioa of intsntate oammerce ior

devices (aacUiiu 700 of the act (21 USC
S79b)).

Both the PHS Act and the act provide
authority lor eoforcHnient of the v«riotu
statutory requiremeiitj^ FDA ue

Ajthoiized to oondtjct tospetliana to

detonoine ootnpllance with nigulatory

r«qair«nsiiu (42 U.S.C. 2t>2(c) and 21

U.S C_ seO(h) and 374) Approved
PMA's may be xuep«nided or rvvolwd
(42 US C 262(a) and 21 U S C SSSle)

and SfiOK*)) Biolcqacsl product* and
devices may be recaltml tmder (certain

drritinjlances (4 J U .S C 2S2(il)(2) an'i

21 IJ.S.r. 3B0h) Judii-iAl actions

.

inciudinf'. fieizures. iojunctions. and
cjiisioai prtMOCUtioot.. may also be
Initiated (42 II.S.C. 282(0 and 21 VS.C
332. 333. am) 334).

Some pnxiucts may cootMin a

combiiuition of Hjoiocical products and
drugs or devL-^Bb Un»im e proniion of

tf» S«fe MwUcal DevirJ«i Act of 1990.

FDA dMenriinea the primary mode of

•cliofi nf the cocnbuntioii products (21

U.S.C ^53(fJ). then essigng the primary

jtirifldiction fur rrvia%^ nf the produrt

within the ajtency hi&Ked on that

datermlnatioi^ Ft) .A hue estAbllEhed

prooed'jntf for desi^BtiDg the

organization within FDA (i e . the

Center for Biologies Evahiatlun and
Kesaordi ((3ER). the Center for Drug
f>paliiation and Pn^ciarch (QJER). or the

CentKir for Devices aiHi RAdinio^cal
Health (CDHH)) to review aimbinaJion
proditf^ nr any otbw prijdur:t.4 where
the agency oeoiter with primary
turisdictiou la unclear (21 CFR 3 1

thrtnigb 3 10). CDKK COEK. and CDRH
h;rve alxo snterod into tnterconter

agreements to cladfy the cantors'

mepouaiblliliev fbt rmiMwing various

kindx of products.

JB /l«gulatioii ofSomabe Veil and One
TTier^oy Proc/ucts

This statenoent is intended to presant

the agmcy's aiiT«nt apprnacb to

regulatliif. sumatic oeU and geun thervpy

pKKiacts^ For the jiurpose of this

atatement, aomatk cdl therapy products

are defirtod as autologous (i.e , ceU).

allogeiMir (l.e., intxa-tp«ci»fl), nr

xscogenaic (i.e , inter^epecia*) cxUs Ibat

have beaa propagated, expanded,
selected, pcartnacologicauy tl«at«d. or

othxrwiM ajleied in biolo^cal
rliaractjBristlca ox vivo to be
edmiiiisteied to faumanK aad applicable

to the pjvvuiitlon , tnetmsnt, t^iire,

diagnotis, or initigetinc of diaeaee oi

inj^irlas. Cellular pioducta isteitdBd for

Dse MS aomalic oeU tfaoapy are

biolu0c«l products culi|ecl to tagulatioa

pursuant to the i'HS Act (42 U.S.I: 262)

toui also Call within the deSiilUon of

dnipintbeKt(2lU.S.C. SZKg]). Aa
biulogicnl prodoots. sonmtic cell therapy
products AT? Sitbiacl to osiahli^hment

and product iicen£ur« to erixure prxxtuct

nfety, ptixily, end putem^. At the

invaatigationa] stage, these products
mild be in cnmpliftnc* with pail 312.

fllllnlial triadi sro. thenfore, to be
conducted under INO's. As drnge.

snmstic c«U therapy products ai« also

suhfect to druK tequlrementi such m
oorfisnnitv with CtMP ragulatiiHis

FUA has not required preniaitating

approval for maay types of

transplantation, including boon marrow
tnincplantR. Howevw, recent acuMstific

o;id biotschnologlcai develnijaDeTits now
enable borw marrow to t>o numtifnrtuppd

into a BOfiiatic call therapy product

Such products ai« sub^sct to FUA
ivgulation coasl<!teiii with the approach
to other wwiAtic call therapies dcecrUMd
Id this stirfement In additiua, other

forms of tranKfilantatjon, cikch m the

treiufer of whole ocgana and tissues,

have boon, or ere anr^nrly being

roaaseseed and addrmsad by FDA or

other Fedatal agendet in light of currant

knowledge and tsdmologicel advances.
Cone therapy producbt ate dafinod for

the Trurpose of this statemsot «i

pioaacts cuntaining genetic matarial

sdsiinlsts>n)d to modify or laaniptilKte

the enpressiop of genetic matotial or to

alter tn« biological proportles of living

cells. Some geiKj thetBpy pmdncts (e.g.,

those umt«iala>( viral ^-actors) to be
administei«d tn humniis fall within the

dafinltlao ofbiologlca] prrxhjct^ and are

subject to the licensing provicians of the

PHS Act, as well as to the drug
provisioos of the act Other gess thatspy

prndocts, such as dhemicalty
tycthesized products, meet the drtig

definition bnl n<< the bioloslcal product

definition and ar« regulated under the

relevant provisions of the act only.

Biological products intended for use

as source materials for firrtber

tnenufncture into hoensad aametic cell

therapy products or gene tharspy

producu require pr«maikstliig approval

as biological piodncts Intended tor

fnrtbor manuW:tin>n when they ar\f

flipped bnm aae legal entity to

potner Such products would be
ooociderad part of s shared
msQufactiiring ATTangemeol in which:
(t) Two or more manuEactuiwu perform
dl^Mont aspects of the mannfai^ure of

a product, (21 neither uerfomis nor Is

liosiieed to perfonn aU asperts of the

manu&cture. and 13) etsch luanu&cturer
holds product and establithment license

appUcaliODs. In a ahaied matnifertuiipg

amtttymieDt, PDA atxapt* only license

appllcstiaiis lor biological nreducts
intended far fortber niannnictiira that

specify the licensed tnmu&ctuier or
maauracturers to -whicii the

Intermediate produrA wUl be tbippMl
and aupiuvw tncfa aiipUcBtiaos only

after demtmstnUos f>t safety end
efGcacy of the and product. For
example. biohslcBl gene tfaarapy

products inteined Car oae ox vivo in the

manti&cture of gaoatically (hand cells

for somatic cell theraplte will fecpiln

piemarkettng approval as bioiogtial
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SPECIAL ARTICLE

REGULATION OF SOMATIC-CELL THERAPY AND GENE THERAPY BY THE FOOD AND
DRUG ADMINISTRATION

David a. KESSL£m M.D., J.D., Jay P- Siecel, MT>., Protw D. NoctJcm, M.D., Kathryn C. Zoos, Ph-D^

Karyk L Feidem, Aio>Jawet WooDoocic, M.D.

QCIENTJFIC advances in the past decade h»ve

O made the clinical testing of somatic-ceU tbeiapy

and gene therapy a reality. Early trials in huntans

suggest that impoTiAnl new diagnostic and therapeu-

tic tools are on the horizon. The objectives of this

article are to examine the r^ulation t>f somatiix*!!

and g«v« therapy by the Food and Drug Administra-

tion (FDA) in the context of the agency's traditioikal

role in the development of bioiogic products and to

scimuUie discussion in areas in which policy is still

being fonnulatcd.

The ic^nology of somatic-cell and gene therapy

has moved from the beitch to clinical evaluation with

considerable speed. One striking aspect of cairrent and

planned clinical trials is the br^dth of proposed indi-

cations. The flexibility of these new (brms of technol-

ogy allows the rapid tailoring of products for a variety

of applications, including use as vaccines, diagnostic

agents, drug-delivery systems, and treatments for ma-

lignanl, infectious, and genetic diseases, as well as for

organ failure- Gene therapy and somatic-cell therapy

arc discussed together here because of their close

medical, scientific, and regulatory connection. Of 4€

gene-therapy proposals reviewed by the FDA through

TOid-1^3, 36 involved the ex vivo treatment of so-

matic cells with a gcne-thcrapy vector, followed by

the administration of the modified cells tu the pa-

tient, only 8 involved direct adminbtration of the

vector.

SoUATtCrCCLL ThERATV

The FDA defines somatic-cdl therapy as the ad-

ministration to humans of autologous, allogeneic, or

xenogeneic living somatic cells that have been manip-

ulated or processed to change their biologic character-

btics ' The cellular products used in somatic-oell ther-

apy mcpt the statutory definition of biologic products

and are subject to regulation by the FDA under the

Public Health Service Act.^ These products also meet

the dcfinuion of a drug under the Federal Food, Drug,

and Cosmetic Act and are subject to applicable provi-

sions of that law.'

Forms of somatic-cell therapy that are currently be-

ing stiulicd include a wide spectrum of interventions.

One approach involves expanding or activating autol-

ogous eel! populations ex vivo. Clinical trials arc being

hnr Sac OrKcc of IM Coi riubjmnu (D.A.K.. K t_F.). mi <ke Ca*a f<x

B»ki(3U EviUatioo tMtVaaat U.P.S , ^OM.. K.C.Z.. J.W.). Rxxl Ksd

Onig A^DufuxntMn. t«£kvtti«. Md- A4*««s fffiriai myxste to Dr. Wdo^m^
o HFtH-iOO. WgoAiMll office Oaofttx. Saw 400 S . I4QI KatkiOk Me.
Itortr*. MD J0«n-1»4«-

oooductcd at the National Caiuzr Institate to evalu-

ate the use of tumor-infiltrating lymphocytes that

have been expat\ded and activated ex vivo to treat

patients with advanced cancers.* The use of activated

T lymphocytzs has been proposed as a new (orm of
antiviral therapy to treat cytomt^alovirus and other

vmi infections.^ £x vivo expansion of other ceil types—' e^-, autologotts bone marrow progeniiar cells— i»

also being attempted. A scorad approach to somatic-

'

cell therapy involves the use of allogeneic or xetvogen-

eic ccDs fiir replacement therapy. This includes the

treatment of oongeiiital or acquired diseases such as

hemophilia, Parkinson's disease, and diabetes mcUitus

that are characterised by the deficient production of

secreted baon. Rejectian of the therapeutic cdl

population, the principal obstacle to this approach,

has been oweroome in animal modeb by the use of

semipermeable barriers such as microcapsules or hol-

low-^ber culture systems. Many additionatl types of

somauc-cell therapy, including partial organ regen-

eration or supplemeniadon, are in the early stages of
exploration.

Gene Therapt

OctK therapy encompasses interventions that in-

volve deliberate alteiation of the genetic matenal of

living cells (o diagnose, prevent, or treat disease. The
administration of cells that have artdcrgonc ex vivo

genetic manipulation is considered a comlniiation of

somatic-cell therapy and gene therapy.* Although the

majority of human gene-therapy trials to date have

used this combinatjon approach, gene-therapy prod-
ucts have also been administered directly to subjects

to modify aHi in vivo.

Current approaches to gene therapy use nKxlified or

attenuated vinises as vectors to carry the genetic ma-
terial into the cell. Gene-therapy products based on
viraJ vectors meet the statutory definition of bio-

logic products and are subject to regulatitm by the

FDA.^ Other genr-therapy products that are under
development use other delivery methods. DNA-Kpo-
somc mixtures, directly admmistered DNA, and DNA
combined with a targeted delivery «ystem (c^., a

ittonodonal amibody or cdlular-reccptor-targeted

ligand-DNA conjugate). These products will also be
regulated by the FDA.
Other gene-theiapy inierventioiu are also under

choical investigation. One application involves insert-

ing a fuQCtional version of a missing or defective gene
into a patient's celb. A number of such therapies for

oongeniul genetic dbeases are in the late prK^iucal
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stagts of devi:iop«n«n« A duiical triaJ is currency

evaluating rfic genetic treatment of severe combined

immuoodeficicncy causeti by insufficient adenosine

deaminase. Preliminary results of this study, beiicj

conducted by Michael Blaese and coworkers at the

National Institutes of Health, indicate thatT lympho-

cytes transduced ex vivo with a retroviral vector con-

tainirig the normal human adenosine deaminase gene

have at least temporarily improved patients' immune
function.'* Other dinical trials are exploring the feasi-

bility of inscrtini; the cystic fibrosis transmembrane

reporter gene by direct inoculation of patients' respi-

ratory cpithclium.

A conceptually quite different appHcation of gene

dierapy involves using lymphocytes to target cytokine

delivery to specific sites. Another use is to mark cells to

measure their in vivo distribution and persistence.'-"

An additional application involves creating individ-

nAlized vacdnes by modifying autologous cells to

stimulate an eficctive immune response more efficient-

ly through metianisras such as the expression of new
antigens on the cdl surface, the setreiton of certain

cytokines, or both. This approach is being investigat-

ed to treat cancer and chronic infections such as hti-

mati nnmiuiooeficiency virus (HIV) infection. A final

example involves intrtiducing a gene into tumor cells

to repdcr thein susceptible to a drug " Othci; genetic

manipulations targctirkg diseases as disparate as ath-

erosdetosis and hemophilia arc undergoing preclini-

cal testing."

Trials currendy under way arc uitUkety to define the

uitimatc role of lomatic-ccll and gene therapy in clini-

cal mcdidne. As more is learned about the genetic

ootitTOl of growth and differentiation, as well as about

geuttk meiianbrns of pathogei»«si», an even broader

range of approaches to the diagnosis, prevention, and
treatment of disease will undoubtedly come under

dinical cvaluat><»^

Clinical DcvcLorMENT of Biomicic Pitooucrrs

Products that appear promising in early dinical tri-

als of aomatic-cetl or geite therapy will usually enter a

commercial development process with two important

paraUei coraponenis. The safety and efficacy of the

products are tested in clinical trials of appropriate

design. Coacurrerilly, the manufacture and lesiingof

the biologic product itself arc refined to permit larjjc-

scalc production and distribution of a pure material

with reproducible qualities. Although the dinical as-

pect of this process it the fbcus of public adention,

the ptxxluct-developmcnt component is equally im-

portant.

The need Cor appropriate control of biologic prod-

ucts has been reoognited since their first large-scale

uac in the late 19th century Therapeutic antiserums

were found to be effective in treating certain infectious

diseases, but their potency and purity varied widely.

In 1901, 13 cbiklrcti In St Louis died of tetanus after

they had been injected with diphtheria antitoxin.

Thdr deaths were traced to tetanus contamination of

the eqinnc serum Tnira which the antitoxin wa:> pre-

pared." This and other less dramatic inddents led to

the enactment of the Biologies Control Act of 1902—
aisc known a^ the Virus, Serum, and Toxin Act —
which mandated the federal regulation of biologic

products.'* Since that dme, the manufacturers of bio

logic products have been retjuired to hold licenses

both for the product and for ail mar.ufactunng fa-

cilities.

The control of biologic products has been progres-

sively refined S4nce the ISO? act was passed. Three
prindples arc central: control of the biologic source or

sources, control of the productioD process, and control

of the bulk and final product. These principles have
been successfully applied to quality control for pnxl
ucts as diverse as human blood and vaixines agaiiut

viruses, and they are also crucial to controUmg the

quality of products for somatic-ceJi and gene therapy.

Products for £omauc-ceU and gene therapy may be
derived from a variety of biologic sources, indnding
directly harvested autologous, allogeneic, or xenogea-
dc cdls; cultured oeU linear genetically modified odl
Unes; and viral vectors. Product safety requires that

such sources be well characterized, uniibrm, distin-

guisfaablc from the sourtxs of similar materials, and
not contaminated by hazardous adventitious agents.

At (he time of the 1902 act, the control of biologic

materials centered around mictobiologic testing aitd

animal husbandry. The importaiKe of such controls

was illusirated when fix)t-and-mouch disease occurred
in animals used to pi^xlucc smallpox vaodnc" Subse-
quently, the development of new Ibrms <^ technology,

b^;inn'iiig with the pioduction of viial vacdncs by
tissue culture, generated additional scientific chal-
letigts. Viral seed-lot systems, whidi set the permissi-

ble number of passages from the wdl-dtaractexixed
parent virus through vaccme production, vt^re devel-

oped to oootrol potential reversion to viruknce by at-

tenuated viral strains. In addition, the concept of the

production-oeU sabstfate, a d<£ncd ceUular source
material used m produce biologic agents, was devd-
oped. Strat^es were devised to test tor coatamiaants
originating in cdl substrates— lor example, the sim-
ian virus 40 found in the monkey-kidney-cell cul-

tures used tn produce poliovinis vaccttw Adventi-
tious viruses continue to be a problem in today's cell

substrates. Currently, cell-bankiag and testing algo-

rithms air used to evaluate the odl substrates used m
the production of biologic agca^ts such as vaccines,

monodonal antibodies, and iccombinant-DNA prod-
ucts, as wdl as certain furtju of somatio-cdl and gene
therapy.

Cdls dirccdy removed from humans may be used in

somatic-cdt and gene therapy and pose additional
problems in preventing soxiroe-related contamination
by advendtioui agents Safety issues relaxed to the
use of fresb cdls first emerged with the advent
of blood transfusion. Banking Wood for transfusion
saved countless Uvcs durii^ World War II, and whole
blood subsequently became the first cdlular material
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approved as a biologic product by the FDA However,

tht vridfspread use of a human -derived cellular prod-

uct raised unique isfues of quRjity control related to

the tiamfiision-a&sociaited iraiumission of disease Be-

cause blood could not be »tei ilized by fUtralion or oth-

er means, tbe dcvelopraent of strategies to control or

prevent viral and bacterial contamination was essen-

tial As a result, the rvaluaiiuii of donor health

through history taking, physical examination, and

laboratory testing became central to protecting the

safety of the blood supply The recent emergence of

HIV reinforcci the importance o! donor screening and

testing procedures when liuman-dtrived biologic ma-

teiials are used.

The concept of controlling the manufacturing proc-

ess is the second cornerstone in ensuring the quality of

biologic products. Rigorous control of the process js

essential because of the dilhculties inherent in assess-

ing and oontroUing the consistency of biologic prod-

ucts. Source materials, such as cells, viruses, and

blood, ate often not unilorm. In addition, seem'mgly

nunoi changes in the conditiorts of cell cultures oi in

purification processes may significantly alter the bio-

logic cliara.ct€ristics of the finaJ product Becatisc of

the complex nature o( final products that consist

of cells, microorga oisms. oi macromolecules, testing

of fiiul products alone cannot reliably detect, tnit, or

control for variability Manu&cturers must therefore

rely on controlled, reproducible manufacturing procc

durr.s and environments to produce a uniform prod

UCt. The degree of reliance on a controlled process

varies according to the nature of the product . For ex-

ample, in the <ase of certain products containing liv-

ing cells that may be prepared in singlc-donor, single

recipient batches, the small size of each batch and the

need for timely administration of the cells impose spc-

taal limitations on testing. As a consequence, control

over the process, and the facility has been particuJarly

emphasized.

The third central principle of controlling biologic

products involves control of the bulk and final prod-

uct. Because the complete cliemical characterization

of biologic products is not ordinarily feasible for qual-

ity control, the tesung of biologic potency receives

particular emphasis Controlling the potency of so-

matic-cell therapies will be particularly challenging

and will probably require the development of new
approaches

As the prercding examples, demonstrate, control of

the production of biologic agent? has had a ley role in

quality assurance from the earliest biologic therapeu-

tic agents through today's scientifically complex inter-

ventions. The technical standards developed lot the

commercial produrtion of somjitic-ccll and gene iher

apy will be based on these existing manufacturing and
ccMttrol prinaples.

Tke ArPBOACH TO Rn»lLATION

The FDA is responsible for developing a regulatory

framework and technical standards for products used

in somatic-cell and gene therapy that apply the princi-

ples of product control discussed above. Technical re-

quirements ate less stringent in the early phases of

<dinical investigation and became more rigorous dur-

ing later development.

The InwtigMlofvd Ptiose

Ciinir.al studies of investigational biologic agents

are performed under an investigational New Drug
(IND) application filed with the FDA IND applit;!-

tions for somatic-ccU and gei»e therapy must contain

information on product manufacturing and testing to

etLsure that trial subjects will not be exposed to an
unreasonable and important risk of illness or injury.

For example, an INO application for a gene therapy
mediated by a retrovirus vector would be expected to

contain detailed information on the molecular biology

of the vector and insert, the production and testing

oi the producer cell banks, safety testing of the hnal

viral supernatant used for transduction of tlie pa-

tient'.^ cells, and any relevant jafiet)' or activity test-

ing in animals. Spcdftcations and required testing at

each step of the production process would abo be sub-

mitted.

Cells for somatic-<eU therapy are distinguished

&om cells used Ibi tissue transplantation for regula-

tory purposes, and questions about the distinction fre-

quently arise. The extent and intent of the cell proc-

essing are one factor used in making this distinction.

Ex vivo cell processing that mvolves expansion, selec-

tion, encapsulation, or pharmacologic treatment is

viewed by the FDA as a manufacturing step (hat re

suits in a product for somalic-oeU therapy. Similarly,

procexaing that alters the biologic characteristics of
the cells — Le., by inserting genetic material, induc-

ing difleirentiation or accivation, or causing the $ecrc^

tion of biologically active factors— tiefincs the result

as a product for somatic-cell therapy. Howevet, un-
modified autologous or allogeneic bone marrow cells

intended for transplantation are not considered regu-

lated prwiucts for somatic-cell therapy. Likewise,

marrow purged of tumor cells or mature lymphocytes
by monoclonal antibodies or drugs will iMt be consid-

ered prtxlucts foi somatic-cell therapy without further

modifiration of the tnarrow, although the purging
agents require FDA approval. In contrast, highly

processed marrow ceils, such as stem cells selected and
expanded ex vivo, will be regulated as products foi

somatic-cdl therapy Sioiilarly, geneticaJly modified
cdli, such as transduoHl autologous hepatcx:yies, will

be constdoed products far somatic-cell therapy Issues

concerning the regulation of tissue transplantation are

under coiuideration by the FDA as a separate matter.
The Recombinant DNA Advisory Committee of the

National Institutes of Health oversew investigational

gene-therapy protocols that have received federal

funding or are performed at institutions receiving fed-

era! funding The committer and the FDA have im
portant, complementary functions. Review by the

committee citsuces broad public discussion of the sci-
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CTtific evaluition <4 this new tcxhnology, particularly

wich r^ard to sodal and ethicai concprns. The FDA
focuses on the development of safe and edective bio-

logic products, froro tbcir first use in humans through
their commercial distribution. Products used in proto-

cols svbiect toJtview by the Recombinant DNA Advi-
sory Commijicc must ako undergo FDA review: no
specific ordet'is necessary, and the reviews may pro-
ceed simultaneously

Tits Producl Uccfisa

Forms of somatic cell and gene therapy that are
successful in clinical trials will be produced commrr-
cially for use by qualified clinicians. Manufacturers ol

biologic products must hoW licenses both (or the
products ai»d for their manufacturing faciliues. The
FDA musi therefore approve a sponsor's product-
license application and establishment license applica-
tion for each product. Produa-bccnse applications
contain detailed manuEacturing information, product
and labeling spccificau'onji, summanes of relevant

predmical data, and analyses of the design, cod
duct, and results of the clinical trials. The data arc
expected to demonstrate the ability to manufacture
reproducibly a biologic product that provides overall

bencht to patients when used in the dime. The es-

tablishment-license application dest«ibes the manu-
facturer's fadlities, including relevant procedures,
equipment testing, and the qualifications of the per-
sonnel

The pharmaceutical and biotechnology firms that
aie currendy developing grne-theiapry prtxlucts virdl

submit product license applications and estabbsii-

mcnt license applications for their products, as do
producers of other biologic agents. The logistics of
licensing cellular therapies will probably be more
compiicaied because, like blood banking, cell process-
ing may occur at local or regional facdities. For
example, estabushmcnis that process and gcnccicaUy
uodify patients' stem cells or other somatic cells

might be located in or near tauary care medical cen-
ters Kvery such facility will need to be licensed by
the FDA

An kneracUva Proown

The FDA's Center for Biologies Evaiuarion and
Research has worked with sponsors on hundreds
of clinical research proposals for somatit-cell and
gene therapy. Before IND applicauons are submit-
ted, mcctinf5s between the center and sponsors plan-
ning clinica! trials of new products arp actively

encouraged- Sponsors present the rationale for a par-

ticuiar approach, present preclinical data, discuss
proposed trial designs, and otherwise descnbc theii

concepts and development plans. In the context of the
specific product, the center's scientists describe stand-
ards for product characteriiatton aod quality control,

comment on research strategics, pinpoint potential

manufacturing problems, and suggest revisions in pre-

clinical or clinical protocols

To claiify some of the relevant issues, iht Center for

Biologies Evaluation and Research issued PoinU to

Consider in Humor Scmatk CM Therafiy and Gau Tkrrapy

in 1991 ' This document highlighti many of the
current soentihc issues in the manufacriire, testing,

and dmical use ol' products fnr somatic-ocll snU gene
therapy.

A PRimtKT An-ROACH

Federal regulatiors provide that pharmaceutical re-

search involving human subjects cannot begin until
the FDA has detcrrouied that a clinic al trial would not
expose the subjects to an uiiicasonable and important
risk of illness and injury, given the probability and
magnitude of the risk and the potendal benefits. This
determination involves an assessment of both the
product and the intended study population For exam-
ple, injecting genetically altered ceUs into a healthy
person involves nsk-benefii considerations different
from (hose picsentcd by studying an analogous thera-

py with possible antitumor properties in a patient with
advanced cancer.

As the theoretical basis for somacic-cc^ and gene
therapy has evolved, substantial concern has been
voiced about its risks, both to individual patients
and to the public at large, aud its ethics. The pub-
lic and the scientific community are vrcU served, and
the continuing development of new forms of tech-
nology is best ensured, by the independent, authorita-
tive evaluation of risks that the FDA nrview pnxxss
provide;

As these novel therapeutic applications are explored
and knowledge aboui risks and benefits accumulatci,
the FDA's regulatory approach may well be modified.
Nonetheless, early clarification of the agency's plan to
apply Its existing regulatoty framework fo products for
somatic-cell and gene therapy i.s more prudent than
waiting until the field has matured. This early discus-
sion will facilitate produT development by academic
and commercial sponsors in line with FDA require-
ments and the demands of public health. The histori-

cal precedents for evaluating emeiging forms of
biologic technology are clearly established. Thought-
ful and flexible science-based regulation under the
siatutoiy authorities that have evolvnl over the past
century seems a consistent, reasonable, and prudent
course.

V»c irc indemcd lo Drs P»»l \cbcr>aU. Siuaimc L. Epuein,
Kurt CunlH, Al Kuu, Ann Wwn.md KennrOi Scimon md to M».
Ocbonh HendcTsoik for Cher nontnbaTioni in rrviewinf this nuiiu-

Retek^nces

I Foorf m4 Onjp^ A(fanw-4Mn3on Potfiu to temsvin in hanan wmatj.: edl
tt<cT«^ jnd gmc Ihenpy RcckviUc. Md Co«r tar BidoKiu CviaMtion
*k! Roearth. iMl
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Mr. Chairman, members of the Committee, we are pleased that you are reviewing the

status of gene therapy research in the United States, and we wish to provide some

thoughts from the perspective of rare "orphan disease" patients and families who have

invested a great deal of hope in the success of this new technology

I am Abbey S Meyers, President of the National Organization for Rare Disorders

(NORD), and a member of the NM Recombinant DNA Advisory Committee (RAC) Of

the broad spectrum of divergent interests participating on the RAC, I represent the

consumer community However, for the purpose of this hearing I am submitting this

testimony not as a member of the RAC, but as President of NORD, a non-profit voluntary

health agency representing the interests of an estimated 20 million Americans with rare

disorders Under the Orphan Drug Act of 1983, a "rare disorder" is defined as an illness

or condition effecting fewer than 200,000 Americans. There are approximately 5,000 of

these ailments, and about 4,000 of them are genetic.

What has been accomplished with the use of gene therapy? Where is gene therapy and

related research headed''

Mr. Chairman, when gene therapy was first conceived, it was visualized as a technology

that might correct genetic defects and treat or prevent hereditary disorders However,

despite highly publicized news stories to the contrary, human gene therapy has veered far

off course Today approximately 80% of RAC approved gene therapy protocols are not

for genetic diseases , but instead for cancer They are not attempts at correcting genetic

defects , but rather are experiments aimed at using viruses as drug delivery systems Most

current gene therapy experiments are not innovative scientific exercises with a therapeutic

intent, but rather they are "me-too" experiments that copy protocols previously underway.

In fact most gene therapy protocols are not "therapy"", they are simply "gene transfer"

experiments aimed at learning whether vectors can transfer genes to human cells.

Associate Members

Dedicated to Helping People with Orphan Diseases
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Human gene therapy does offer the promise of cures, prevention and treatments that mankind has been

waiting for But scientific excellence is not dri\ing the issue. Wall Street is Vector manufacturers see little

potential profit in developing gene therapy for most hereditary diseases, whereas they envision extensive

profits from cancer Therefore, biotechnology companies are generally sponsoring protocols that differ only

minutely from each other, aimed at delivering interleukin, interferon and other biologic substances directly

into tumor cells, even though we already know from experiments underway that if the transferred gene has

any effect at all, it has a short lived temporary effect that lasts no more than a few days

On the other hand, the few gene therapy trials that have shown a therapeutic effect involve genetic diseases.

Ashanti DeSilva and other children with Severe Combined Immune Deficiency (SCID) have illustrated how
the replacement of defective genes in hereditary diseases could possibly halt or reverse the disease process.

However, there is controversy about the actual effect of gene therapy on the 5 children with SCID who are

also using an enzyme replacement drug called Adagen (PEG-ADA) It has not been conclusively shown that

the clinical improvement in the children is from the drug or the genes, or perhaps both

Dr James Wilson's experiment replacing the genes for cholesterol receptors in the livers of people with

Familial Hypercholesterolemia have opened the window of opportunity to treat dozens of painful and

crippling disorders characterized by liver enzyme deficiencies. However, there are no other protocols

underway for these other diseases, most likely because there is no incentive for commercial vector

manufacturers to investigate liver diseases with limited populations Yet everyone agrees these are the very

diseases that might benefit most from gene therapy

Naturally, companies entering the field of gene therapy must attract financing, usually from venture

capitalists. As long as this emerging technology is driven by Wall Street, not scientific opportunity, the

corporate mentality will continue to drive the direction of gene therapy research off course When
companies do support gene therapy experiments on hereditary diseases they will continue to focus on a

limited number of disorders where they see the most potential for profit For example, there are to date

approximately 3 approved experiments on Gaucher's disease, which is estimated to effect about 5,000
symptomatic patients in the United States About 1,000 of these patients are currently paying $150,000 to

$300,000 per year for a biotechnology drug (which is the only available treatment), so vector manufacturers

are convinced that the market is lucrative for this disease There are also approximately seven protocols for

cystic fibrosis which effects about 30,000 Americans CF is also a very expensive disease to treat, due to

repeated hospitalizations, required medical equipment and expensive drugs No other lung diseases are the

subject of gene therapy protocols

In the context of government policy options, we believe that the government should take a strong hand in

directing the future of gene therapy strategies for hereditary diseases, because in the absence of government
direction genetic disease research will not be adequately pursued by the private sector. Venture capitalists

want quick payoffs, but science cannot be speeded to satisfy investors The cover story of the September
26th issue of Business Week superbly describes this problem "Gene therapy's financial doldrums
reflect the vast gulf between promise and product".
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What are the ethical issues''

There are many ethical issues that must be addressed when considering that science is trying to develop

techniques that can change the genetic makeup of human beings, and potentially the human race.

Human gene therapy must be regulated, for if it is not, there is a real danger that some scientists might try to

change genes for the sake of human enhancement and not for the correction of diseases, or that fiiture

generations might be effected causing freakish birth defects. The temptation can be great to make a person a

little taller, a little thinner, a little more intelligent, but once this is permitted, there is no predicting where it

will stop. The consequences of such action could potentially change humanity forever Diversity is the

essence of humanity, and it would be a great mistake to allow any scientist power to change future

generations, especially since our offspring cannot give permission in advance

On the other side of the issue is the deep rooted fear of the public that science fiction novels might come to

life if someone does not prevent Frankenstein type experiments, or if contaminating virus's are released into

the environment This is the reason that the RAC is required to hold public meetings, and the public is

permitted to have input on gene therapy experiments. When gene therapy experiments started, the

Foundation for Economic Trends sued NIH to assure that RAC meetings remained public The openness

with which these meetings are conducted serves to assure our citizens that moral and ethical issues are

weighed with equal attention to scientific issues

Recently, an NIH experiment using the drug FIAU as a treatment for hepatitis killed several patients.

Families of those patients are suing NIH on the grounds that the informed consent documents, which the

patients signed, were untruthful and inadequate The informed consent document is a very important

component of clinical research, and especially for a new technology with unknown long-term effects The

RAC is the forum where public discussion of informed consent documents has reinforced the concept of

patient's rights, significantly reducing the public's fear that "mad scientists" might reengineer the human race

behind closed doors. It is obvious that many participants in gene therapy development have their own
interests at heart (e.g., academic institutions, scientists, vector manufacturers, etc.), but the RAC is the

independent body that has no vested interest and no ax to grind. It is there solely to protect the public.

Moreover, the openness of RAC deliberations enhances communications within and among the scientific

community If gene therapy is left to the private sector, most information would be proprietary and

scientists would be unable to learn from each other's successes as well as failures. Recently, a serious

adverse event in one patient was quickly communicated to other clinicians conducting similar experiments,

thereby preventing serious consequences and perhaps even death in other patients If this clinical trial were

protected as a commercial secret, such communication would not have been possible

What is the importance of gene therapy on international competitiveness, jobs and markets for US.
companies''
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The United States is the acknowledged leader in gene therapy No other countr>' is close to our scientists in

the understanding of genetic transfer Indeed, at ever)' RAC meeting representatives of foreign countries

attend and thank us for keeping our deliberations public so they can learn not only about scientific issues, but

fcihical issues that their nations have only begun to address This has led to demands for the

British government to open their scientific meetings to the public (Nature, Vol 371, September 15, 1994).

However, the scientific leadership of the United States will not remain unchallenged if we continue to see so

many "me-loo" repetitive experiments on the same diseases We are not developing enough new vectors,

and sometimes it seems that American scientists are simply avoiding challenge by doing "easy" experiments

Perhaps it is easier to obtain funding for something that has already been done, but the fact is we have not

seen any breakthroughs on cancer using current protocols Fresh new ideas are needed, and scientists who
are willing to undertake risky ideas, especially on diseases they think they can cure even though there might

not be a large and lucrative market The private sector is simply not equipped to pioneer new gene therapy

techniques when it relies so heavily on venture capital, so obviously the NIH should expand its role in

support of pioneering experiments.

We ought to find ways that this industry can survive without relying so heavily on Wall Street When the

Japanese target an industry for wodd leadership, the government subsidizes long term development In our

countr)' investors want a short term pay-off but, unfonunately, gene therapy will need many more years

before commercialization is possible

What are the issues concerning regulation as gene therapy products come closer to commercialization''

First, it is important to remember that gene therapy is not at all close to commercialization All approved

protocols are for phase I studies There are no phase II studies, and no proof of efficacy has been

established There are indications in the SCID and hypercholesterolemia studies that they may be effective

on some humans, but no one has been cured and too few humans have been tested

Scientific progress, not the RAC, is holding up the commercialization of gene therapy The fact is we still

don't know if it will work to prevent or ameliorate disease.

It is much too premature to think about streamlining the approval process for the sake of commercialization

Indeed, the FDA must be doubly vigilant to assure that disasters do not occur in the initial gene therapy

patients because serious adverse events, or contamination of the vectors or of the environment, might

jeopardize the fijture of all gene therapy experiments For this reason we are comforted by the fact that

FDA is monitoring the field closely and developing standards that companies must comply with It is

unfortunate that FDA's standards might drive up the cost of vector manufacturing, which may make it even
more difficult for academic scientists with no commercial sponsor to conduct clinical trials However,
FDA's RCR testing standards were established with public discussion at the RAC, and they are absolutely

essential to assure safety
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We would like to see the federal government develop a vector manufacturing and testing facility that could

be used by academic investigators who wish to develop new treatments for unstudied diseases If only one

or two of these facilities could be approved by FDA, there might be an economy of scale that would make

the technology more affordable to academic scientists Similarly, NIH should create a research grant

program for gene therapy for hereditary diseases so that this field does not remain dominated by cancer

research. Moreover, the RAC is currently able to make its judgments based solely on safety issues, and it

has admittedly approved experiments that are not "good science". RAC should be able to deny approval for

protocols that are irrelevant to advancement of knowledge and have no chance of success.

The RAC review procedure cannot and should not be dismantled RAC, FDA and ORDA are absolutely

committed to enhancing the development of this field Since many gene therapy experiments are duplicative

of current protocols, the RAC will not review them but information about them must remain available to the

public We should not, at this very early stage, permit the gene therapy research process to be clouded in

veils of secrecy. If the public has raised concerns about simple matters such as genetically engineered

tomatoes, and growth hormone in milk, the government must assure the public that truth Is not

being hidden and nazi-like medical experiments are not being conducted in secret. The public cares

about this process Mr. Chairman, and continuing government oversight of the gene therapy field is

paramount to maintaining the public's trust, and assuring the safety of patients

The government should do ever^nhing it can to encourage collaboration between academia and

biotechnology companies while maintaining the environment of openness and public trust Something seems

to happen when an area of science becomes commercialized and information is deemed proprietary.

Collaboration stops, public trust diminishes, and young scientists turn elsewhere where the shroud of secrecy

does not inhibit their freedom to publish America should continue to lead the world in gene therapy

research, but we should never allow the tail to wag the dog This is exactly what will happen if oversight and

regulation are reduced.

There is no constituency in this nation that wants to see advancements in gene therapy more than the family

of genetic disease patients, and Mr. Chairman I do not have to remind you that all of us have some genetic

defect Keeping the process open, and having frank discussions about scientific and ethical issues is essential

for the advancement of science Despite the headline claims in the tabloids about the miracles of gene

therapy, there have not yet been documented miracles A lot of false hopes have been raised We know in

our hearts that there will indeed be miracles someday if we can redirect this area of science that has veered

off course Gene therapy, as it was originally envisioned, should correct, treat and cure genetic diseases It

is our hope that the government can help to put this engine of the fiiture back on course.

The field of gene therapy is just the tip of the iceberg Its success to date reflects the return on investment

our government has made for many years in basic science including recombinant technology, monoclonal

antibodies, transplantation, basic virology, the human genome project and other related biomedical research

The RAC is not a body of government beurocrats, but rather members of the public, scientists, attorneys,

ethicists and patients A technology with potential for profound impact on all of humanity, both current and

future generations, must continue to undergo public scrutiny As a society we owe this to our offspring, we
owe this to the taxpayer, and we owe this to science
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